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SUMMARY 

1. Only a short summary is presented here. A chapter of 

conclusions and recommendations is gi..,·en in Section 7. 

2. The purpose of this study is to examine the seven Pioneer 

mills and their attaclied oil palm estates with a view to 

identifying rehabiiitation and development potential. 

3. Basic information about the estates is given below. 

Plantation 

Baoma 

Kasse i<an:;ha 

Mange Bureh 

Masanki 

Sahn Malen 

Telu (l) 

'N anjei 

Total 

Total Area 
(acres) 

800 

1100 

3167 

1750 

1850 

242 

500 

9409 

Remaining 
Area 
of Palms 
(acres> 

800 

1100 

895 

1750 

1200 

110 

100 

59.55 

Possible 
Rehab. 
Area 
(acres) 

500 

1100 

89.5 

600 

1200 

110 

100 

450.5 -

Pioneer Mill 

Yes 

Yes, but 

severe water 
supply problems 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes, has not 

operated since 
1981 

( l} In addition to the plantation there are smallholder plots of 

about 1,000 acres in the vicinity of the Pioneer mill at Tel•J. 

~. In general, the estates and mills ar..: in a very poor state as a 

result of mismanagement and neglect. Combined total 

production of all the mills currently amounts to only about ~00 

tons of palm oil per annum. The plantations are quite small 

and badly maintained; the Pioneer mills are cld, obsolete, with o i.l 

extraction efficiency rates of les than 80% (whereas modern 

commercial mills can extract up to 94%). 
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5. On the positive side, however, there are large parts of the 

plantations which are c<:&pable of rehaoilitation and the P:oneer 

mills, which use an easy to operate ;:>rocess, couid all be 

rehabilitated quite cheaply at an average cost of about Le l 

million. (Severe problems e:<!st a! the mills at t<.angha and 

~ anjei}. 

6. However, for a variety of agricult11!'al, engineering anu 

commercial reasons, we do not recommend any specific action 

at this stage at Vaange Bureh, ~asanki or -Nanje1. J./e do 

recommend. subject to obtaining the full supoort of local 

people, tnat a rehabilitat:on projec-: should be commenced at 

Baoma. Also, the possibility exists of proceeding with a 

project at T elu based on the plantation and outgrowers. 

7. Rehabili-:ation alone offers only short term solutions which wrn 
have a small impact on the national shortage of palm 011. Our 

main recommendation is to proceed with a project at 

Kasse/Sahn Malen comprising of plantation rehabilitation, 

replanting and ne..v planting together with Pioneer mill 

rehabilitation and new mill installa1100, resulting in a project 

with 6,000 acres and a 15 ton per hour mill. 

8. The rates of return on this project are only mcderate:

IRR (financial) 10.0% 

lRtl (economic) S.7~ 

But in our view it is necessary to IT'ai<e a judgement that this 

project is justified on the basis of the critical importance of 

increasing the supply of a bas~c staple and v:i broad 

developmental grounds. 

9. ln order to assist the Government of Sierra Leone it is 

recommended that appropriate a1c'-tunding should be considered. 
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SECTior.; 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background to the Assignment 

This feasibility study or:ginates from a request by the 'vl in is try 

of Trade and Industry to UNIDO to provide funding for a study of 

the Pioneer mills and estates. Produce Studies Ltd. was selected to 

undertake the assignment. 

This is the latest in a number oi studies which have focussed 

on the oil palm industry in Sierra Leone. All relevant studies are 

listed in the bibliography in Annex 3 (A.3.2.). In order to avoid 

frequent repetition, two of the earlier reports are widely quoted in 

this report. 

1. Commonwealth Secretariat ( 1986). Sierra Leone: 

Rehabilitation of the Palm Oil Industry. 

2. R. C. Cole (1986) Technical Study of Pioneer Palm Oil 

Mills in Sierra Leone. UNIDO. 

The Commonwealth Secretariat report was written by Produce 

S:udies Ltd. and was based on fieldwork undertaken in March 1986. 

The study includes a review of all vegetable oils in Sierra Leone 

but concentrates on the oil palm industry and the requirements for 

increasmg production. 

The second study, carried out under the auspices of UN 100, 

was an entirely technical account of the Pioneer mills and the 

replacement parts required. 
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1.2. Aims of :he Studv 

The full TOR are given m :\nnex 3 (A.3.1.). 

ln essence, the TOR require that tne consultants should 

undertake an all-embracing review of the seven Pioneer mills and 

estates m Sierra Leone, consider their rehabilitation potential~ 

assess the opportunities for development and, subject to viability 

being proved? recommend a project for implementation including 

proposals concerning the appropriate management structures. 

1.3. Conduct of the Studv 

The Produce Studies Ltd. team consisted of:-

Stephen Jones 

Simon Dimoline 

Phillip Durham 

'.11\ark Mitchell 

Team Leader 

.~griculturalist 

Engineer 

Agricultural Economist 

Fieldwork in Sierra Leone was carried out in September/October 

1986. The agriculturalist spent four weeks in the country and the 

other team members, three weeks. 

All the seven Pioneer mills and estates ·Nere visited. Also, 

meetings -Nere held with Paramount Chiefs and landowners in the 

rural areas. A number of meetings with senior GOSL officials and 

other interested parties were held in Freetown. 

1.4. Structure of the Reoort 

The main fin dings of the report, including conclusions and 

recommendations, are presented in Volume l. 
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Volume 2 consists of :\nnexes l 
,, -..- ':1hich grve detailed 

descr:;:mons .:>f me agncultural, engineering and financ~al/econ.:imic 

backgrounds. Volume 3 l w1m very limttcd cEstribu:•on) ;:iresems 

copies of the computer :aoles of the analyses of :he sugg~sted 

pr.:>1ects at KasseiSahn Malen, oaoma and T e!u. 



SECTIO~ 2 

B • .l.CKG~OC~D Tv THE OlL P.~L.\\ [~OL;STR Y IN SIE:lK.A L::ONE 

2.1. Economic Background 

It is not intended :o provide a gen<?ral economic review, that 

can be obtained from other sources, but simply to highlight a 

number of important factors :lf direct relevance to this study. 

Of greatest importance has been GOSL's decision, taken in mid 

1986, to accept IMF conditions for a restructuring programme which 

included floatatior of the Leone and the removal of subsidies (on 

ric~, petrol, etc.). The effect of the floatation of the currency 

was a dramatic 500% devaluation of the Leone. ln the early part 

of 1986 !he official rate was about USSl = Le 5 (the unof!icial rate 

at that time was about double the official rate), out the rate fell 

very rapidly after floatation and by October l 9S6 had reached USS 1 

= Le 29. The fu1:ure direction of exchange rate movements is 

difficult to predict but most observers in Freetown . feel that the 

rate has steadied, at least for the time l::>eing. 

Sierra Leone has experienced a chronic shcr:age of foreig:i 

exchange for many years and this has exacerbated aifficulties in 

such matters as trying to obtain spare parts for palm oil mills and 

obtaining hard currency for authorised imports of vegetable oils. In 

general terms, obtaining foreign exchange for import purchases 

sho1.Jld become more straigntforward since the Leone floata~ion but, 

of course, the cost of imports when converted to Leones has 

increased ·by many umes. 

tt is generally reported that ~ne rate ot inflation currently 

exceeds lQQj, per annum. 
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'.VagE-s remain lo..., (the minimum daily a&ricultural wage is 

fixed at Le 5.60) but there ts considerable pressure for an 

"explosion" in wages and a high rate of mcrease can be expected. 

In our analysis we have worked on ~he basis of a minimum daily 

wage of about Le 9 or 10 for plantation worKers. 

2.2. Oescriotion of the Oil Palm lndustrv 

For a gen er al description of the oil palm ind us try in S ie!'r a 

Leone readers are referred to the Commonwealth Secr~tanat report 

( i 986) which was also prepared by Produce Studies Ltd. 

In brief, the oil palm industry in Sierra Leone can be divided 

into the following sub-sectors:-

(i) The National Oil ?aim Company (NOPC) which operates 

the "privatised" Oaru and Gambia-~\attru plantations. 

NO?C is a recently-created joint venture company 

including GOSL and private companies. 

(ii) The private estates at E.astern Clinic and ~agomgoira. 

(iii) The several small plantations and Pioneer mills operated 

by the Sierra Leone Produce ~arket!ng Board (SLP~S). 

(iv) Farmers' plots, mostly planted from seedlings supplied by 

regional agricultural pro;ec.s. 

( v) ~ ild palms, which still (10 L 986) supplv more palm oil 

than all the other sub-sectors put together. 

(vi) Village processing (pits, etc.), mostly the processing of 

fruit from wild palms and farmers' plots, but also some 

plan-:ation fruit. 

( v1i1) Palm kernel oil which is produced Ln the villages and also 

by the Sierra Leone Palm Kernel Oil \\ili (SLPKO~) for 

local consumption. (Some palm kernels are c.lso exported). 
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2.3. The Shortage of Palm Oil 

Palm oil is an important part of the diet in Sierra Leone oeing 

used as a cooking oil and as an ingredient. 

demand as the raw material for soap-makmg. 

Palm oll ~s also ~n 

Our report for the CommonW'ealth Secretariat considered the 

subject of the shortage of palm oil in considerable ce;>th and 

concluded that there is a serious problem of under-supply of this 

important item which is both a stap!e food and an industrial raw 

material. 

Table 2.1. provides a summary of the supply and demand 

position for vegetable oils in Sierra Leone. lt must be pointed \>Ut 

that the data base is very poor and that ~.ome of ~ne figures, 

notably for wild palm, are no more than educated guess\\lork. 
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TaDle 2. t. Sierra Leone: Estimates of Demand and Suoolv of 

v egetai>ie vils. 1986 and 1990 

('000 tons) 

1986 

Total potential demand 

(for cooking and soap-making) 67.0 

Production of palm oil: 

?lantationsrn 

l. NOPC 

2. Private estates 

3. Pioneer mills/ 
("") 

estates 11 

Farmers' plots 

Wild palms 

Total palm oil 

Production of other vegetable 

oils 

r otal producaon (rounded) 

E.s-:imated production 

snort fall 

5.8 

l.5 

l. l 

S.4 

1.4 

20.0 - 30.0 

29.8 - 39.S 

2.0 

32.0 - !f.2.0 

25.0 - 3.5.0 

i990 

74.0 

7 ... 

2.4 

1.2 

l l.O 

2.7 

20. !) - jQ.O 

33.7 - 43.7 

3.0 

37.0 - 47.0 

27.0 - 37.0 

Source: Derived from t1gures presented m Commonwealth 

Secretariat report 

~otes: (i) Plantation production includes plantation fruit 

processed locally e.g. Gambia-Mattru mill is not 

operational and ff'S is processed in village pits 

(ii) Production estimate is based on assumption of 

partial rehabilitation 
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It is estimated that the t tal potential demand for vegetable 

oils in 1986 amounts to about 67 ,000 tons, and largely because of 

the fairly rapid rate of population increase, thir. ·.will rise to 74,CiGO 

tons by 1990. This is termed "potential" demand because it is a 

notional figure based on a target of 15 kg o! vegetable oils pe~ 

capita ?er year for food uses and a further 21lowance for 

soap-making. 

Actual ?roduction of vegetable oils, mostly palm oil, is only 

about 32,000 - 42,000 tons. This leaves a production shortfall. in 

19!6, of between 25,000 and 35,000 tons. In other words, if Sierra 

Leone was to reach self-sufficiency in vegetable oils at the 

indicated rate of consumption then production would have to 

increase by about 30,000 tons per annum. 

In theory, it would be possible for this shortfall to be met by 

imports. These imports could be in the form of palm oil, other 

vegetable oils such as groundnut oil, tallow f~r soap-making, soap 

and vegetable oil-based products such as margarine. To a greater or 

lesser extent all these p:-oducts are imported, but the provision of 

import statistics, as ;>ointed out in the Commonwealth Secretariat 

report, is often poor and inconsistent. ~ e estimated that the value 

of imports of vegetable oils and margarine, out excluding tallow and 

soap, a.mounted to more than Le 9 million in 1985. 

However, other factors must also be taken into account. 

Firstly, many unofficial imports enter the country. Secondly, the 

shortage of foreign exchange through official channels meant that 

imports were not brought in to the full e-ictent required to make up 

!he shortfall. In fact, we believe that actual consumption in Sierra 

Leone is well below the 67 ,000 tons figure in 1986 because per 

capita consumption and off-take to the soap-making sector are being 

held at a lower level because of limited availability of vegetable · 

oils and of palm oil in particular. 
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2.4. Tvoes of Palm Oil: Pricing and \'\arketmg 

At the retail level, two types of palm .:>1l are avadab1e ~n tne 

markels. The first product is known as ''red" or '':iative'' paim oll 

and the second as "'.'v\asanl<i" oil. The preierred procuct for use in 

ste•ws and other dishes is "native'' oil. This product is very red. 

tasty, quite high in FF:\ and originates from the fruit of wild palm 

trees. "\\asanki" oii is produced from planted palms and may ~e 

processed either ir mills or by tradi'tional methods; it is primarily 

used for frying and for soap-mai<ing. There are varlous sub-divisi.Jns 

of the oils within eac~ category. 

In practice, the "red" oil sold in tne markets is very often a 

mixture of "native'' oil and "'.'v\asanki" oil but the consumer is 'lot 

made aware that :he ;:>reduct is mixed. 

''Red" oil seils at a premium to "\\asanki" oil. At the :ime of 

the fieldwork vis it m Octooer 1986 the retail prices in Freetown 

were:-

Red oil Le 6.50 per "pint'' (local measl!re equai to about 300 ml). 

V\asanki oii Le 5.50 per "pint'' 

At the same time the small quarn• ties available of imported 

refined oils su~h as groundnut oil or mixed vegetaole oii from 

Singapore, were selling in the market for Le 7 or 7 .50 per "pint". 

A retail price series was presente-:1 in the Commonwealth 

Secretariat report. Prices have increased ccns1derably in recent 

years. The average poce for palm oil in L 984 was ai:>out Le 2 per 

''pmt''. Seasonal variation also has to oe ta.ken into account. lhe 

main period of availability of ''red" oil oegins in \\arch/ April and 

prices ''dip" at that time. 
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The oil sold by SLPMB from the Pioneer mills is currently only 

availaole in very small quantities as explained in Section 3. The 

current selling price is Le 600 per drum of 45 gallons. (The 

standard drum measurem~nt elsewhere in Sierra Leone is usually ~r.,. 

gallons). The market reaction to oil from SL?.\\B is that it is very 

poor quality, contains water and impurities, tends to flare up when 

used for frying and is really only suitable for soap-making. 

for the purposes "f our feasibility study, the nearest 

equivalent mill oil is that produced by NOPC at Daru mill. If the 

pioneer mills were rehabilita~ed or replaced~ the oil quality would 

be improved and would probably sell at about the same price as 

that from Daru. The ex-mill price at Daru has recently been nearly 

doubled from Le 720 to Le 1400 oer drum of 44 gallons. (The fact 

that SLP~B is still seiling at Le 600 is probably mere to do with 

bureaucratic lethargy rather than market forces). The price is not 

varied seasonally. Previously a measure of government control over 

the fixing of ex-mill selling prices existed but it now appears that 

companies are free to set their own prices. 

:\ brief sketch of the chain of distribution from the mill to 

the consumer is given below, with an indication oi marketing costs. 

A first middleman buys at Daru mill and transports the drums !o 

Freetown where the "il is sold to a second middleman (more 

accurately probably a middlewoman) who breaks bulk by buying in 

drums and selling in "tins" (4 gallons each). The retailer buys in 

"tins" and sells in "pints". 
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Example of pr ice build-uo (October 1936) 

Oaru ex-mill price 

First middleman 

Transport (approx. Le 6 

per ton mile) 

20~ mark-up 

Second middleman 

2~% mark-up 

Retailer 

33% mark-up 

::::ier arum ( ci.u. gations) 

l !ll)Q 

30!> 

340 

zoi;,o 

:.;.cs 
24-48 

308 

3256 (= Le 5.3 per pint) 

NOPC has considered selling in freetown rather than at the 

factory gate but has not taken any action as yet. This opt~on 

would also be :ivailable to any company operating the rehabilitated 

Pioneer mills. 

2.5. Comoarison with the World Price for Palm Oil 

Comparisons of the Sierra LeonP. price for palm oil with the 

world price are difficult to make. The prcducts are quite ciiff erent. 

The ~a!aysian product, for example, is hignly reiined and traded in 

large quantities. The "red" oil and "~asanki" oil from Sierra Leone 

are unrefined products ana are not traded internationally in anything 

rr.ore than very small quantities. ?rice comparisons. there!ore, must 

be tre.ited with caution. 

Also, as shown t>e!ow. the devaluation of ::ne Leone has 

cor,1pletely changed ;:he compara\.lve ;>os1uon in t~e space ot six 

months. 
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Table 2.2. Palm Oil Price Comoariscn 

Daru ex-mill price 

Leones Leones 

per drum per ton 

March 19&6 720 

Oc~ober 1986 14-00 

( 1) Source: Financial Times 

4032 

7340 

Exchange 

Rate 

USS! = 

5 

29 

::quivalem 

Price 

Sit 

806 

270 

It is apparent that the ex-Daru price is now roughly equivalent 

to the landed price of ~lalaysian palm oil in Europe whereas, six 

months ago, the ex-Daru price (half of the present price) was aoout 

three times higher than the \11-::-ld price. 

\Vhereas the exporting of palm oil from Sierra Leone, prcoably 

to 'Nest African countries, used to be out of the question on the 

oasis of price, it now becomes a realistic possibifrty although it is 

obvious that the first priority should be supply to the local market. 

One further point arises from this section. It should not be 

assumed that the world prices in Table 2.2. represe:'lt !he prices at 

which Sierra Leone imports oils. [n fact, very little ;>alm oil is 

imported, it is mostly soyaoean oil and mixed vegetable oils and the 

average import price in the years 1984 a:'ld 1985 was between 

5850-950 per ton. 

2.6. Palm i<ernels 

The other major sourc:e of revenue fer a mill, ciCcounti'l~ for 

up to 5~ or even 10~ of total revenue, is palm kernels. P.e oniy 

major buyer of palm ~ernels, through its various bu)ring a~ents, is 

SLP~iB. The kernels are ei~her exponed or processed into palm 

~ .. \a!aysian 

palm oil 
-1- - { l) \... r t.ur.:>oe 

Sit 

265 

260 
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kernel oil at the Sierra Leone Palm Kernel ·>il Mill. :\ recomme.1da:"on 

that the whole sub-sector of palm kernels shou~d b, inv~sti~c:.:ed ir 

<i rehabilitation and deveiopment study was T.ade in the Cvmm:::nwealth 

Secretartat repor-:. 

The buying price vf palm kerne!s in \1arch 1986 was Le 'J.40 

per ib. and this has been increased to Le 0.60 per lb . • 
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ScCTlON 3 

THE PIONEER \HLLS .~.ND EST.~TES 

3.1. Loe a ti on, 0..amersilio and Background 

~ e will not dwell on the historical background m any great 

detail. A summary of the main events is given below. 

The existing 7 Pioneer mi!ls and their attached estates, listed 

m alphabetical order, are located as follows. 

Baoma 

Kasse Kangha 

Mange Bureh 

.Masanki 

Sahn Malen 

Te!u 

'Nanjei 

Eastern Pro'.'inc.e 

Southern Province 

Northern Province 

Southern Province 

Southern Province 

Southern Province 

Eastern Province 

The Pioneer mills, purchased from Unilever, were installed 

during the period of the 1930s to the 1950s (Cole, 1986). A couple 

of mills have fallen into complete disrepair and disuse. Seven mills 

remain. 

The original idea was that the mills wo•~ld primarily process 

FFB from wild palms. Later, in the period of the 1950s and 1960s 

the estates were planted on adjoining land. 

The issue of land ownership and leases is an important one in 

the history of the mills and esntes. A full description of the land 

tenure system 1s well beyond the scope of this :-eport but, m 

essence, the land is held in ccmmon by !'he people and authority is 

vested in the ?aramount Chief (P.C.). The individuals and families 

who are allocated land are known, synonymously, as ''landowners" or 

"landholders", but they do not normally have any rights -:o sell land. 
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In consequence, a plantation or other project, must lease :he land. 

-~ system exists ·..i;hereby there 1s a once-and-for-all payment to 

compensate for ioss of established crops and, secondly, there is an 

annual iease payment. The latter is divided in one-third shares 

between the landholders. the chiefdom and the native administrarnm 

section of the District Office. 

The lease ?ayments for the plantations were set at Le5 pe 

acre but have been increased m more recent times, in some 

instances, to LelO per acre. 

derisorily small amount). 

('Ntiich many consider to be a 

;\ t each of the seven locations a se?arate lease exists for the 

site of the Pioneer mill and another lease for the plantation. Our 

attempts to locate copies of these leases met "Nith very little 

successs in the limited time available during fieldwork. 

A crucial ~pisode in the history of the mills and estates 

occurred in 1967 during the period of the military government 

C:mown as ~RC). Prior to that time the mills and estates had been 

in the hands of SLPMB but a decision was taken to return control 

of the plantations to the chiefdoms. :\ t the same time a number of 

new Stork mills which had been ordered l:>y SLP~B and had been 

delivered in crates to the country. became caught up in the 

confusion and were never installed. Recent reports indicate that 

there is now nothing recoverable from those Stork miils. 

Since the NRC period there has been considerable confusion 

and disharmony surrounding the Pioneer mills and estates. ln 

general. SLP~B has retained operational control of :he P:oneer 

mills, but in many instances, it has e:ic.erted lit'tle control over the 

operations of the plantations. :\lso, in many cases, the relationship 

between SLP~B and the people of the local chiefdoms has been 

characterised by distrust and friction. 
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.-\ position of near stagnation has existed for some time. 

Experiences have varied considerably between the diiferent 

locations, but, in general, the plantations have been neglected anci 

:he mills are working at a fraction of their installed capacity ( l.5 

:ons per hour). 

The physical condition of the various facilities is described m 

the sub-sections 3.2 and 3.3. 

The current status oi the seven mills and estates ts as follows: 

(i) Mange Bureh. This is the only mill and estate which is 

managed directly from SLP\\B headquarters in Freetown. 

(ii) .\iasanki mill and estate were handed over to the Prisons' 

Department together with the plantation at Waterloo which 

used to have relatively easy road access to Masanki but, owing 

to the demise of a ferry, is now beyond reasonabie travelling 

distance. The prisoners at the nearby prison to ~\asanki are 

included in the labour force of Masanki plantation. 

(iii) Wanjei. The right to operate ~anjei mill is contested. Dr. 

Kobba of Eastern Clinic has letters which authorise him to 

take-over Wanjei mill but SLPMB contests the right ot the 

signatories of the letters to make such a grant. The issue 

remains unresolved. Partly for this reason and partly for 

technical/ economic reasons the mill has not worked for a 

number of years. 

(iv) Baoma is one of the four mills which tails under the 

jurisdiction of SLP'v\S's Bo Production Division (see below). 

This mill is also claimed by Or. Kobba but, it ~ppears, with 

less vigour than the claim to \Vanjei. 

( v) Telu is a special case in that it .s the oniy plantation 

attached to a Pioneer mill which in.:ludes an outgrower 

scheme. 
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(vi) Sahn Malen (no special comments at this stage) 

(vii) Kasse Kangha is also a special case in that i<.angha :mll is 

situated in one chiefdom and Kasse pianta-:ion in anot:-ter. 

Very recently, in October 1986, the chiefdom responsible for 

Kasse plantation informed SLP~B that the Board would have 

no further access to the plantation. 

The Bo Production Division of SLP~B is primarily cancerne-:1 

with the management of the Board's interests at Baoma, T elu, Sahn 

~alen and Kasse Kangha. This includes opera.ting the Pioneer mills 

and some operations (brushmg, pruning, harvesting, etc.), usually on 

a very limited scale, at some of the plantations. The physicai 

assets of the Board in the town oi Bo include an office/store on 

one site, anothe< store <for palm oil sales), a parts store and 

garage, and the ~anager 1 s house. We were informed that the total 

staff in Bo exceeded 40 persons. Apart from some very limited 

activities relating ta other SLP~B interests, the Bo Production 

Division is exclusively concerned with palm oil ciperations. 

3.2. The Current Con<lition oi the Plantations 

In general the Pioneer mill plantations :.ave not been properly 

maintained or harvested since l 967 when they ·.vere handed back, a! 

least in theory, to the landowners. No fertiliser has been applied 

to mature palms. Consequently, most ·:>f the estates are badly 

overgrown with large woody ;>erennials and gr asses competing 

agamst the palms. Only small patches of Leguminous cover crop 

remain. 

Since 1983 SLP'IAB has carried out some work at a few 

locations but funds are inadequate fer full rehabilitz.tion. Only parts 

of the plantations have :>een brushed and pruned and harvesting is 

irregular. Not enough taoour i~ er.iployed :.o carry out all the work 

necessary. Tractor power is often not ava1~~ble for transporting 

FFB because of a lack of spare parts and fuel. 
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Table 3.1. gives some summary details about each plamation. 

Table 3.1. Area and Age Summary of Plantations 

Plantation Tctal Area Age of Palrr:s Notes 

Name (acres) ~years) 

Bao ma 800 20-21 
i<asse llOO 20-23 
~ange Bur eh 3167 19-24 2272 acres abandoned 
~\asanki 1750 26-31 
Sahn ~alen 1350 23-26 650 acres abandoned 
Telu 242 23-26 
Wanjei 500 24-26 400 acres abandoned 

Detailed information concerning the soils, location, state of the 

palms and ?lantation layout are given in .~nnex l for each 

plantation. Comparison of soil and crop data between the 

plantations is given in the conclusions to the fieldwork (Annex 1.3). 

The following summarises their present condition. 

Baoma. Of the 300 acres, at least 300 have not been brush~ 

for over 15 years. However, most of t:ie area is still harvested, 

though access to •he palms is limited. The rest of the plantation 

has been brushed once over the last 3-4 years. ?alms are stunted 

co:npared to Sahn or t<asse. 

Kasse. ~ost of the plantation has been brushed within the last 

18 months. The northernmost tip has very gravelly soils and has 

been virtually abandoned. Palms are well grown relative to other 

plantations. ~ore labour is employed at i<asse than other plantations 

and the wages 3re higher, reflecting the higher oil production 

figures. 
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:i.t\ange. The old part cf the plantation (2272 acres) is 

abandoned, and some of the area has been cut dcwn for local 

farming. The rest of the area l895 acres} is maintained and 

harvested. Palms are very variable in growi:h ana height and in 

many places a full canopy has not developed. Some oi t!"le 

plantation is infested with elephant grass. 

~asanki. Upkeep and harvesting by the Prison's De?artrr.ent is 

carried out on a regular basis but quite a large proportion of the 

plantation is behind schedule and is overgrown. .\bcut half the 

labour is recruited from the iJrison. Palms are tall out in places, 

especially on the drier areas, the palm canopy is thin. Palms grow 

best on the tower slopes near the swampy valley bottoms. A new 

tractor was recently donated ~o the plantation for collection of 

fruit but spare parts are already a major problem. 

Sahn .Malen. Of the 1850 acres,about 650 are abandoned. The 

rest ~as oeen brushed in the last 7.-3 years ana is harvested. 

Pruning has not been carried out so extensively. Palms are generally 

tall witn good canopy development but more variable in height than 

at Kasse. ~ot enough labour is employed to carry out all the 

operations needed. 

Telu. The plantation was planted at the same time as Sahn 

but tne palms are generally smaller except for scme limited areas 

on better soils. \\aintenance has not been carried out for about 

eight years. There is no tractor available tor collection of FFB. 

The plantation is too small i:o support the mill. A total of 214-2 acres 

were originally leased but only about 170 were planted, oi which 

60-70 acres have been abandoned. 

-N an1e1. Of the original leased area of 500 acres, only 100 

remains intact, the rest has been abandoned or cut do""n for annual 

crops. The 100 acres is harvested only by local farmers for pit 

processing. No maintenance has been carried cut since Eastern 

Clinic tried, unsuccessfully, to operate the plantation :n l9S0/8l. 
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3.3. The Current Condition of the Pioneer \Aills 

A detailed account of the Pioneer mills is g~ven ~n :\nnex 2. 

The process technology used in the ?ionee! palm oil mills has 

been obsolete for a nu:nber of years (they ·-11ere designed and 

constructed mainly in the period between 1930 to 1960). 

Their oil extraction efficiencies are unlikely to exceed 80%. 

~\odern mini-mills of comparable capacities {say within the range of 

l to 3 tons/hr. FFB) would be expected to achieve oil extraction 

efficiencies of between 85% and 90%, whilst commercial mills (5 

tons/hr. to 60 tons/hr.) can achieve up to 94~. The restJlting 

additional oil reve!\ues can significantly aifect financial returns. 

Notwithstanding the above, Pioneer mills are relatively easy to 

understand and operate, with the technology c.:>nfined to straightforward 

mechanical engineering coupled with the use of a simple low 

pressure steam ':>oiler and single cylinder steam engine as prime 

mcver. 

All the seven mills visited display var;ous degrees vi neglect 

in standards of maintenance but the position is by no means 

irretrievable. 

Our own observations very largely endorse the conclusions of 

the Cole report. ~ e have also widened the perspective to include 

such important elements as the condition of the mill buildings, the 

mill water supply, other buildings and security aspects. Staff and 

labour resources and training have also been considered. 

ln general, once ouilding repairs have !Jeen effected (involving 

new roofs in some cases), unreliable water supplies rectified, stocks 

of essential spare parts acquired and the management of mill.i 

improved, there is every reason to expect that the mills should be 

able to operate successfuUy for· another 10 years, possibly longer. 
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However, it will also be necessary ta provide maintenance 

workshop tools. whicn are almost completeiy non-exis!ent at ;>res~t. 

and training for the mill Sl;pervisoc, mecnantc ar.d othe staff oefare 

the full ~enefits of mill rehabilitation can i:>e reai~sed. lt is also 

essential th'lt mill management responds '::o tec~n1cal ;:>roblems with 

a much greater degree of urgency than displayed in the past and 

t:-tis infers that the financial resources, including foreign Pxchange 

for purchases of imported spare parts, must be available. 

3.4. 7he Production Record 

Full iJrocuction records are not available for the various mills. 

Our best estimates for the production oi ;>alm oil from the four 

milis within the Bo Division is given in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2. SLP~B Production Division (Bo) Palm Oil ?roduction 

1981/82-1985/86 

Unit 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 

Baoma Drums 72 124 85 il 

Telu Drums 37 

Sahn Drums 20 196 50 135 

t<angha Drums 562 535 151 331 

Total Drums 691 355 2S6 537 

Total Tons 125 155 52 97 

By any measure, ;:>roduction can be seen to oe pathetically 

smail, having not even reached 100 tons m any of the last three 

years. This reflects the ·1irtual collapse of the plantations and mills 

as efficient units. 

1985/86 

77 

26 

132 

216 

4-5 l 

82 
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Actual procuction of fFB from the plantations is hig!le~ than 

would be imagined ~r.:>m an estima~ion based on calcuiating bac;c 

from the palm oil figures. This is because large quantities of Ff3 

are taken by the local people for prxessing in the villages. 

Palm kernels are also produced although a large percentage of 

these are either wasted or used as fuei. 1i e have no statistics but 

we l>elieve that sales of t>aim kernels through the Bo office amount 

to only about 10 tons ~er annum. 

Produc~ion figures are not available for the other three 

Pioneer mills although it IS known that ~anjei mill has not worked 

for some years and the mill at ~\asanki is only producing very small 

quantities. Production is higher at ~ange oureh as indicated by the 

financial figures presented in the next sue-section. 

3.5. The financial Record 

The available figures on SLP\\B's financial record for i~s oil 

palm estates is given in Table 3.3. The main points to eme!'ge are 

that, firstly, the scale of operations is very small indeed and, 

secondly, wh.ere profit and loss figures can be seen, the Bo office is 

shown to be consistently loss-making. ln fact the losses ~n the 

table are understated because :he ~anager's salary and benefits are 

excluded. 
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Table 3.3. Profit/Loss of SL?\\B's Oil Palm Estates 

1980/31 - l985i36 

('000 Leor.es) 

.~. Bo Division: 

Revenue 

Palm oil 139 

t<erneis 6 

Total 146 

Pro<luction 

Cvst 140 

Contribution 

5 
. - I < D . .\amm costs 

NA 

Profit (Loss) 

NA 

6. Mange Bureh: 

Revenue 

Palm oil 

i<ernels 

Total 

Production 

Cost 

Con tr ibu t ion 

29 

2 

31 

8 

23 

:\dmin/costs 

NA 

Profit (Loss> 

~A 

109 

19 

129 

100 

29 

174 

( l 1J6) 

28 

2 

30 

23 

6 

1982!33 

11 l 

2 

113 

113 

l 

191 

(191) 

37 

l 

38 

17 

20 

l983/3£i 

71 

s 
79 

29 

85 

3 

89 

62 

27 

271 

l l 

282 

253 

29 

223 

(194} 

86 

8 

94 

62 

32 

Sotes ( l) Admin costs at Bo do not include \\anager's salary anc: 

benefits 

Gener al: totals co not sum due to rounding 

Sources: 1980/S l - 198:./35 5LP\\B Annual rleporr.s 

1985/&6 - Estimates from Bo off ice 

293 

7 

300 

191 

108 

S:\ 
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SECTION ~ 

OP?ORft.;NITIES :\ND OPTIONS FOR REH:\BILIT.~no~ :\ND 

DEVELOP~E~T 

4. i. The Need for an Integrated Aooroach 

In the Commonwealth Secretariat report ( 1986) we advanced 

the argument that rehabilitation alone will not make a substantial 

impact on the National proolem of palm oil shortage. il e recognisea 

that rehabilitation :;chemes can offer attractive rates of return in 

particular cases and that they can have important local consequences 

for particular areas t>ut that any -.orthwhile contribution to 

overcoming the ~ational problem requires either a new development 

scheme- or a combined rehabilitation/aevelopment scheme. 

Our basic approach in this study has been to look at tile 

rehabilitation prospects at each of the seven sites and also to 

search for a rehabilitation/development project. 

However, development ;>rojects now appear rather less 

commercially attractive !han they did before devaluation. AH 

foreign exchange costs, in a Leone analysis! become much more 

expensive. Therefore all imported items such as :lew miils, tractors, 

traiiers, fertilisers, seeds and other foreign exchange costs, such as 

the employment costs of expatriates, now appear very expensive. 

The problem is less severe for rehabilitation projects because the 

foreign exchange component is much smaller. 

In the remaining sub-sections of this part of :he report we 

examine the various critical factors relating to the future 

possibilities for plantation, mili and project deve1opment. 
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4.2. Plantation vptions 

There are four basic plantation options. 

l) Rehaoilitation 

2) Replar.ting 

3) Expansion 

4) Abandonment 

In the case of the Pioneer mill plantations, a comoination of 

these options is usually the most appropriate. Full consideration of 

all the factors is given in Annex 1 and a summary is given here. 

Because the plantations have been neglected tor many years 

the first consideration is potential for renabilitation (l:>eing the 

che<ipest option). In the absence of any records on past 

performance of the palms, the following groups of technical factors 

have been considered in judging the potent~! of each plantation for 

rehabilitation: 

Climate 

Soils and Land 

Crop Information 

These factors are used to estimate the potential yield of each 

plantation over a number of years after rehabilitation and !he usefui 

area available from which that yield can be expected. 

a) Climate is ex;:>lained in .~nnex l (:\. l. l.4.) and ~\ap 1 shows 

the most suitaole areas in the country for oil palm development. 

b) Soil and Land Data 

Percentage gravel and texture in the top metre of soil 

Topography 

Chemical status of soil 
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Cvnsidera.ble reliance is placed on percentage of gravel anc 

topography in ;uaging the plantation soiis. Chemical analysis 

results are used as an additional backup. 

c) Crop Data: 

Age of the palms 

Height of paims 

How well tne palms appear to have grown 

Maintenance history (ii known) 

How many palms are still stanaing 

The age of the palms is known with some accuracy and 

together with an es!imate of their average height, some estimate of 

the growth rate can be made. Together with an estimate of the 

percent of palms still standing and more subjective measures 

regarding their general appearance, a judgement can be made on 

how well they have grown and thus how well they may yield. The 

assumptions in projecting yields of fFB for each plantation are 

octlined in . .\nneA l but basically the older the palms, the less the 

expected response to rehabilitation. 

Soils and land data are used to estimate the area that can 

reasonably be expected to produce this yield. Areas of bad 

topography, high gravel content and areas subject to water logging 

have been eliminated. Some marginal areas are included in the 

estimated acreage, as at least some yield can be obtained. 

Rehabilitation is a short-term answer and if the plantations 

are to be viable in the long run, palms must be replaced at some 

point. Replanting is the next option considered because costs are 

less than for planting new areas. Yields and area suitability are 

estimated on the basis of the same criteria as described above. 

Palms should be replanted when a) too many palms oecome too tall 

to harvest easily and economically or, b) yield is so low that 

replacement with high yielding young ;>alms would give a higher 

return. 
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All the Pianeer mill ?lantations are fairly small by commercial 

otl paim standards and expansion possioiiities must t>e examined 

carefully. However, expansion is :he most e~;>ensive option. Large 

uniform areas of flat. relatively gravel free sotls are des;raote bot~ 

to obtain yields and to mmimise deve!opment and· running costs. 

Apart from agronom1c factors it must also t>e re!T'emoerea that 

the production of ffB, and thus the area required, should be 

matched to the capacity of the mlll to process the fruit. 

Taking into account agronomic factors and miil requirements 

for FfB, the follo~ing comments are :nade about the plantation 

potential at each of the seven sites. The maps at the beginning of 

Annex give complementary information, although it should be 

emphasised that these notes and the maps give information on 

potential! rather than actual, recommendations for action. Our 

recommendations are elaborated in Sections 5, 6 and 7. 

(i) Baoma 

About 500 acres is suitable for renaoilitation. .-\ further 150 

acres could be immediately replanted and another 150 acres 

abandoned. The i)Otential for expansion is limited oy 
geographical factors (river, hills) but it is reasonable to assume 

that another 500 acres of suitable land (with yield potential of 

3.6 tons per acre) could be found. 

{ii) Kasse 

About 1,000 acres is suitable for renabilitat1on, which would 

require replanting in 5-10 years •. J..nother 100 acres ;hould be 

abandoned. The yield potential for expansion in the area is -. 

tons per acre and large areas of suitable land are understood 

to oe available. 
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(iii) Mange Bureh 

The estate is located in an area climatically less suited to 

large scale oil palm developmen!, compc.red to the south eas: 

of the country. Higher water defici'!:s give lower potential 
yields and even on the better soils at .\\ange the yield 
estimate is only 3.1 tons per acre. The area lS not 

recommended fer further commercial scale development. 

(iv) .\\asanki 

Higher water deficits than in the south-east of Sierra Leone 

make this area relatively unfavourable for oil palm. The palms 

are old, at least 26-31 years and possibly older, and there is 

little scope for rehabilitation. .~bout 1000 acres could be 

replanted, with an expected yield of about 3.5 tones per acre, 

but there are areas elsewhere which are likely to be 

considered more favourable. 

(v) Sahn \Aalen 

The area is favourable for oil palm. About 1200 acres of the 

existing plantat:ion is suitable for rehabilitation. After 4-8 

years about 1000 acres would be worth replanting. Of the 

existing plantation, 8.50 acres would be abandoned, partly 

immediately and partly after rehabilitation. Expansion 

potential is goo'1. The expected yield for new planting, as for 

Kasse plantation, is 4 tons per acre and these are the highest 

figures for all -:he sites. 

(vi) Telu 

The scope for rehabilitation at Telu is very small - only 110 
acres. This would be insufficient acreage to supply the 
required f FB for the efficient operation of the mill. :\ large 
expansion programme· could be considered but the yield 
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estimate for new planting is only 3.5 tones per acre. The 

preferred alternative would i:>e to investigate rehabilitation. 

replanting and expansion potential amongst the outgrowers/ 

smallholc.ers. which is an exercise beyond tne scope cf the 

present study. 

(vii) Wan jei 

There is very little scope for rehabilitGUOn vi the plantation. 

~\uch oi the area has been reclaimed by local ~andowners. Any 

;>roject would need to suppiy sufficiem ffo to run a mill 

efficiently and this would require substantial replanting and 

new planting which wculd seem to be impr ac~ical. 

4. 3 ~\ill Options 

There are three main options to be considered in providing the 

required facilities for processing the FFB into palm oil and :.Cernels. 

(i) Rehabilitation of the existing Pioneer mills to provide 

processmg capacities of about li tor./hr ffB, equ1vaient to 

2,500 tons ffB per annum approximately, (assuming 20':16 peak 

months and 336 working hours per mont!"l). 

(ii) Installation of new mini-mill~ of similar capacity either in new 

buildings or w1tnin the existing Pioneer miil buildings as a 

replacement for the existing machinery and equipment. 

(iii) lnstallat1on of new commercial mills of considerably Larger 

capacity in selected new locations. 

Tne estimated capital cos•s for each of the three o~mons may 

be compared as follows: 
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(a) Rehabilitated Pionee . ::is - Total Equivalent Leones 

Full Cost(!) \\inimum Cost( 1) 

Baoma (2500 t.p.a. FFB) 1,332,000 929,000 
Kasse Kangha (2500 t.p.a. FFB> 1,1.50,000 
~ange Bureh {2.500 t.p.a. FfB) 1,336,000 933,000 
Masanki (2.500 t.p.a. FFB) 1,613,000 1,1.57,000 
Sahn Malen (2500 t.p.a. FFS) 2,620,000 l,12!,000 
Telu (2.500 t.p.a. FFB) 1,664,000 1,029,000 
Wanjei (2.500 t.p.a. FFB) l,470,000 379,000 

Note ( l) The components of the costs and the e:l<planation of the 

difference between Full Cost and Mir.imum Cost are 

given in Annex 2. 

(b) New Mini-mills and Buildings 

2 t/hr FFB (3,300 t.p.a. FFB) 

3 t/hr FFB (..5,000 t.p.a. FFB> 

r otal Equivalent Leones 

18,000,000 

27,000,000 

New Mini-mills in existing Pioneer Mill Buildings 

2 t/hr frB (3,300 t.p.a. FFB) 12,000,0M 

3 t/hr FFB (..5,000 t.p.a. FFB) 18,000,000 

(c) New Commercial Mills and Buildings 

5 t/hr FFS (8,-'00 t.p.a. FFB) 

10 t/hr FFB (17,000 t.p.a. FFB> 

.5 t/hr • !O t/hr t:=FB (22,.500 t.p.a. FFB) 

41,.500,000 

72~000,000 

90,000,000 
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ln summary, all the seven Pioneer mills are tecnnically capable 

of rehabilitation, on a minimum cost t>asis of about Le l million 

(this includes foreign exchange costs converted to Leones). There 

are particular doubts 3bout ~he mill at r:<angha because of the water 

supply position. A fuil cost optlol"\, including s.:>me non-essential 

items, is also given br the other six mills. Full descriptions oi the 

requirements and cos-.:s at each rnill are given in :\nnex 2. 

The cost of new mills is substantially higher than the cost of 

rehabilitation but such costs must be incurreo oecause the expected 

working life of a rehabilitated Pioneer mill is only about 10 years. 

ln Section 6 w.~ outline a proposal for a development 9roject at 

Kasse/Sahn .Malen which would involve the installation of a ne"' 15 

ton per hour mill {~\alaysian), installed in two stages (5 t/hr + 10 

t/hr) at a total cost of Le 90 million. 

!J.4. The Outgrower Ootion 

Successful oil palm projects in some other countries have been 

organised on the basis oi nucleus estate and outgrower schemes. 

The previous experience of outgrower-based systems in Sierra 

Leone is very poor, as exemplified by Oaru, Gamb:a-Mattru and 

T elu. All have outgrower schemes but none have worked according 

to plan. The reasons include poor management, poor services (FFB 

collection, fertiliser supply, etc.) and low prices offered for FFB, 

leading smallholders to prefer pit-methods of processing. 

In view of this poor experience in Sierra Leone we have not 

given in-depth consideration to outgrower schemes because they 

would probably be thought unacceptable. However, such schemes are 

;>otent1ally low cost and should not ~e altogether forgotten. An 

outgrower element could be ''added on" to our recommendations 

which are outlined in the remainder of the report. 
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~.5. Ownership and 'ana2ement 

There appears to be general recognition, except by SLP\\B, 

tha: the record of SLP~\B in its oil paim operations is very bad and 

mat any development project must involve a new ownership/management 

structure. ~lost chiefdoms that we contac:ed would insist on this 

as a pre-requis~-te of agreeing to any new scheme. 

Various financing and ownership opt•cns for a new company 

can be considered. These are briefly outlined below. They are by 

no means mutually exclusive and a combination of financing and 

ownership options could be considered. 

(i) Landowners and local people receive/purchase a shareholding. 

For landowners this could be organised en some basis whereby 

a long leasehold is represented by equity in the company. For 

other local people, bank .cans might be available, particularly 

from the Development Bank of Sierra Leone, to take a 

shareholding. 

(ii) GOSL might take a shareholding, prooably a minority stake as 

in the case of NOPC. Government might also be represented 

by a very small shareholding offered to SLP~B. This would be 

one way for the new company to avoid having to pay 

compensation to SLP~B for taking Qver assets such as Pioneer 

mills (which are fu!ly depreciatec in any case), and houses and 

other buildings at mill sites. 

(ii!) Private investors could be encouraged to take shares. .~s 

already noted, bank loans for suer purposes are reported to be 

available. Financial sources in Sierra Leone give the opinion 

that such investment opportunities should be attractive but 

there is very little previous experience of offering shares to 

the general public. Some large-scale Sierra Leonean 

entrepreneurs have expressed interest. It has also been 
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suggested that shareholders m 'iOPC (the Greeniields 

consortium) should not be allowed snares because of ~he 

apparent dangers of monopoly ownersh1p in :he oil ;:>alm 

industry. 

(iv) Sierra Leonean institutions, such as !:>anks. could be included. 

( v) Overseas investors might possi~ly be attracted if the projects 

offered were commercially attractive. 

(vi) :\id agencies could be approached fer funding assistance. 

With regard to management there are a few people in Sierra 

Leone with some of the required technical skills for operating mills 

and plantations, but there is a serious lack of people with the 

experience, drive and determination to run a technically and 

commercially successful enterprise. In these circumstances, there is 

a clear preference for expatriate management, at least in the early 

years of a project, but this preference must be tempered by 

commercial realities. Since devaluation, expatriates in Sierra Leone 

are now very expensive and only quite large projects could cover 

the cost of even one E-xoatriate. 

£i..6. The Relationship with Landowners 

The relationship with landowners is an absolutely crucial 

element of any new scheme. So project, either rehaDilitation or 

new planting, should be cor.sidered without the full agreement and 

involvement of the ? .C., landowners and local people. 

In the course of our fieldwork we attempted to meet as many 

? .C.s, landowners and local people as possible. In particular we nad 

discussions with those at Sahn ~\alen, Kasse, T elu and oaoma. :\ll 

are anxious to rehabilitatt.: and develop oil palm on a new company 

basis. Considerable interest is expressed in planting new areas if 

appropriate mill arrangements are rnade. 
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:\s a preliminary step these "soundings" have given promising 

results but, before any project proposal is deve!oped !ur:her. -:here 

needs to be a programme of in-depth discussions with <:he P.C.s and 

appropriate local people. The question of local shareholding should 

be discussed. Also, it is very important that unrealistic expectations 

concerning the provision of social amenities such as housing, schools~ 

roads and hospitals should no~ be allowed to get out of hand. To 

be brutally realistic, it is highly unlikely that any oil palm project 

based on the l- .oneer mili plantations could offer many "free'' 

facilities, at least in the early years. They could, however. off er a 

lot of employment, plus lease payments and. ;:>ossibly, aividends. 

If it is confirmed !nat the local people want to proceed, there 

would need to be negotiations concerning the creation of new long

term leases for the existing plantation sites and for any new areas 

oi planting. It is likely that the lease would be made out in the 

name of the Government, with a sub-lease to the operating 

company. 
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SECTlOS 5 

REHABILIT\TION 0F THE PIONEER ~HLLS -\:-.iD ?L . .i.~T.-\T!ONS 

.5. l. lntrocuc:ion 

In :his section of the report we look at individual !"ehabilitat~or. 

plans (not including any replanting or expansion) for each of the 

seven sites in order to assess financial viability. 

The reader is referred to the reievant annexes to this report 

for background information • 

. ~nnex l gives the agricultural background with detailed 

accounts at each si:e of the fieldwork results and potential 

for rehabilitation. 

Annex 2 gives !he engineering ::>ackground ·.with detailed 

assessments of the seven Pioneer mills and .the requirements 

and costs for rehabilitation. 

Annex 4 gives the background to the financial analyses with 

the rehabilitation model described in A.~.2. 

Given the existing plantation areas and mills, the cost of 

rehabilitation has been calculated and estimates made of the output 

which could be achieved and the associated operating costs, over a 

ten year period. Using these figures, cash flow has been calculated 

for each year and discounted to provide the Net Present Value 

(~ PV) and the Internal Rate of Return ORR) for each plantation 

!reated as an individual project. The ten year period was assumed 

to represent the maximum ;>eriod for which the mills could be 

maintained and for which the existing oil palms could be expected 

to produce reasonaole quantities of fruit. 
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Management is assumed to be •Jndenai<en by S !erre Leonean 

personnel with one overall plantation manager at ea.ch site with a 

senior supervisor and an asslStant supervisor. The Telu scheme is 

assumed to require an extra supervisor and assistant {probably 

trained in agricultural extension) to adv:Se and ass1st outgrowers. 

The involvement of expatriate personnel is not feasible (for cost 

reasons) for any given individual site when !hese are considered for 

rehabilitation alone. 

While allowance is made, as far as possible, for all the costs 

involved in running such small plantations, the initial financiai 

analysis errs on the optimistic side. In particular it is assumed tha! 

a ready market for the oil exists on an ex-mill basis and that 

fe!tiliser and other inputs are readily available. Only where the 

analysis :;ields results indicative of a project with reasonable 

prospects, is feasibility pursued in more detail. 

5.2. Financial Analvsis (Rehabilitation) 

The work undertaken regarding ·the quality of soils and the 

general conditions in the plantation areas indicated that the seven 

plantations could be divided into two groups. Mange Bureh, Masanki 

and \\'anjei, all of which have relatively poor soils, were assumed to 

be capable of producing yields of f FB twenty per cent lower than 

Sahn Malen, Kasse, Saoma and T elu (excluding outgrowers). 

Prices and costs are based on those prevailing in October 

1986. Possible deviations from these ievels are discussed in relation 

to individual plantations and in more detail !n Section 6. Lsing the 

values set out in Annex °' (A.4.2.) and assuming the recovery values 

of capital items to be zero, Table 5.1. presents the results of the 

financial analysis. 
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Table 5. l. Finan..:ial .-\nalvs1s of ? .intauon and Pioneer \\ill 

tlehaoiiita.:ion 

Plantation 

·Ji a."l 1ei 

~asanl<i 

.\-\ange Bureh 

Sahn Malen 

.<asse i<cng:ia 

Baoma 

Telu ( l) 

Outgrowers 

Area 

(Acres) 

LOO 

600 

895 

1200 

u~o 

500 

110 

1000 

Yie~a 

IJ.3 

'J.3 

0.3 

L.0 

l.~ 

" •• u 

l.0 

f ac~.x lRR '."f'V 

{;;er cen.:) ll5~ 

-3.~ 

-1.3 

9.1 -~.5 

4-5.7 ).'.; 

45.7 3.~ 

24.3 0.5 

35.0 2.0 

1\llel 

~ilscount 

( 1) 
~ote: The analysis for T elu includes outgrowers for reasons given 

in the text. The plantation would not be ·1iable without outgrowers. 

5.2.l. Wanjei. \\asanki and .\\cnge Bureh 

·.van1ei and .\'lasani<i offer virtually no prospect of a reasonaole 

financial return. The main reason !or their poor prospects !s that 

they combine poor yieids and very limited acreage. The analysis 

would seem to offer no justification for rehai>ilitat1on • .\\ange Buren, 

due to the larger area ava;iabie for rehabilitation, .:>ffers a return 

which, though not ~pecially attractive in itself, ~ncica.tes that there 

may be sufficient ?Otemial to :nal<e a small project worthwnile. 

However, the geographicai :soiation of '.\.\ange Bur eh from the otner 

plantations and the fact mat a.lone it only re;>resents a very small 

;:iro1ect, do not favour its aevelopment. 

5.2.2. Kasse i<ang:ia ar.J Sann V\alen 

The best financial res\Jlts are ac:i1eved by Sahr. \.\al en ano 

c<asse Kangha. tiowever, an ex!ra ..word of explanation is required 

about the rehabilitation potential of i<angha mill, t>ecause. as 

:-ate) 
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pointed out in Annex 2 (A.2.1.Z.) the mill water ;,;.ipply is in need of 

a cornplue new system which is not casted in the rehabilitation 

~inancial analysis. For this and several other reasons, we propose 

that a '.'llajor deve!opment project, incorporating Sahn ~\alen and 

i<asse (which are about S '.lliles apart), should be pursued, as 

described in Section 6, but this would not include rehabilitation of 

Kangha mill. 

5.2.3. Baoma and T elu 

As indicated !n Table 5.1. both Saoma and Telu of!er 

attractive rates of return as rehabilitation projects. 

However, in each case the projects would be very small and 

would have to be based an local management. They would not be 

large enough to sustain new investments such as new mills. 

Also, as pointed out in Annex l, both Baoma and T elu offer 

some potential for ~xpansion of oil palm acreage. We have looked 

at both sites in terms of their potential for both rehabilitation and 

some element of expansion. 

Baoma has potential for around 500 acres of expansion. -~ 

project based on rehabilitation and replanting of the existing 500 

acres and the clearance and expansion of a further 500 acres was 

considered in outline form. A crude financial analysis (not 

presented here in detail}, based en management costs equivalent to 

one third of those currently incurred by SLP~B at Bo, indicates an 

IRR of l~.6 per cent over a 25 year period. However, :his analysis 

excludes any expatriate personnel. The cost .lf a single expatr:ate 

makes the project non-viable in financial terms. Since expansion, 

replanting and the installation of a new mill, if they are to be 

successful, require expertise not available in the area, or even in 

Sierra Leone, there does not appear to be the potential for a 

full-blown project. Therefore, the best alternative wou!d be to 

;>roceed with a locally managed rehabilitation proje~t with the 
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expec:ation that, ooce the ;>ro1ect is established. ~imited expansion 

might oe cons1derea. T~e possibility of an arrangement ·.int~ ::-ie 

proposed Kasse-Sahn .\\a1en ?r.JJect lshoul<i :ms go aheaci) coul~ oe 

expicred with the oojective .:>i facil!tatmg the purchase of seeds. 

fertiliser, etc. ana poss•oiy co-operation :n :nar~eting. 

The biggest obstac~e to the development of .:>11 palm :n Baoma 

is undoubtedly the lack of technical expertise and management. Ii a 

small company could be formed, with pan:ic1panon l:>y financ!al 

bodies, sucn as the ~ational Development 3ank and :he tocai 

tanc:hokiers. it :nignt oe ;JOssible to attract Sierra Leoneans with the 

necessary skills. This bemg the case, there •Mould appe3C to be 

every prospect of a successful small-scale developme!lt pro1ect. 

The situation at T elu differs considerably from the other six 

plantation sites. The original plantation itself has i:>een reduced to 

one hundreG and te!l acres of palms. However, there are many 

landholders in the area who are either grow~ng oil ;Jaims or ·.vould 

plant if conditions were anractive, especially m relation to 

marketing. Informal discussion with local landholders indicated ti'lat 

in excess of 1,000 acres of small-holder oil palm l within ten m~les) 

is currently in production (see Annex 1). \.\ost of the fruit 1s 

currently processed in village pits but smail quantities are sold to 

SLP.\.\8 and processed at the mill. For the purposes of making a 

simple assessment of t~e possible financial viability of a pro1ec: 

based on rehaoilitation and outgrowers, an .Jutlme scheme ~ased on 

l,000 acres of smallholder (outgrower) oil palm was assessed. The 

cost to the pro1ect of FFS was assumed to include only the ?nce 

paid to smallholders and the cos: of providing transport for !ru1t 

collect1on. The latter included tractor ana trader purchase and 

estimates of the fuel required. fhe l:>as1c assumptions are set out 

below. 
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T elu Outgrowers Assumptions 

Area under smal: '.Jlder .;,ii palm within 

ten miles of the miil (acres) 

Average distance travelled on one 

1,000 

return trip for fruit collection (miles) l 0 

Yields (fFB tiha) (l) Year l 1.0 

Year 2 1.2 

Year 3 1.5 

Year ~ 2.0 

Sote ( 1) Yield implies FFB available for purchase rather than total 

production. Hence the increasing availability of fFB is postulated 

not only on improved yields in the agronomic sense but an 

increasing flow of marketed FFB as the collection system is 

developed. 

The quantity of FFB available to the mill from outgrowers is 

obviously crucial to the success of the projec!. l.inder the yield 

assumptions an area of 700 acres corresponds to an expected IRR of 

14.7 per Certt; 500 acres implies a completely non-viable project 

with a negative undiscounted cash flow; 1,500 acres corresponds to 

an IRR of 69.5 per cent and an NPV of 5.3 million Leones at a 

Jiscount rate of 15 per cent. Hence detailed appraisal work at Telu 

on the likely availability of fFB would be crucial to any decision 

regarding investment. 



SECTION 6 

.\ ?ROJE.CT PL.-\N FOR :<.~.:::-S \HS \\.\LE~ 

6.1. Background to ::ie Projec: ?tan 

.\s ;>oim:ed out in Section !4. l there is a need :'>r projects ~n 

Sierra Leone to progress !:>eyond renabilitation if the f)erce1ved 

oo;ective LS to have a long term and substantial impact on 

overcoming the national palm oil shor:age. 

However, as also pointed out in Section :..1, all deve~opment 

proposals involving replaming/new planting/new mills involve 

substantial foreign exchange expenaitures. ln a nutshell, the fivefold 

increase in import cost at a time when internal prices of palm 01! 

(based on Daru ex-mill seliing prices) have only doubled, means that 

it is extremely difficult to identify projects which could off er an 

attractive rate of return. 

The first proposal we investigated, which was based on the 

objective of developing a large project capable of having a large 

impact on the problem, highlighted these difficulties. The idea was 

based on taking the four mills and estates currently operated ~Y the 

Bo Production Division i.e. Baoma, T elu, Kasse Kangha and Sahn 

.Malen. Each site would have been rehaDilitated (both plantation 

and Pioneer mill) with subsequent replanting, new planting and 

installation of new mills. The project headquarters would have 

remained at So with two ex;>atriate staff responsible for overall 

proj~t management. Several scales of operation were investigated 

with varying plantation expansion plans but it soon became clear 

that all were commercially unattractive. Additionally, the team !"lad 

doubts about the pract1cab1lity of mar.agemcnt staff in Bo being 

able to achieve effective supervision at sites up to 50 miles distant 

from Bo over very poor roads. 
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.Many other proposals were investigated by the team. the most 

.u~active of which is :he Kasse-Sahn \\alen option which ~s 

de-scr ;_bed and assessed in :he remainder .Jf this sec:!or.. 

6.2. Outline of the Kasse-Sahn ~\alen ?roiect ?lan 

The first point to emphasise is that this specific ;:>lan was ~ 

discussed in Sierra Leone. It emerged as the leading candidate only 

after :he team returned to :he C.K. and carried out analysis of the 

various options. However. the broad idea of oil palm development 

at t<asse and Sahn .Malen was discussed with the PCs and local 

people at each location who gave their enthusiastic preliminary 

support. 

The essential elements of :he plan, involving the creation of a 

single project based on combining Kasse and Sahn Malen, are 

described in the following points: 

1. Rehabilitation of Sahn .Malen Pioneer mill and plantation (about 

1,000 acres) 

2. Replanting of i<asse plantation (about 1,000 acres) 

3. Commencement of new planting in the i<asse-Sahn Malen area 

on suitable sites allocated by the chiefdoms (about 4,COO 

acres). 

4. Installation of a new mill (.Malaysian) at new central site to 

process eventually, all FFB from 6,000+ ac:-es. New mill 

installation will occur in two stages in year 5 and year 10 to 

give a total capacity of 15 tons per hour. 

5. The rehabilitated Sahn ~\alen Pioneer mill will be phased out 

(unless still operational ana retained for reasons applicable to 

~ircumstances at the :ime) 
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6. Kangha Pioneer mill is not included in the plan for reasol'ls oi 

water supply and insistence of Kasse people that new mill is 

sited in their chiefdom. 

i. One expatriate manager is included in the project plan. (The 

team would prefer two expatriates but only .:>ne is included in 

the analysis for cost !imitation reasons). 

The basic rationale for the scheme is that the rehabilitat~on 

activities at Sahn ~\alen will provide cash flow for the project in 

the early years while the development programme progresses. 

Eventually the project will consist of 6,000+ acres of oil palm, with 

a 1.5 t/p/hr mill, yielding in excess of .5,000 tons of palm oil. 

The map shows the positions of the existing mills and 

plantations plus a possible site, on the ~alen River, fer a new mill. 

Ideally, the plantation expansion areas would be locateci on suitable 

land between the existing plantations and ·.vithin as short a distance 

as possible of the new mill. :\t appraisal. stage, considerable 

further work is required on the siting of expansion areas, the new 

mill and the new road. 

Details relating to the agricultural and engineering aspects of 

the proposals are given in the appropriate annexes. 

Annex l includes many references to i<asse/Sahn ~a!~. Of 

particular relevance to the development aspects of the project 

are A. L.3.2. (yield potential), A. l.4.2. (expansion potential), 

A.1.6. (requirements for replanting and expansion, including bar 

chart of operauons) and .\.1.7.l. (further work). 

Annex 2 gives all the required information about :he 

requirements and costs of rehabilitation of Sahn \\alen Pioneer 

mill. Sections .\.2.3. and .'\.2.4. elaborate the opuons and costs 

for new mills together with port1cular comments about the 

proposed project. 
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:\nnex 4 presents details .:>f the K.asse/Sahn \\alen financial 

model {..\.~.3.) IIlcluciing a. summary :able of costs and revenues. 

and the economic model (:\.~.4.). 

6.3. Ka.sse-Sahn \\aie!l Oil Palm Proiec: - r= ~nancal and Economic 

A::>oraisal 

In order to facilitatf'" the financial and economic analyses of 

the proposed Kasse-Sahn \\aien development pro1ect, an ac~ountmg 

model was developed using a convenional micro-computer jas~ 

spreadsheet. This mode1 lists in .::ons1cerabie detail the costs and 

revenues associated with the rehabilitation and replanting of the 

original plantations and an expansion area of ~.ooo acres. Using 

conventional discounting techniques, the Net Present Value (NPV) 

and Internal Rate of Return ORR) were calculated under a range of 

assumptions concerning prices, yie!ds, etc. 

In the financial analysis ;>rices are, as far as possible, related 

to conditions in Sierra Leone a.s they applied a: the time of the 

tea.m's visit. .'l.s mentioned earlier, this visit took place some 3-4 

months after the floatation of the Leone and the consequent 

dramatic decline in the exchange rate. In addition, inflc.:ion was 

estimated by the Bank of Sierra Leone to be in excess of 100 per 

cent ;>er annum. Hence the validity of the implied price 

relationships, especially ~hose tJetween imported and domestically 

produced goods, may be questioned m me context of a ;lroject with 

a thirty year life span. As far as possible sensm111ty analysis has 

been used to alleviate this problem but, as will oecome clear, the 

results are directly related to key assumptil.)ns concerning ~he 

relative prices of inputs, palm oil and to a lesser extent, paim 

kernels. 
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Similar reservations apply to the economic analysis but the 

greater use of international prices in such analysis reduces the 

extent to which such assumptions have to be made. However, :o 

the uncertainties concerning ;;>rice rrencis. economic analysis adds the 

inevitable difficulties of assessing opportunity costs. While, in the 

present Sierra Leonean context, the market in agricultural labour is 

sufficiently free to permit the opportun~ty cost of hired labour to 

be equated with its market price, the opportunity cost of family 

labour remains a problem. The value of family labour and tr. e land 

used within the existing farming system cannot be assessed fully in 

a study such as this. 

Traditional farming systems are based on shifting ~griculture 

with long fallows (e.g. ten years), multiple and inter-cropping and 

traditional systems of land tenure and usage rights. The impact of 

expanding a plantation on such systems, and the social, economic 

and political structures into which they are integrated, is extremely 

difficult to assess. An attempt is made here to calculate the impact 

in simple monetary terms which is all that could reasonably !:>e 

attempted at this stage. A full social benefit-cost analysis may be 

considered necessary at apr .. aisal stage. 

6.3.1.f inancial Analvsis 

The results of the financial analysis are: 

IRR = 
NPV :: 

10.0% 

Le - 33.0 million (assuming a 15% discount rate) 

The basic assumptions are set out m Annex 3 (:\.4.3.). Of 

particular importance among these are the ex-mill price of palm oil 

which is set at Le 1300 per drum (which is slight! y beiow the 

equivalent price at Oaru) and the wage rates for unskilled and 

semi-skilled set at Le9 and Lel2 per day respectively. In the 

economically volatile conditions prevailing in Sierra Leone at the 

time of the st:.idy, it is extremely difficult to forecast price and 
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wage levels. The Daru price has recently d0ubled but there is no 

re~l evidence upon which to base a forecast other than using a 

figure close tc the current Daru ~rice. with regard to wage levels 

we have used rates higher than the government minimum leveis 

( Le5.60 per day) prevailing at the :ime of our visit to allow for 

substantial increases which were expected to be made in actual 

rates in the near future and also to allow for some element of 

additional non-cash remuneration, such as subsidised rice, which it is 

customary for plantation workers to receive. However, there are 

some people who would argue that the wage rates we have used are 

still below the rates which will soon exist in Sierra Leone. 

As already stated, the IRR under base assumptions is 10.0 per 

cent. Table 6.1. sets out the IRR under different assumptions 

regarding the expansion area, the price of palm oil, the exchange 

rate, the wage rate, the fertiliser price, the lease paid to 

landholders, the oil extrac:ion rate and yields from newly planted 

and rehabilitated areas. for each variable, the IRR and ~PV are 

presented given a ten per cent increase and decrease in its value, 

assuming other variables are held at their base values. Some other 

calculations of particular interest are also presented. 
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Table 6.1. i"' "\SseiSahn \1aien Financial Analvsis 

Internal aate of Keturn: Sensitivity :\nalysis 

case Values: IRR 10.0 oer cent. ~PV <Discount 15-{i) -33.0 (~\Le) 

Variable Base Value Value ':\ Change lRR NPV 
Expansion Area 4,000 3,200 -20 8.7 -3&.9 
(acres) 4,800 +20 11.l -27.2 

3,600 -10 9.4 -35.9 

4,400 ~10 10.6 -30.l 

l?alm Oil Price 1,300 1,430 +10 11.4 -24.4 
(Le/drum) 1,170 -10 8.5 -41.6 

2,000 +54 16.8 +13.4 
3,500 +269 28.0 +112.9 

Exch31lge Rate 29 31.9 + 10 9.0 -41.5 
(Le/USS> 26.l -10 11.l -21

· .6 
17.6 -39 15.0 0.2 

~age Rate (Le) 12/9 13.2/9.9 +10 9.9 -34.2 
(Semi and unskilled) 10.8/8. l -10 10.2 -31.8 

18/ 13.5 ·50 9.2 -39.0 
6/4.5 -50 10.8 -27.l 

Fertiliser Price 200 220 +10 9.7 -34.8 
CUSS per tonne) 180 -10 10.3 -31.2 

100 -50 11.4 -24.1 
Lease (Le) 50 55 -10 10.0 -33.3 

45 -10 10.l -32.& 
25 -50 10.2 -31.8 

Extraction Rate 0.22 0.242 +10 11.3 -25.3 
(oil} 0.198 -10 8.6 -40.7 

Yield factor l 1.1 +10 11.3 -25.5 
(not rehab.) 0.9 -10 8.6 -40.6 

Number of expatriates• 
l ~ 9.8 -44.2 

0 11. 3 -21.9 

•Assumed to be employed for the first 9 years of the project, i.e. 3 
years after the planned installation of the new mill. 

From Table 6.1. several observations may be made: 

(i) For changes of ;. 10 per cent the IRR changes in a fairly 

narrow range. 



{ii) lncreasing tne expanston area leaas to higher returns. 

However, this result only holds true wit~in limits. smce no 

account is taken of increases in overheads (e.g. central 

management) or milling capacity. 

(iii) F~ture price developments are difficult to predict, but it may 

be noted that a price level of Le2,0QO per drum, representing 

a 54 per cent increase, yields an lRR oi just over 1.5 per cent 

which is commonly used as a criterion oi acceptability. 

(iv) The results from varying the exchange rate are probably ~est 

interpreted as short term. Although account is taken of the 

impact of the exchange rate on the price oi materials 

imported directly by the project and goods whose price is 

likely to be set in l!SS ter:ns. (e.g. the new mill, fertiliser, 

tractors, spare parts). Other prices are assumed to be 

independently determined. This assumption is obviously dubious 

over the medium and long term. 

(v) The impact on the lRR _of changing the wages paid to project 

wori<ers or the lease payments to land holders is relatively 

slight. This reflects the low proportion of total costs such 

payments account for at current price/wage levels. The tower 

wage rate of Le9 per day is equivalent to just 31 LS cents at 

the base exchange rate. 

(vi) The base value of $200 per tonne assumed for the fertiliser 

price is derived from the approximate cost of muriate of 

potash, up country in August t 986, assuming no subs1dv is 

proviaed. The latter assumption is made on the grounds that 

1Jnder the terms oi the recent loan agreement with the -N ortd 

Bani<, such suos1dies will be phased out. However, at the time 

of the team's visit, discussions were still ~eing held regarding 

how quickly to phase out the existing subsidy which amounted 

to 70-80 per cent of the full economic cost. :\s can oe se~n, 

the continuation of a substantial fert1l1ser subsic1y would 

significantly improve the !inanc1al return trom the pro1ect. 
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(vii) The oil extraction rate is dependent on both the quality of the 

fruit and the effectiveness oi miil :nanagement. Management is 

also critical to the yield which a plantation can be expected 

to produce. The importance of these variables in determi:.ing 

the rate of r~turn serves to emphasise that the IRR and ~PV 

iigures are only valid insofar as good quality management i.s 

provided. 

(viii) Although the cost of employing expatriates is very high, these 

costs have to be related to the impact of (;:>erhaps greatly) 

reduced yields or extract!on rates which would result from 

poor quality management. The ideal solution would oe the use 

of suitably qualified and experienced Sierra Leoneans but under 

current circumstances such people do not appear to be 

available. The assumption made is that suit.able nationals wall 

receive training while employed on the project. This will 

enable them to take over the management function after 

replanting at Sahn Malen hc.s lJeen completed and the new mill 

has been established at Kasse. 

As can be seen from Table 6.1. the broad conclusion from the 

financial analysis is that it would be unwise to expect returns much 

above 10 per cent, given current price levels. However, it may be 

argued that the current price of palm oil does not reflect its true 

value to the country, given the foreign exchange problems. This, 

and other, considerations are rightly the province of economic, 

rather than financial, analysis and are discussed in the next section. 

Nevertheless, it is perhaps worth emphasising the importance of 

medium and long term assumptions made regarding the price of palm 

oil and the factors which determine it. The underlying situation, in 

which a fairly fixed supply of palm oil from wild palms is 

juxtaposed with a population growing at around 2.5 per cent per 

annum, points to an opportunity for increasing production of oil 

from palm plantations. Even though current international vegetabie 

oil prices are very depressed, the Clf price of imported oils is 

higher (in equivalent terms) than the current palm oil price. Hence 

there would appear to be some potential for oil prices to rise. The 



extent to which they do so wtll depend Largely ..:m whether poter.t1al 

demand is transla:ed into effective demand thrcugh a growth m 

aggregate purchasing power. This in turn will de?end on the growth 

in the economy as a whole and the ciistr~bution of income. The 

prospects for an oil palm project such as that analysed here, in 

financial terms, rest to a large extent on the wide economic 

outlook. 

6.3.2. Cash flow and Cost Breakdown 

Arising from the financial analysis at base values, which has 

already been discussed, we have produced a number of figures which 

highlight some important aspects of the proposed project. 

The figure entitled "Cumulative Cash f !o...,.', shows, typically 

for tree crop projects, that the cumulative ca.sh flow remains 

negative for mar.y years. ln this case, for the first 15 years. 

Potential investors ..vill be. at least partly, deterred by this but 

they may also be encouraged by the rapid. increase in cumulative 

cash flow from that date O!;war::!s. 

The remaining three figures give various breakdowns of total 

costs, local costs and foreign exchange costs throughout the 

duration of the project. The new mill mstallation dominates the 

cost profile. Whereas total foreign exchange requirements in most 

years are in the range S200,000 to S350,000, in the years of the 

new mill installation they are:-

Year 6 S 1.6 million 

Year 10 5 l.2 million 

Local C;Jrrency costs are also greatest in years 6 and 10; 

there are cilso considerable Leone costs in year 1. In rounded terms, 

the local currency costs in thes'! three years are 

Year l 

Year 6 

Year 10 

Le 7 million 

Le 17 million 

Le L3 million 
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6.3.3. Economic Analvsis 

The basis moeel structure used for economic analysis is very 

similar to that used for financial analysis. The important 

differences are that allowance is made for the oppor!unity c1Jst of 

resources, where this differs from the costs used in financial 

analysis, and the prices used for outputs reflect border prices for 

possible alternatives rather than current market prices. The base 

values are set out in Annex 4 (A.~.4.). The differences from those 

used in the financial analysis are: 

(i) The introduction of a shadow revenue for land converted to oil 

palm from traditional farming. The figure of Le LSOO per acre 

per year is based on work done by the Bo/Pujehun Development 

Project team and based on a mixed cropping system of upland 

rice. The gross revenue from such systems is estimated at Le 

18000/acre for each area planted at October 1986 prices and 

in particular Le400 per 50kg bag of rice. This converts to 

LelSOO/acre assuming a ten year fallow. 

(ii} Family labour used on the mixed cropping system is given a 

shadow wage equal to the lower of the two wage rates used 

for hired labour. 

(iii} ~o allowance is made for the lease since this represents an 

internal transfer. The same applies to compensation to SLP\iB 

for the take-over of buildings. 

(iv) The price of oil is set at Le2000/crum at the mill. This 

corresponds to a figure of $500 per tonne CCIF Freetown) for 

imported vegetable oils. This figure is considered to be 

representative of the mix of oils imported and the likely 

medium-run pr ice level. 
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(v) The IRR and ~PV calculations, rather than accounting cash 

flows, account net benefit based on the diffe~ences Jetween 

net project revenues and the sum vf t:-te revenues from 

e:usting SLP~B operauons and the oppor:'1ni:y cost vf :he 

land used for expansion. 

The IRR (economic) of 8.7 oer cent, does not. at first sight, 

appear attractive. 

However, as in assessing the financial retur:i, it is important 

to :ake into account the circumstances and ::he likely prospects for 

prices. :\fter a devaluation on the scale exper!enced by Sierra 

Leone, the prices of imported goods are likely to seem artificially 

high in relation to domestic products such as pa!m oil. As discussed 

earlier, the full impact of the devaluation has not, as yet, worked 

its way through the system. Hence a project involving substantial 

imports, but generat~ng a product whose market ;>rice reflects 

domestic costs, is unlikely to appear particularly attractive. If the 

prices of imported vegetab~'i:? oils are assessed at their levels of 

1984, a rej)resentative price Clf Freetown ·.would be approximately 

5750 per tonne. The equivalent ex-mill price at the base exchange 

rate would be Le 3,500 per drum. :\t this orice ievel the IRR 

(economic) would be 17.5 oer cent. 

As with the financial lRR, the result is sensitive to changes in 

assumptions regarding costs, yields, etc. In particular, the lRR is 

sensitive to the shadow prices used for assessing the opportunity 

cost of land. Taole 6.2. sets out the impllcations of so:ne 

alternative, quite plausible, values for shadow wages and revenues 

on ttle assumption that the economic value of the oil is Le 2,000 

per drum. 
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Table 6.2. r<asse-Sahn ~\alen Economic :-\nalvsis 

The lmolications of Alternative Shadow !?~ices 

Base lRR 8.7 per cent 

Shadow Revenue (Le/acre) 

Shadow ~age (family labour) 

(Le/day) 

Base Value 

l,80G 

9 

Value 

1,600 

l,4GO 

1,200 

0 

12 

15 

5 

0 

I~R --
9.5 

10.3 

I 1.2 

18.3 

9.0 

9.3 

8.3 

7.8 

Apart from the economic returr~ as calculated, there are a 

variety of other considerations which are difficult to quantify but 

nevertheless important. First among these considerations is the 

stimulus to the general economy which will result from investment 

in a project such as this. 

At present Sierra Leone is in a very depressed state 

economically and is undergoing a period of considerable uncertainty 

following the floatation of the currency. Under these circumstances 

a straightforward IRR calculation (financial or economic) for any 

;:>roject aimed at a locally consumed product, using substantial 

quantities of imported expertise and material, is unlikely to produce 

a high rate of return. However, in a context where opportunities for 

investment by local interests are very weal<, such projects can 

provide a much needed economic stimulus. The multiplier effect, 

even if it cannot be quantified, is likely to be significant. A 

consequence of this is that a range of projects undertaken over the 

same period is likely to be self-reinforcing. In a depressed economy 

the problem for many such projects, as in the case with oil palm, is 

the lack of domestic demand which can only be rectified by 

substantial investment. If this investment is innibited there is a 

danger that the depression will become self-sustaining. 
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.. ~ second consideration is the mec1um :o long term effect of 

lower levels oi j)alm oil supply. .~.s .ilready sta:ed. palm oil LS a 

basic foodstuff m Sierra Leone. If domestic produc::1on ts 

inadequate to sustain consumption at a ~evel considered acce?tab~~ 

by the population, the governr.ient is faced w1th a dilemma. The 

c'loice will be between possible social ana political discontent 

ansmg from 'high' price levels for oil and the pressure on the 

balance of payments which would arise from higher ~mports. The 

cost of high price levels could, in theory, be quantified in terms of 

the loss of consume surplus, but this is not practical given the lack 

of data. Balance of payments pressure, or rather the value of 

relieving it, can be assessed by the use oi shadow exchange rates. 

Table 6.3. presents the resuits of using different exchange rate 

assumptions. It is perhaps worth emphasising t:-tat the impact on the 

p!'oject IRR of devaluation (or revaluation) is in the opposite 

direction to that portrayed in Table 6.1. The reason is because in 

an economic analysis, where substitute oils are assumed to be 

imported, a change in the exchange rate affects the (shadow) price 

of palm oil (in Leone terms) as well as the cost of im?orted inputs. 

Table 6.3. 

Economic Return and the Exchange Rate 

S Exchange R~te (% change) Palm Oil Price (Le) IRR 

29.0 (-) 2,000 8.7 

31.9 ( ... 10) 2,200 9.4 

26. l (-10) 1,&00 7.8 

40.0 <~ 38) 2,759 l l. l 

;s.o ( ... lQO) 4,000 13.4 
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The main implication which can be drawn from Table 6.3. is 

that a weak Sierra Leone balance of paymems :-nakes the projec: 

IRR more at-:ractive (assuming :he exchange rate remains 

market-based). Put another way, the higher IRR figures associated 

with a further devaluation of the Leone reflects the vaiue of the 

project's contribution to the balance of payments. The effec• 

would be further amplified if a variable exchange rate, with the 

Leone declining against the USS over the life of the project, were 

to oe assumed; the major foreign exchange costs aris~ early in the 

project and the ccnsequent increases in revenue later, hence a 

declining exchange rate makes the forrner appear 'cheaper'. 

In summary, the formal economic anaiysis of the project 

revealed a modest internal rate of return of 8.7 per cent. 

However, the real value of the project to the economy, when 

allowance is made for the impact of the multiplier and the positive 

contribution to the balance of payments, indicates a higher rate of 

i eturn. Unfortunately this cannot be quantified precisely and hence 

the assessment of the true worth of the project must still involve 

an element of judgement. 
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SECTION 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

7.1. Recommendations for Proiects 

Our purpose in this study has been to examine all the issues 

relating to the Pioneer mills and estates, with a view to giving firm 

recommendations for action. 

With regard to rehabilitation alone. we have noted that aH 

sev :i .1ills and estat-ss cot .• d, theoretically, be rehabilitated but 

that a number of estates are not lofat~ in particularly suitable 

parts of the country and -.hat rehabilitation of some estates and 

mills would not be economically worthwhile. We suggest that the 

most suitable location for a pilot proiect would be oaoma and that 

T elu might also be considered. These points are elaborated in 

Sections 7.' .. 2. anci 7.1.3. 

1:1 jition to rehabilitation we have sought to find a 

development project capable of producing large quantities of palm 

uil, thus makmg a positive contribution to overcoming the national 

problem .:>f vegetable oils shortage. The problem is that, whereas 

rehabiltation can be shown to offer quite high rates of return, 

pro1ects based on a combination of rehabilitation and new 

development only offer fairly low rates of return. This is because 

these schemes involve new plantings and new mill installations with 

substantial foreign exchange cost outlays. 

However, it can be argued i:hat a broader evaluation of the 

situation is requir-.d than a simple assessment based on rates of 

return. In the first place, the s1tuat1on relating to costs and 

revenues is so volatile at the prest>nt time i:hat the figures witlun 

the financ1a1 .1d econornic analyses could soon become out-of-date. 

Secondly, it is necessary to take a rather broader ·11ew of Sierra 

Leone's ve~etable oil supply position. E. ven though the world price 
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for most vegetable oils is currently Ve'ry depressed. it is not 

realistic to imagine that Sierra Leone would have sufficient foreign 

exchange available to buy a substantial proportion of its requirements 

from overseas suppliers. :\lso, historically, the ?rice paid for 

imported oils in Sierra Leone has been very high, presumably 

because of high transport costs, and this is a further reason for 

trying to limit foreign exchange expenditure by concentrating on 

domestic production. 

lf this argument is accepted, it is then necessary to examine 

the relative attractiveness of different types of domestic production. 

One argument is that attention should be paid to labour intensive 

and low foreign exctaange cost approaches to oil palm production 

and processing. As a partial solution to the problem, we would 

agree with this viewpoint, :n fact we have already (in the 

Commonwealth Secretariat report 1986) advocated further 

encouragement of smallholder plots and appropriate forms of 

processing, such as hand-presses. Since the option of developing 

plantations with new mills appears to offer only moderate rates of 

retur:i, it may now be the r~ght time to carry out a full-scale 

investigation of smallholder oil palm developments (currently being 

pursued m an uncoordinated manner by a number of different 

projects) and the various options for processing the fruit locally 

(traditional methods, hand-presses and mini-mills). 

That said, we are also convinced that the scale of the oil 

palm shortage in Sierra Leone requires some medium to large scale 

projects. Accordingly5 we have developed ~he Kasse/Sahn \ialen 

project proposal. 
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7.1.l.i<asse/Sahn \\aien Project 

fhe two existing plantations, which off er the hignest potential 

y!elds ('~ tones per acre) of an~ of the ;llantations under review, are 

located about 10 miles apart. lt is our proposal that the two 

plantations should be combined into one ;>rojec! with a new !Tlill and 

a substantial new planting programme. 

The P.C.s responsible for each plantation have voiced 

considerable enthusiasm for oil palm development in their chiefdoms 

and have indic.ated that large cu eas for new planting could be made 

available. However, the proposal for a joint project has not yet 

been put to them and needs to ce presented in a clear and carefui 

manner. Local support and participation are essential. 

The main advantage of a combined project lies in the sharing 

of a single new mill which could be mstalled, probably on the ~\alen 

River, between the two j)lantations. ~ ew plantings, as far as 

possible, would be locared in blocks in tne vicinity of the new 

mill. Detailed studies, at the appraisal stage, need to be carried 

out on mill location areas for expansion and :1ew roads. La!:>our 

availability in sufficient numbers also requires further examination. 

The total pro1ect would eventually consist of 6,000 acres and 

would supply apiJroximately 2,640 tons oi palm oil in year 10 and 

5,230 tons in year l5 (refer to .A.nnex 2 {A.2.4.). 

The major item of investment is the new mill ( 15 tons pe!' 

hour) which would be installed in t·.wo stages {years 5 and 10) at a 

total foreign exchange cost of 52.3 million and a local currency 

cost of Le23 million. There are other substa;itial costs, as 

described in Sect1on 7, mostly for the plantations, tractors/trailers 

and expatriate management. The rehabilitation of Sahn ~\alen 

Pioneer mill in the ear .y stages ot the proiect requires only 526,000 

and Le367 ,000 in local currencv (although the rather more ex?ensive 

full cost rehabilitation option might be preferred). 



The continuing requirement for foreign exchange throughout 

tne 1-:oject is a tricky question that will require consideration. 

'#ithout spare parts and other imported items the project will 

collapse. One possible solution would be to allow the project -:o 

export some of its output (probably to ~est African markets) in 

order to earn foreign exchange, a percentage of which would be 

retained to pay for imports. However, the current foreign exchange 

regulations in force in Sierra Leone would probably not allow this 

approach. 

Most of the output of palm oil would be sold on the local 

market. fl e have based our analysis on ex-mill sales of palm oil 

and sales of palm kernels to SLP~B. However, three other ideas 

could be considered for increasing total revenue. Firstly, palm oil 

could be transported to Freetown or other markets, in or<er to earn 

a higher mark-up on tne product. Secondly, the experience of 

Eastern Clinic could be followed whereby a soap-making component 

is included in the project. Thirdly, it is conceivable that machinery 

could be installed for the on-site production of palm kernel oil using 

the same steam, the same management and the same overheads as 

the main project. This latter s-.:ggestion also, perhaps, offers an 

opportunity for earning foreign exchange. 

The financial rate of return on the project is lOli. This might 

be considered unattractive in purely financial terms but may also be 

considered as quite high in terms of vegetable oil projects in 

Africa. The economic rate of return is similar (8.7~), although if 

we allow that Sierra Leone's import cost of vegetable oils may be 

nearer to S750 per ton (Clf) rather than S500, tnen the figure 

increases to 17.5% which appears considerably more attractive. (The 

high cost of Sierra Leone's imports of vegetable oils is referred to 

in Sectior. 2.5.). 

It might be argued that the Kosse/Sahn \\alen project should 

be proceeded with for dev~lopmcntal reasons rather than purely 

commercial ones. lf, for example, the costs of expatriate 
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management (and short-term consultancies) c:>uld be er.et from 

external sources men the pro1ect would appear more comme~cia!ly 

attractive. This is impor:ant, because we would argue ~hat the 

project should be run by a commercal company with a widespre3d 

shareholding (as descnbed in Section 4.5.). 

7.1.2.Baoma 

:\s descril:>ed in Section 5, a rehabilitation ;::>rojec: at Baoma 

offers the attractive rate oi ~eturn of 241>. This would involve 

rehabilitating 500 acres and rehaoilitating the Pioneer mill on a 

"mm1mum" cost basis (foreign exchange costs S23,000, local costs Le 

262,000). The project output would be &J; tons of palm oil in year 

3, declining to 450 tons in year 10. 

r otal costs for year 1 of the oaoma rehabilitation project 

amount to Le 2.3 million (equal to less than 580,000) as shown in 

Table 7.1. which is s.:.mmarised from the full comput~ table 

presented in Annex 5. 

Table 7.1. Baoma Financial :\nalvsis 

(Million Leones) 

Years 

l 2 3 4 -
Costs 2.3 0.6 0.6 0.6 

Revenues 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.2 

Net Cash Flow - i.6 0.3 0.6 0.6 

5 6 7 8 9 10 I 

0.6 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.2 

1.2 1.2 1.0 0.6 IJ.6 0.5 

0.6 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.3 

Our proposal is that the ini,iative for a rehabilitanon pro1ect 

should come from the local ;>eople and that a local private company 

should be formed to operate the mill and plantation. L0cal 

management would be used, supplemented by aid-funded short-term 

consultancies by visiting exr~rts, particularly an oil palm 

agriculturalist. 



'fl e suggest that the project should begin with a rehabilitation 

phase and that aid funds s!"lould be sought for the foreign exc!'lange 

requirements. Ex?ansion of the planta~ion and installati.on af a new 

mill to replace the Pioneer mill could be considered at a later date 

if the rehabilitation phase proves successful. The potential fer 

expansion is limited to about 500 acres which would give a total 

plantation of about 1,000 acres. 

As a first step, the fin dings of this study should be 

communicated to the P.C. and locai people af the Baoma area. If 

considerable local enthusiasm and commitment is evident, GOSL, 

UNIOO and others should assist the community in formulating a 

project to create a local company which would seek local 

investment funds and external assistance. 

If the i<asse/Sahn Malen project is implemented it should be 

possible to assist Baoma in vari.ous ways, including purchasing of 

inputs and general agronomic/engineering advice. 

The quality of the local management that would be recruited 

to operate the project is probably the key to the success or failure 

of this proposal. Another important consideration, as with any 

project in Sierra Leone, is access to foreign exchange for spare 

parts and essential imports. 

7.1.3. Telu 

A rehabilitation programme along the lines advocated for 

Baoma could also be considered for Telu, although the situation is 

complicated by the existence of smallholder outgrowers. 
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.~tam, tLe first step should be to communicate with the local 

people and assess their commit:nent !o developmg the!r locai 

resource. lf s~fficient enthusiasm e:usts .. it would be ·.vor:hwhiie :.::> 

undertake a study of the smallholders' plots to ascer:am me actual 

acreage of oil palm ava.ilaole. their age, conditton and avaiiabiiitv 

of inputs and roads. 

It is conceivable that about 1,000 ac:-es of plots might oe 

available. The smallholders could be encouraged to rehabilitate 

their own piots as a pre-reGuis1te for aid-assisted rehabilitation of 

the Pioneer mill. The "minimum cost'' optlon ~or the mill 

rehabilitation is 528,000 in foreign exchange and Le 217 ,OGO in local 

costs. The small plantation could also be rehabilitated. 

Our financial analysis in Section 5 (with computer tables in 

Annex 5) is based on inaaequate data but the rate of return of 35% 

may be considered encouraging. 

Operation by a local company is again recommended. The 

quality of local management, as in the case of Baoma, would be 

critical. Some v1Siting el<pert assistance, particularly by an oil palm 

agriculturalist, would be required. 

7.1.4.0ther Locations 

No soecific recommen~ations are made about the other 

locations i.e. .'A;:ange Bur eh (Pioneer mill and plantation), ~\asanki 

(Pioneer mill and plantation), Kangha (Pioneer mill) and ..Vanjei 

(Pioneer mill and plantation). :\s described in the report, the 

plantation;; at ~\ange Bur eh, ~asanki and W an1ei are generally 

unsuitabie for development a.nd the mill at i<angha nas considerable 

technical problems. 
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How~ver, we do not discocnt the possibility of some 

rehabilitation at these locations. The required cost ini..Jrmation is 

given in the report and the protagonists for any particular course of 

action can use the information in an eifort to make a case for 

their own particular area. 

7.2. ImplE'mentation Procedures and Project Funding 

Our recommendation is that immediate steps should be taken to 

proceed with projects at:-

1. Baoma {rehabilitation only) 

2. KasseiSahn Malen 

in each case. considerable effort should be made to 

communicate with t:te local people and obtain their support. 

If GOSL and the local people are united in their purpose, t!ley 

·.will be in a strong p.:>sition to approach both local and external 

sources of funding. 

Aid funding could be sought for both projects. In the case of 

Baoma this would primarily consist cf a relatively small amount of 

foreign exchange required for mill rehabilitation and other costs. 

Even allowing for inflation, it is unlikely that foreign exchange 

costs for Baoma would exceeed 550,000. UNIDO could be approached 

for assistance with engineering work at the mill. It would also be 

necessary to seek assistance for short-term consultancy visits from 

an oil palm agriculturalist. 

In the case of t<asse/Sahn ~alen considerably larger amounts 

of investment funds are required, in particular Le 90 million for 

new mill installation, of which S2.3 million is required in foreign 

exchange. For projects of this size it is probable that GOSL will 

need to approach the major lending agencies such as the 'Norld Bank 

or the African Development Bank. It may be possible to fund 

expatria~ mdnagement and other forms of technical assistance 

from UNOP sources. ?otential investors from the private sector, 

both local and foreign, could also be approached. 
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ANNEX 1 

ANNEX 1 DETAILED ACCOUNT OF THE PLANTATIONS 

A.1.1. Introduction 

A.1.1.l. Background 

were condacted at 7 Pioneer mill estates 
for oil palm development. Considerable 

is available from the Commonwealth 
and is not duplicated here. 

Soil and crop surveys 
to assess their suitability 
background information 
Secretariat report (1986) 

Thanks are given to Lands and Water Division of MANR, 
Freetown, especially '.\ttr. J. J. Abu Bocari, for assistance given 
during the fieldwork and for the loan of equipment. 

The fieldwork on each plantation was limited by the time 
available ( l to 1.5 days on each) so that only those factors thought 
critical for selection and that could be collected in the time 
available were used. 

l) The fieldwork aimed to supply an indication of the best, 
medium and worst locations for rehabilitation. 

2) \V ithin each plantation it is only possible to broadly indicate 
specific areas suitable for rehabilitation, and/or replanting, or 
to be abandoned completeiy. The relevant areas are shown 
on the maps of each plantation. 

3) Expansion areas indicated are only based on data collected fer 
rehabilitation and from basic topographical interpretation. 

4) Yields estimated for new planting areas assume that soils 
adjacent to, or in the same land system, (defined by 
F AO/IJNDP, 1980) are similar to the ones identified in the 
plantations themselves and from which yielos are based. 

It is clear that some further studies will be required in areas 
selected for development alon!!i the lines indicated below. 

l) More specific identification within plantations chosen for 
rehabilitation of areas most suitable for replanting. This may 
mean some soil analysis but could be done fairly accurately on 
the basis of yield information collected during rehabilitation. 

2) Depending on the size of any new expansion arl!a, further soil 
studies would be necessary to identify the most suitable areas 
and assess their potential for devel1Jpment. 

3) Areas for immediate replanting may require more specific 
demarcation of the most suitable soils than is given in this 
report but it is noted that large areas of uniformally 'good' 
soils a:·e rare and in any large planting some marginal areas 
would b'! included. 
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ANNEX 1 

.'\.1.1.2. '.'Aethods of Investigation 

An agronomic classification (as devised by Olvin, 1968) is made 
for the soils on each estate. Soils are classed in a range I-IV and 
with climatic data are used to assess FFB yields for rehabilitation, 
replanting and expansion in each area. The basic data coilected 
was: 

a) Soils - texture, quantity of gravel in the profile, drainage 
characteristics and chemical composition. 

b) Crop - palm height, planting date and history of maintenance 
for each area identified (unfortunately no useful record of 
yield, inputs or man-days has been kept for any estate). 

From height and maintenance data the vegetative growth of 
palms is broadly assessed and, together with soil and climatic data 
potential palm yiel 1s for each area are estimated. 

Initially auger bores were taken with a Jarret Auger and broad 
soil associations were identified in relation to the landform and 
vegetation (i.e. growth of oil pa.Im) of the area. Soil pits were 
then located to cover the maJor associations. These were 
spaced at about 1 pit per 250 acres and dug to l meter. Soil 
samples were taken at 2 depths, 0-15 or 20cm and at about 75cm. 
The samples were analysed by Reading Soil Services for: 

1) Extractable nutrients Pho5phorus (P), Potassium (K), 
Magnesium (Mg), and Calcium (Ca) 

2) pH (H 0) 
3) Carbo~ (C) ·~ (estimates organic matter (O.M.) = 58% C) 
4) Fing~ assessmtnt of soil texture 

A. l. l.3. Previous Lei..1d Suitabilitv Studies 

a) Land Resources Su(vey Project f AO/UN DP ( 1980). Conducted in 
1978, it classified land suitable for several crops based on 
surveys made at reconnaissance level. Oil palm was not 
classified at this time. Within this survey a thematic map was 
drawn up def ming land systems by geological formation with 
basic description~ of typical soils and vegetation associated 
with each system. 

b) Land suitability for oil palm in Sierra Leone, 1982. Prepared 
by Cusani-Vi:;conti, a member of the FAO/UNDP team that 
prepared the above report. Again, a very broad study at 
reconnaissance level using basically climatic data to define the 
areas suited to oil palm. 

c) Oijkerman J. L. was Senior Lecturer in the Soils Department at 
N jala University between 1965-67. From 'JI ageningen 
University, he prepared a soil province map for Sierra Leone 
and described the major kinds of soil. 
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ANNEX 1 

;\. l.1.4. Land Suitabilitv: Climate 

Cusani-V isconti (F AO, 1982) gave a broad outline of the most 
favourable areas for oil palm. He uses duration of growing period 
as a criteria and suggests that areas with a growing period of 300 
days or more are suitable. A growing day is defined where raintall 
exceeds evapotranspiration~ making allowance for stored soil 
moisture. This includes Baoma, Telu, ~anjei, Sahn and Kasse. 
Mange Bureh, Masanki and Waterloo are outside the range of 250 
and 270 growing days respectively. Map 1 shows the most suitable 
area for oil palm using this criteria. 

Although no climatic data are available specific to the Pioneer 
mill sites, it is clear that because of the marked dry season 
experienced in the country, pal11.s experience a period of water 
deficit every year that directly affects potential yield. 

Water deficits have also been calculated for various locations 
in the country. The data appears somewhat uneven but shows water 
deficits decreasing the further south and east one goes in the 
country. 

At Daru in the east, average water deficit is calculated at 
270mm per annum, at Bo 350mm per annum and Gambia Mattru 
300mm (Hartley, 1979). Data from the 1970's suggest the figure for 
Gambia may be higher at 350mm. The following data is presented 
for the Sahn and Kasse are3.. Annual rainfall averages 3540rr.m. 
(Sumbuya is 10 miles north and Torma Bum 15 miles south of the 
Sahn/Kasse location). 

Mean Monthly 
J F M 
17 14 40 
17 26 50 

Rainfall (mm) for Sumbuva and Torma Bum 
A ~\ J J A S 0 N 
114 270 452 578 555 660 429 287 
127 281 532 713 776 579 361 196 

Source: Meteorological Dept. Freetown 

D 
56 
47 

TOTAL 
3373 
3706 

The following table !ihows average monthly evapotranspiration 
typical for the south eastern part of Sierra Leone. 

E vapotranspiration (mm/month) 

J f M A 
113 118 134 126 

M J J 
119 103 94 

A 
93 

Source: Commonwealth Secretariat ( 1986). 

s 
97 

0 
110 

N 
105 

D 
106 

TOTAL 
1318 

From this data, the Kasse and Sahn area has an annual water 
deficit around 300mm. No meteorological data has b~en prepared 
specifically for the other Pioneer mill sites but the table below 
gives water deficits assumed for each location: 

Plantation 'JI at er Deficit 
(mm) 

Baoma 
w anjei 
Telu 
Masanki/ 'JI ater loo 
Mange Bureh 

285 
285 
300 
350 
400 
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ANNEX l 

The larger the water deficit, the lower the potential yield of 
oil palm. However, these estimates do not take into consideration 
the available water capacity (:\WC) of the soil. A WC is defined as 
the volume of water retained between field capacity and permanent 
wilting point. Some of this water is available to palms over the 
dry season, the amount varies between soils. No measurements of 
A '1/C specific to soils planted to oil palm in Sierra Leone are 
available, so an amount of lOOmm of water in the top ~-1.2 meters 
has been estimated tai<ing into considerations the soils encountered 
on the plantations visited. 

factors that affect AWC include: 
l) Plant species and its rooting depth, 
2) Soil texture, and 
3) Stone and gravel content of the soil. 

Oil palm are surface feeders and the majori~y of their roots 
are normally found at 15-30cm and the top l meter of soil is the 
most important. Roots can penetrate deeper, especially in search of 
water. Gravel is virtually inert to plant roots and in large 
quanti':ies reduces the volume of useful soll that roots can exploit. 
for surface feeders this is especially important. Also, sandy, 
gravelly soils tend to dry out faster (presence of a water table near 
the surface alters this) an important factor in the Sierra Leone dry 
season. Gravel impedes the growth of roots, esp~ially if it is 
cemented to any degree. 

A.1.1.5. Land Suitability - Geology, Topography and Soils 

Sahn Malen, Kasse Kangha, Masanki and Waterloo are all 
located on the tertiary sediments dating from the continental 
terminal. In Sierra Leone they occupy about a 50 mile wiae strip 
going ~nland all the way along the coast. The sedimem. have 
different names in different countries; in Benin 'terre de barre'; in 
Ivory Coast 'tertiary sands' and m Nigeria and Cameroon 'acid 
sands'. Their altitude varies from 50 to 300 feet, topography is 
flat to gently undulating with few slopes over 10%. The predominant 
soils formed (with a rainfall of 2000mm or more) in these areas are 
classified (French) Sols ferrallitiques fortement desature CSFFD) and 
lower horizons as SFFD Typique appauvri CT /app) (Nguyen Hugo Van 
et al., ~984). They are generally fairly good for oil palm. 

All the above plantations are located on the Newton Land 
System defined by FAO/uNDP, 1980, as an area of dissected 
coastal terraces of extremely low relief, on Pleistocene sandy and 
clayey sediments (see map l for locations). The Newton L.S. is one 
of several land systems within the tertiary sedimentary belt. Sods 
associated with this land system tend to be deep, yellowish b:·own 
to brown sandy clay loams with sandy surface horizons. The nature 
of the soils and thus suitability for oi! palm tends to depend on 
their position in the toposequence. 
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ASNEX 1 

Baoma, Telu, W anjei and parts of the Mange plantation are 
located on basement complex rocks, mostly acid gneisses and 
granite. These rocks rise inland after the tertiary belt, their 
altitude varying between 50 and 650 feet, topography can be fairly 
steep. However, all the plantations are located on gently undulating 
interiluves of about 900 to 1400 meters wide but some more 
dissected areas are usually included. lnterfluves tend to be more 
dissected, making plantation layout more difficult than on the 
tertiary sediments. 

Soils of the base also tend to be more variable than the 
sediments. Baoma, Telu and Wenjei are in the Blama LS. 
(FAO/UNDP 1980) described as 'dissected plains of extremely low 
reEef with scattered, isolated small hills anci common terraces'. Soils 
tend to be very gravelly, reddish day loams to clays, the surface 
horizon is generally more sandy because of the heavy rainfall which 
washes part of the clay fraction to lower horizons. 

l.R.H.O. (Nguyen Hugo Van et al., 1984) distinguish four Land 
Use Classes (Ll!C'si on the base. The class depends on the 
proportions of clay textured particles, lateritic gravel and pieces of 
rock or indurated laterite in the soil horizons. Most of the soils at 
Baoma, Telu and Wanjei are in LUC 3 (medium soils) and the 
proportion of gravel is about 30% in the top meter. LUC 3 is 
classified as marginally suitable for oil palm. Some planted areas 
have grilvel contents (Baoma) or indurated laterite (Wanjei) or show 
signs of hydromorphism (T elu) and are in Luc 4 (poor soils). These 
areas- should be abandoned. Some areas may be in LUC 2 (good 
soils) such as areas at Baoma, W anjei and at \\ange. These areas 
have little gravel in ~he top meter of soil and are more suitable for 
oil palm development, though limited in extent. 

From this brief review, suitable areas for oil palm development 
exist in both land syster.ts where the plantations are located but 
soils en the base and Blama LS tend to be more variable and the 
land more dissected than the tertiary sedimentary area. This makes 
finding uniformally good areas and rational layout of large blocks of 
oil palm more difficult. 

Combining climatic and geological/soils inforr.'1ation, as in Map 
1, shows Mange and Masanki outside the most suitable climatic area. 
Baoma, Wanjei and Telu are well within the climatic area but soils 
may be less favourable. Sahn and Kasse are on the boarder of the 
best climatic region and are also within the better soils of the 
tertiary sedimentary belt so are marginally the best located of the 
Pioneer mill estates. 

A.1.2. Fieldwork Results 

A.1.2.1. Baoma 

Location. The ~,lantation is situated around Baoma village, 11 m:les 
north of c:am3 junction in Baoma Chiefdom. Lon~itude 11 20' West 
and Latitude 8 03' North (map 2). 
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General Descriotion. The plantation is in 3 plots - \\egalahun, Yoni 
and Deep '..\'ater Quay. Total area is 800 acres. :\ge of ;>alms 
20-21 years. 

Hydrology. The River Sewa flows along the western border of the 
plantation but is well contained within steep sided banks. The 
plantation is drained by a network of minor streams with swampy 
margins leading to the Sewa. 

Vegetation and Land Use. Around the plantation the original forest 
has given way to secondary forest with patches of shifting 
cultivation (upland rice) and paddy rice in low-lying areas. 

Soils. (Blama LS). Three soil associations were identified, two of 
these were identified by their position in the toposequence. The 
largest areas for oil palm are the hill crest and gentle slope areas. 
These are similar but gravel increases in the topsoil on the slopes. 
On the southern border, the slopes down to the River Maria are 
steeper (7%) and the area is more dissected. Here,,the foot slopes 
have accumulated a gravel free colluvial layer to depths of 50cm. 
Soils are better and palms are larger but the area is relatively 
small in extent. Thirdly, small gravel free alluvial areas exist along 
the banks of the Sewa, these can be very productive. One near the 
mill site was used as the estate nursery. 

Soil Data 
Pit l 
-i)--General 
Location: 

Land form: 
Elevation: 
Position: 
'1\ax. slope: 

Parent material: 
Drainage: 
Vegetation: 
Root Layer: 

i!) Soil Profile Description 
Depth (cm) 
0 - 15 

15 - 25 
25 - 55 
55 - 90 

750 meters southwest Mangrahun 
village 9/ 10/86 
dissected mtedluve 
450 feet 
upper slope 
4% (part down to Sewa ,. 7% m 
places) 
gravelly colluvium 
well drained 
oil pa!m with 15 years undergrowth 
1st and 2nd horizons out oil palm 
roots seen in 4th; high gravel 
content but grQvel is well mixed 
with the soil rather than cemented, 
means roots are able to penetrate 
more easily. 

Field Description 
gr. SCL, 0-1G% gravel; friable; some 
surface laterite 
gr. SCL, 10-30% gravei 
gr. SCL, 30% gr av el 
very gr. SCL, 30-50i> gravel 



Pit 2 
lf'General 
Location: 

Land Form: 
Elevation: 
Position: 
Max. slope: 
Parent Material: 

l)rainage: 
Vegetation: 
Root Layer: 

ii) Soil Profile Description 
Deptn (cm) 
0 - 15 
15 - 50 
50 - 65 
65 - 100 

iii) Soil Analvtical Data 
Depth Texture pH 
(cm) (lab) . ( t:5H

2
0> 

0-15 
65-100 

Pit 3 
lf'General 
Location: 

SL/SCL 
gr.SCL 

Land Form: 
Elevation: 
Position: 
Max. slope: 
Parent Material: 

Drainage: 
Vegetation: 

Root Layer: 

4.70 
4.S5 

ii) Soil Profile Description 
Depth (cm) 
0 - 20 
20 - 40 
40 - 80 

80 - 90 
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500 meters west of Y oni village 
9/10/86 
dissected interfluve 
400-45 feet 
crest 
1% 
gravel free colluv1um over gravelly 
colluvium 
well drained 
oil palm with 
1st and 2nd horizons some medium 
in 3rd and 4th 

Field Description 
SL/SCL 
gr. SCL, 10% gravel 
gr. SCL, 10-30% gravel 
gr. SCL, -,30% gravel 

Organic C Excractable Sutrients Bray P 
(%) (mg/lit) (ppm) 

K ~G Ca 
2.74 17 6 2S 1 

6 (3 < 10 < l 

300 meters west mill 9/ 10/86 
dissected interf luve 
400-450 feet 
crest 
?% 
gravel free colluvium over gravelly 
colluvium 
well drained 
oil palm (mar.y missing) herbaceous 
undergrowth 
l and 2 some fine and medium in 3 
and 4 

Field Description 
SL/SCL 
gr.SCL, 10-20% gravel 
gr. SCL, 20-40% gravel some large 
stones 
very gr. SCL, 50% gravel 
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Croo Data The following data compares palm height with estimated 
planting date for the three plots at Baoma. 

Plot 
Mangrahun 
Yoni 

Palm H:.(feet) 
11-15 

Planting Date 
1966 

18-22 1965 
Deep ·~ater Quay 11-20 1965 

Plantation maintenance ceased soon after planting and has only 
been revived recently. Yoni plot and parts of Deep Water Quay 
were brushed about 3-4 years ago. Although palms are generally 
small for their age, this lS probably partly due to the poor 
management history. 

Map 2 shows the areas recommended for rehabilitation or to 
be abandoned. Deep Nater Quay plot has many missi11g palms and 
though some areas are too gravelly and should be abandoned, parts 
of the plot can be rehabilitated. Mangrahun plot is ve:y gravelly 
and steep in places - it can be abandoned. Y oni plot is much less 
gravelly, generally in the top meter of soil, the plot is flatter and 
the palms were the best seen at Baoma. It lS recommended that 
this area is best for rehabilitation. 

A.1.2.2. Kasse Kangha 

Location. The plantation is located in southern Sierra Leone. 
longitude 11 50' west and latitude 7 33' north. The ~tate is in one 
block stretching along the road betw~en Kasse in the sourh and 
Manibo in the north (see map 2). Bo is 3 hours by read via 
Sumbuya and Koribundu. The road is poor but motorable aH year 
round. 

Gener al Description. The plantation is in Bagbo Chiefdom and the 
mill is just over the border to the south in Bum Chiefdom. Total 
area of 1100 acres. A small area is swampy and not planted. Age 
of palms is 20-23 years, with few missing pal ins. Estate can be 
divided into 4 plots named Gorapo (north east), Tengbele {north 
west), Kasse {south east) and Y esa (south west) after the nearest 
village to each. 

Hydrology. There are no large rivers or 
plantation. A small stream, the Tangwi, runs 
plantation with associated swampy margin. This 
up during the dry season and is not planted. 

streams near the 
the length of the 
area virtually dries 

Topography. Flat to gently undulating. The northern half of the 
plantation is flatter while furthi::1 south towards Kasse, the land 
becomes more dissected. 
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Soils. (Newton LS). The clay content of these soils is low though 
on flattened hill crests soils tend to have higher clay contents than 
slopes and can be more productive. However, soils are more sandy 
than derivatives of basement complex rocks further north. 

On the tertiary sands, the nature of the soils depends on their 
position in the topc•sequence. Two Plain areas were identified: 

1) Flattened interfluve crests and upper slope areas, and 
2) Sloping, more dissected areas with higher gr ave! contents in 

the top horizons going down towards the drainage streams. 

Valley bottoms are swampy and not planted to oil palm and 
foot slope areas only cover a very minor area. 

Pits 1 and 3 represent the second and pits 2 and 4 represent 
the first landform. Pit 4 is on the border with botn. 

Pit 1 
0-General 
Location: 

Land Form: 

Position: 
Max. slope: 
Parent Material: 

Drainage: 
Vegetation: 

Root Layer: 

ii) Soil Profile Description 
Depth (cm} 
0 - 15 
15 - 2.5 
2.5 40 
40 - 60 

iii} Soil Analytical Data 

400 meters north of a<asse village 
8/10/86 
Flat to undulating interfluve, i5 ft. 
elevation 
middle slope 
1% 
gravel free colluviurn over gravelly 
colluvium 
well drained 
oil palm with about 18 months 
under bush 
1 and 2 horizons, some fine and 
medium in 3 

Field Description 
sandy loam, friable 
sandy loam, gravel 0-10% 
sandy clay loam, gravel 10-30% 
sandy clay loam, very gravelly 30% 

Depth Texture pH 
(cm) (lab) (l:.5H20> 

Organic C Extractable Nutrients 
(%) (mg/lit} 

Bray P 
(ppm> 

SL/LS 
gr.SCL 

4.95 
4.7 

K ~g Ca 
1.95 l& 12 123 

4 < 3 23 
1 

<1 



Pit 2 
0-General 
Location: 

Land Form: 

Position: 
Max. slope: 
Parent Material: 
Drainage: 
Vegetation: 

Root Layer: 

ii) Soil Profile Description 
Depth (cm) 

0 - 20 
20 - 35 
35 60 

60 - 100 

iii) Soil Analvtical Data 
Depth Texture pH 
\C&~) (lab) ( 1:5H

2
0> 

0-35 
40-100 

Pit 3 
~er al 
Location: 

s 
SCL 

Land Form: 
Position: 
Max. slope: 
Parent Material: 

Drainage: 
Vegetation: 
Root Layer: 

4.75 
4.75 

ii) Soil Profile Description 
Depth (cm) 
0 - 20 
20 - 30 
30 - 60 

60 - 100 
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800 meters north west Gorapo 
village 8/10/86 
gently undulating interfluve, 
elevation 100 ft 
crest 
1$ 
gra"el free colluvium 
well drained 
oil palm and 2 years mixed 
undergrowth 
2 and 3 horizons 

Field Description 
sandy clay loam, friable 
sandy clay loam 
sandy clay loam, patches <'f 
transported grave!y few 0-10~ 
sandy clay loam to clay loam 

Organic C Extractable ~utrients Bray ? 
(%) (mg/lit) (ppm) 

K 'v\g Ca 
0.73 < 7 < 3 15 <. 1 

<. 3 < 3 ~IO c.l 

500 m soutn east Lago· Village, 
8/10/86 
interfluve, elevation - 75 ft. 
middle slope 
2% 
gravel free colluvium over gravelly 
colluv1um 
well drained 
oil oalm 12 months undergrowth 
1 and 2 horizons 

Field Description 
sandy loam, very friable when moist 
sandy clay loam, 0-10% graa.vel 
sandy clay loam, very gravelly 
30-.50%, some large stones 
sandy clay loam, very gravelly, 50~, 
some large stones (cemented 
laterite) 
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iii) Soil Analvtical Data 
Depth Texture pH 
(cm) (lab) ( 1:5H20) 

Organic C Extractable Sutrients 
(%) (mg/li~) 

Bray P 
(ppm) 

LS/SL 4.80 
K Mg Ca 

2.08 23 16 75 2 0-20 
60-1 JO vgr .SCL 4.85 .5 < 3 15 (' l 

Pit 4 
1Y--General 
Location: 

Land Form: 

Position: 
Max. slope: 
Parent Material: 

Drainage: 
Vegetation: 

Root Layer: 

ii) Soil Profile 
Depth (an) 
0 - 20 
20 - 35 
35 - 55 
55 - 75 

iii) Soil .A.nalvtical Data 

l50m south Manibo village 
S/10/86 
flat interfluve crest, elevation 
100 feet 
crest/upper slope 
1% 
slightly gr. colluvium over gr. 
colluvium 
well drained 
oil palm, last brushed · ' months 
ago 
~ anti 3 horizons 

field Description 
SL, friable 
SCL, patches of gravel 
SCL, gravel free 
gr. SCL, 30% gravel 

Depth Texture pH 
(cm) (lab) ( l:.5H

2
0> 

Organic C Extractable ~utriems Bray P 
(%) 

0-20 
50-75 

LS 
vgr.S/LS 

4.85 
4.90 

1.27 
K 
13 
5 

(mg/lit) 
Mg Ca 
4 56 

<3 1.5 

Crop Data. The following table compares palm height with plant~r.g 
date for the areas idf!ntified. 

Plot 
Gorapo 
Ka.sse 
Yesa 
Tengbele 

Palm Ht. (feet) 
30 
2.5 
25 
33 

Planting Date 
1966 
196.5 
1964 
1966 

Compared to most of the other Pioneer mill plantations, Kasse 
palms are well grown with an average height of about 28 feet. MCJSt 
of the plantation has been brushed in the last 18 months and is 
being harvested. 

The fieldwork showed that en the crest areas and upper slopes 
the gravel free horizon varied from about 75 to 20cm. The more 
dissected southern half had a much thinner gravel free zone with 

(ppm) 

1 
1 
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dense gravel below the surface in places. This is reflected in the 
palm heights. Majority of the area is crest or upper slope area. 
Estimated proportions of each area are given in the conclusions 
(section l.5 and map 3). The whole area is recommended for 
rehabilitation though on replanting some of the southern area can be 
abandoned, estimated at 100 a.:res. 

A.1.2.3. Mange Bureh 

Location: The plantathn is located in north west Sierra Leone in 
:\'\ambolo Chiefdom. Longitude 12 .51' west and latitude 8 5.5' north. 
f reetown is a.Dout 2 hours drive. The road is good. 

General Description. Total area of the estate is 3167 acres but 
about 2272 acres were abandoned many years ago and have returned 
to secondary bush. Par~s have been cut down to grown annual crops 
and some of the palms are still harvested for pit processing. The 
abandoned palms are 26-31 years old. The rest of t~e estate, 89.5 
acres and 19-24 years old, are maintained and harvested for the 
mill. There are many missing palms and effective acres harvested 
are less. 

The estate stretches along south of the road from Mange town 
to Rosint village {see map 3). For purposes of description, the 
abandoned area is called Rosint plot and the maintained area, 
M.ange plot. 

Hydrology. The Little Scarcies runs close to the eastern border. A 
stream with several small tributaries drains into the river from the 
plantation, mainly from Mange plot. It has swampy margins but dries 
up during the dry season. Mange plot is flatter and less well 
drained than Rosint and has several swampy areas. 

Topography. The area is very gravelly and undulating. Typically, 
slope and crest areas dry our more quickly than lower-lying areas in 
the dry season. This was clear from the differences in palm growth 
between high and low areas. On the eastern side of the plantation, 
around Mange, land is flatter with wider plantable interfluves. 

Soils.(Soil descriptions are based on auger ~ampling and visual 
assessment only). The pattern of soils in the Mange area is fairly 
complex as several land systems meet in the area. Mange plot, in 
the east, has fairly deep gravel-free soils witn a relatively high 
clay content. from observations, water holdi.ig capacity may be 
bet~er than Rosint (more ciay/less gravel) so ameliorating the dry 
season. Further west the estate becomes more dissected with 
steeper slope areas. Soils become very gravelly and more sandy in 
the surface horizons. There are patches of better soils in 
lower-lying folds of the land but these ar~as are small. 



Auger l 
i) General 
Location: 

Land form: 

Position: 
Max. slope: 
Parent Material: 

Drainage: 
Vegetation: 
Root Layer: 

ii) Soil Profile Descriotion 
Deptn (cm) 
0 - 20 

20 - 35 
35 - 60 
60 - 100 

Auger 2 
i) General 
Location: 

Land Form: 

Position: 
Max. slope: 
Parent Material: 
Drainage: 
Vegetation: 
Root Layer: 

ii) Soil Profile Description 
Depth (cm) 
0 - 20 
20 - ) 
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1 mile west ~ange village 
2/ 10186 
dissected interfluve, 100 feet 
elevation 
crest 
1$ 
gravel free colluvium over gravel 
colluvium 
moderately well drained 
oil palm with elephant grass 
1 and 2 horizons some fine in 3 

field Description 
SCL, dark coloured with organic 
matter 
SCL 
CL, clay sticky at 40-60 
gr. CL (laterite) 

400 meters west,south west of 
Rosint 2/ 10/86 
dissected interfluve, elevation 100 
feet 
upper slope 
3% 
gravel colluvium 
well drained 
oil palm with secondary bush 
1st horizon 

Field Description 
gr. SL/SCL 
v gr. SCL 

No. Gravel layer became too dense for the auger below abo•Jt 20 
cm. So1i !'rofiles exposed along the plantation tracks, the gravelly 
SCL continuu1g downwards. 

Crop Data. Palm height was very variable throughout the plantation 
with an average height about 1.S-22 ft. In many areas the palm leaf 
canopy was very thin. Undergrowth is not shaded, thus i;icreasing 
maintenance. Many areas are heavily infested with elephant grass 
(Mange is close to the savanna belt). Grasses compete with the palm 
for nutrients and also present a fire hazard in the dry season. 
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: .. 1ost of the '.'>Aange plot is recommended for rehabilitation (see 
map 4) though the south western end becomes more gravelly. Rosmt 
plot shoulc be left abandoned as it is too gravelly and variable. 
Most of 'Aange plot soils are rated as LUC 2 i.e. good soils and 
ci.lthougil they may reduce the severity of the dry se3son, the very 
high water deficit for the area means potential yield would be 
lower than oil palm on worse soils in the south east. 

A.1.2.4. "'asanki 

Location. Masanki plantation is in the western part of Sierra Leone 
in Riboi Chiefdom. Longitude 12 48' west and latitude 8 19' north. 
It used to be approached from Freetown via a bridge or ferry over 
the River Ribi. This is not possible now and it is nece~sary to 
travel via \iagbosi village on the Bo road then Bauya and Masanki. 
From Freetown this is a 4 hour trip and the road between Magbosi 
and Masanki is poor. 

General Description. ~asanlci is operated _by the Prisons 
Department. .Management by the Prison Wardens is fairly well 
organised using prisoners for maintenance work and hired labour for 
the more skilled jobs cf harvesting and pruning. Plantation area is 
1750 acres with palms irom 26-31 years old. About a quarter of 
the area is abandoned, the rest is still maintained and harvested but 
at a !ow level. 

T opograohy. The estate is very flat except in the north east. 
Depressions are usually swampy and some flat areas are poorly 
drained. 

Soils. Soil decription is based on auger sam;>les and field 
observations only. The upland areas where the \\asanki palms have 
been planted are basically well to moderately well dramed soils, 
gravel free over more gravelly subsoils with sandy loam and sandy 
clay loam textures. Soils are similar to i<asse Kangha (Newton LS) 
though more sandy. 

Auger 1 
i) General 
Location: 
Land form: 
Position: 
Max. slope: 
Parent Parent Material: 

Drainage: 
Vegetation: 

Root Layer: 

2000 meters north of mill 3/ l 0/86 
dissected interfluve 
crest 

<1% 
gravel free colluvium over gravelly 
coUuvium 
well drained 
smooth stemmed oil palm with 12 
months undergrowth 
1 and 2, some fine in 3rd horizon 



ii) Soil Profile Description 
Depth (cm) 
0 - 15 
15 - 55 
5.5 - 80 
80 - 100 

Auger 2 
i) General 
Location: 

Land f .:>rm: 
Position: 
Max. slope: 
Parent Material: 
Drainage: 
Vegetation: 
Root Layer: 

ii) Soil Profile Description 
Depth (cm) 

0 - 20 
20 - 40 
40 - 65 
65 100 

Auger 3 
i) General 
Location: 

Land Form: 
Position: 
Max. slope: 

Parent Material: 
Drainage: 
Vegetation: 

ii) Soil Profile Description 
Depth km> 
0 - 1.5 
15 - 30 
30 - 60 
60 - 80 
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Field Description 
SL 
SL/SCL 
SCL 
gr. SCL, 0-10% gr. 

600 meters south west of auger 1 
3/10/86 
dissected in~erfluve 
foot slope 
1% 
gravel free over gravelly colluvium 
unperfect drainage 
oil palm with 12 months undergrowth 
coarse roots in 1st horizon 

Field Description 
SL 
SL/SCL 
SCL, some 2mm coarse sarJd (quartz) 
70 cm. coarse sandy fr action 
(quartz) 

Half-way between auger 1 and 2 
3/ 10/86 
dissected interfluve 
middle slore 
7% but slight depression inslope at 
this point 
gravel free over gravelly colluvium 
well drained 
oil palm, 12 months undergrowth 

Field Description 
SL 
SL/SCL 
SCL 
gr. SCL/CL, 20% gravel 

Conclusions: Around the mill, palms are over 50 years old and have 
been abandoned. Another area of old palms on the northern border 
is still harvested. They ha'te become smooth stemmed and have 
reached a height ~f about 30 feet. There are many missing palms 
and the leaf canopy seems poorly develo9ed. The area 1s 
recommended for replanting immediately. 
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~tap 5 shows i:he areas potentially suitable for rehabilitation er 
replanting. Some of the land around the mill is liable to flooding in 
the wet season and should be abandoned. Crest areas dry out 
quickly and slopes have higher gravel c..:intents near the surface. 
Foot slope areas have deeper gravel free soiis and 26-30 year old 
palms are 30-40 feet tali. 

A.1.2.5. Waterloo 

The plantation is located on the main road leaving the 
Freetown Peninsular just west of Newtor. village at approximately 
longitude 13 02' west and latitude 8 20' North. Total area of about 
1000 acres and 25-30 years old. \Vaterioo was also handed over to 
the Prisons Department and is still maintained by the:n. Any FFB 
produced is sold locally for pit processing as there is no mill to 
service the plar.tation. 

The geology, topography and soils of \Vaterloo are basically 
the same as at Masanki. Soils are sandy and dry out fairly quickly 
in the dry season. Also, water deficits are high compared to the 
south east of the countrr., making yields low. However. yields are 
reported to be better than at Masanki. 

As with '.vtange, the biggest problem is grass infestation. If 
the plantation were to be rehabilitated this problem would have to 
be dealt with using a combination of burning, then heavy applications 
of herbicide, followed by planting of cover crop. Palms are old but 
still harvestable as far as their height is concerned. 

A.1.2.6. Sann ~alen 

Location. The piantation is located around the village of Sahn in 
southern Sierra. Leone in Malen Chiefdom (see map 6). Longitude -
11 50' west and latitude 7 26' north. 

General Description. The plantation is in S blocks - Basale, Sahn, 
l<pombu, ~\asakpa, Semabu, Sinjo, Sembehun and Fonikaw. Total area 
of 1850 acres, though some dispute exists about the actual acreage. 
Basale, Sinjo and Semabu have been abandoned and are now virtually 
secondary bush. Parts of Basale have been cut down and planted to 
annual crops. Age of the plantation is 23-26 years. Sahn is 8 miles 
south east in a straight line from Kasse plantation. 

Hydrology. No large riv.ers or streams run through the plantation. 
The Magbumpe runs south from Basale plot and then cuts across the 
pl4ntation. Its course is swampy and a bridge used to connect 
F onikaw with the rest of the estate. This no longer exists and the 
only way round is via the road to Pujehun, about 3 mile!. Another 
stream runs along the NW border of Kpombu plot and then divides 
Semabu and Sinjo from the rest of the plantation. A causeway for 
tractors is usable if repaired. 
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Tooographv. The area is gently undulating interfluve but more hilly 
than at i<asse, especially Sinjo, Semabu and Basale plots. The 
majority of the planted area covers the crest formed by the 50 foot 
contour with slopes not exceeding l-2%. f onikaw is more low-lying, 
being below 50 feet and flat. 

Soils !..and system classmcation is Newton. Again, the nature of 
the soils depends on their position in the toposequence. The soils on 
the hill crest areas (the largest area planted) are gravel-free, sandy 
loam (i.5-20cm) over gravelly, sandy clay loam subsoils. These give 
way to more gravelly variants as the land falls away to the 
streams. The valley bottoms, before the swampy stream areas, have 
deep gnvel free soils though often with some '.llottling usually below 
l meter. 

Soil Da-:a 
Pit l 
1>G'eneral 
Location: 

Land Form: 

Position: 
Max. slope: 
Parent ~ateriai: 

Drainage: 
Vegetation: 
Root Layer: 

ii) Soil Profile Description 
Depth (cm) 
0 - 20 
20 - 45 
45 - ~5 

iii) Soil Analytical Data 

300 meters north west Sahn v£1lage 
7/10/86 
dissected interfluve, 50 feet 
elevation 
crest 
l~ 

gravel free colluvium over gravelly 
colluvium 
well drainee 
oil palm and 18 months underbrusn 
2nd horizon 

Field Oescr iption 
SL, friable when moist 
SCL 
gr. SCL, 10% gravel 

Depth Texture pH 
(cm) Oab) Cl:.5H

2
o> 

Organic C Extractable ~utri!nts Bray P 
(%) 

0-10 
42-80 

Pit 2 
TI'General 
Location: 

SL/SCL 
gr.SCL 

land Form: 

Position: 
Max. slope: 
Parent ~aterial: 
Drainage: 
Vegetation: 
Root Layer: 

5.00 
4.90 

(mg/lit) 
K Mg Ca 

2.96 33 411 38.5 
1.5 6 63 

300 meters south west Kpombu 
village 7/ 10/86 
dissected interfluve .50 feet 
elevation 
middle slope 
2% 
gravelly colluvium 
well drained 
oil palm with 6 months undergrowth 
1 and 2 horizons, fine roots in 3 

(ppm) 

1 
<l 



ii) Soil Profile Descriptior. 
De;nh (cm) 

0 - 10 
10 - 40 
40 - 80 

iii} Soil Analvtical Data 
Depth Texture pH 
(cm) (lab) ( 1:5H

2
0> 

0-20 
45-85 

SL 4.65 
gr .SL/SCL 4.80 

Pit 3 
• "'1f""Gen er al 

Location: 

Lai1d Ferm: 

Position: 
Max. slope: 
Parent Material: 
Drainage: 
Vegetation: 
Root Layer: 

ii) Soil Profile Oescr~otion 
Depth (cm) 
0 - 15 
15 - 30 
30 - 50 
.50 - 100 

iii) Soil Analytical Data 
Depth Texture pH 
(cm) (lab) ( 1:5H

2
o> 

0-1.5 
.50-70 

Pit 4 
if'General 
Location: 

SL 
gr.SL 

Land Form: 

Position: 
Max. slope: 
Parent Material: 
Drainage: 
Vegetation: 
Root Layer: 

4.70 
4.80 
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Field Description 
gr. SCL 0-10% gravel 
gr. SCL 10-30% gravel 
gr. SCL )50~ gravel 

Organic C Extractable ~utrients oray P 
(%) (mg/lit) (ppm) 

K Mg Ca 
1.20 10 3 1.5 <.1 

7 <3 30 <-.1 

1200 meters east of Sahn mill 
7/10/86 
gently undulating interfluve .50 feet 
elevation 
crest 
1% 
gravel free over gravelly colluvium 
well drained 
oil palm with 18 months undergrowth 
2nd horizon 

Field Description 
SL 
gr. SCL, 0-lQj, fine gravel 
gr. SCL, 10-30% medium gravel 
very gr. SCL, 30-.50% coarse gravel 

Organic C Extractable ~utrients Bray P 
(%) {mg/lit) (ppm) 

K ~g Ca 
1 • .58 19 11 6.5 <. 1 

6 "'3 <..10 

.500 meters north west Sinjo village 
7/10/86 

' 1 

undulating dissected intertluve, .50ft. 
elevation 
upper slope 
5% 
gr. colluvium 
well drained 
oil palm and secondary bush 20 yrs. 
1st horizon decreasing rapidly with 
depth 



ii) Soil Profile Descriotion 
Depth \cm) 
0 - 5 
5 - 30 
30 - 70 
70 - 100 

Pit 5 
l>General 

Location: 

land Form: 
Elevation: 
Position: 
Max. slope: 
Parent Material: 
Drainage: 
Vegetation: 
Root Layer: 

ii) Soil Profile Description 
Depth \cm) 
0 - 15 
15 - 25 
25 - 40 
40 - 100 

iii) Soil Analytical Data 
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field Description 
gr. SL, 0-10% gravel 
gr. SCL, 10-30% gravel 
gr. SCL, 30-50% gravel 
very gr. SCL, )50% 

800 meters west fonikaw village 
7/ 10/86 
gently undl'lating interfluve 

50 feet 
middle slope 
1% 
gravel free over gravelly colluvium 
well drained 
oil palm with 18 months undergrowth 
coarse in 2, fine and medium in l 
and 3 

field Description 
SL, very friable 
SCL 
gr. SCL, 0-10% gravel 
gr. SCL, 10-30% gravel 

Depth Texture ptl 
(cm) (lab) ( l:5H

2
o> 

Organic C Extractable Sutrients Bray P 
(%) (mg/lit) (ppm) 

K ~g Ca 
1.10 9 4 25 <1 0-25 

40-80 
SL 
gr.SCL 

4.95 
4.90 4 <3 20 < l 

Basale Plot 

An auger sample was taken only. The area has been 
abandoned and parts of the plot have been cut dcwn for annual 
crop cultivation by local landowners. This area is more hilly, with 
elevations of 100-150 feet and is within a different land system -
Bo, which is more gravelly than Newton LS and described by f AO, 
1980, as very gravelly, sandy clay loams to clays, brownish to 
reddish, moderately shallow to deep soils. 

Geologically the area is within the granite basement complex 
rocks area - acid gneiss and schist forming lateritic type soils. 
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Augering was done on a crest area in a now cu!tivatef"l part of 

the original plantation. Crops grcwing were rice, cassava. sorghum 
and a fe-.v sparsely scattered oil palm. 

ii) Soil Prr file Description 
Depth tcm) Field Description 

SCL, some gravel 0 - 10 
10 - 30 
30 - 70 

)70 

gr. SCL, C-10% gravel 
gr. SCL, 10-30% gravel 
Vf!'rY gr. SCL 50% gravel 

N.B.Clay and gravel increases with depth. Despite the high gravel 
content most of the profile was aug~able. Some evidence oi the 
lateritic gravel being weathered but loose gravel well mixed with 
sand/clay fraction. 

Crop Data. The following table shows height of palms and estimated 
planting dates for each plot 

Plot 
Masak pa 
Fonikaw 
Sahn 
l<bombu 
Sembehun 
Semabu 
Sinjo 
'Basale 

Palm Height (feet) 
30-35 
30-35 
JC. 
18-22 
25-30 
10-15 
10-15 
10-15 

f. ~nting Date 
'.;60 
1961 
1961 
1962 
1962 
1963 
1963 
1963 

Some of the palms in the valley bottoms reach heights nearer 
40 feet, especially in Masakpa plot. The whole area, except Basale. 
Sinjo and Semabu plots, has been br1.;shed and harveste-:i within the 
last 2-3 years. 

Conclusions 
abandonment. 

Map 6 shows the areas suitable for rehabilitation and 

Part of Kpombu plot and the area along the stream separating 
Sinjo and Semabu plot from the rest can be rehabilitated but 
abandoned on replanting because of the rather high gravel content. 
Many of the palms are becoming very tall, especially in Masakpa 
plot. Harvesting can still carry on for several years with the 
traditional harvesting technique of palm climbing. 

A.1.2.7. T elu 

Location 3 miles NE. of T elu village located nP.ar Gbaama v iliage in 
southern Sierra Leone in Jaiama/Bongor Chiefdom. Longitude 11 37' 
west artd latitude 7 50' north (see map 7). 
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General Description The plantation is in 2 blocks - Gbaama plot 
immediately adjacent to the mill and Yeima plot on the opposite 
side of the roc.d. A third plot, west of Hegbema village, was 
included in the original lease but never planted. Yeima plot has 
been abandoned and the rest of the plantation has not been 
maintained for at least 8 years. Total planted acres amount to 17a 
acres and the total leased is 242 acres. Age of palms is 23-26 
years. 

Associated with the estate are smallholders. Between them 
they own about 1,000 acres of planted oil palm. Some areas have 
been planted in the last 2-5 years. These smallholders have 
occasionally supplied the mill with FFB. At one stage they pooled 
resources and tried to take over the mill from SLPMB. This was 
unsuccessful due to lack of spare parts. 

The original lease for the plantation was made between the 
Chiefdom and Bo District Council. This has expired but the lease 
between the Chiefdom and SLP~B on the mill site is still valid. 

Hydrology. A small river, the Mali, flows along the northern 
boundary of the plantation. A minor floodplain is associated with 
the river, of which part is planted to oil palm. The lower 
elevations oi this small area are liable to flooding. Two small 
swarnpy areas lie within Gbaama plot cutting the area into 3 parts 
making a-:cess, except on foot, difficult. 

Topograpl:!l'.. There is a small area of minor floodplain running along 
the non!1ern boundary with the River Mali but most of the area is 
flat to gently unduuting interfluve country, similar to Baoma, with 
swarnpy valley bottoms. 

Soils Baoma LS 

Soil Data 
Pit l 
"J"'Getl er al 
Locarion: 

Land Form: 

Elevation: 
Max. slope: 
Parent Material: 
Drainage: 

Vegetation: 

100 meters east of mill 
6/ 10/86 
minor floodplain, 50-100 either side 
of Mali 
2.50 feet 
flat 
alluvium 
poorly drained, some flooding, dries 
out quickly 
oil palm, last brushed S years ago 



ii) Soil Profile Description 
Depth (cm) 
0 - 20 
20 - 50 
50 - 100 

iii) Soil Analytical Data 
Depth Texture pH 
(an) (lab) ( 1:5H

2
0> 

0-20 
60-70 

Pit 2 
TIGeneral 
Location: 

LS 
SL 

Land form: 

Post ion: 
Max. slope: 
Parent Material: 
Drainage: 
Vegetation: 
Root Layer: 

4.75 
4.90 

ii) Soil Profile Description 
Depth (cm) 
0 - 10 

10 - 25 
25 - 4.5 
45 - 90 

Pit 3 
TIGeneral 
Location: 

Land Form: 

Position: 
Max. slope: 
Parent Material: 
Drainage: 
Vegetation: 
Root Layer: 
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Field Description 
SL 
SCL 
SCL, some mottling starts at 50cn 
increasing with depth, red/brown 

Organic C Extractable ~utrients Bray P 
(%) (mg/lit) (ppm) 

K \1g Ca 
1.22 16 CJ <.10 <. l 

8 ... 3 < 10 

200 meters east of Y~ima village 
6/10/86 
flat/undulating jnterfluve, 250-300 
ft. elevation 
middle slope 
1% 
gravelly colluvium 
well drained 

,1 

oil palm last brushed 10 years ago 
1st and 2nd horizons, some fine in 
3rd and 4tn 

Field Description 
SL/SCL, <5% gravel, very sandy 
top 2cm 
gr. SCL, 0-10% gravel 
very gr. SCL, 30-50% gravel 
very gr. SCL/CL, 750% gr ave!. 
Some rocks. 

300 meters south west of mill 
6/10/86 
gently undulating interfluve. 
elevation 275 ft. 
crest 
2$ 
gravel free over gravelly colluvium 
well drained 
oil palm, last brushed 1978 
1st and 2nd horizons 



ii) Soil Profile Description 
Depth (cm) 
0 - 20 
20 - 3.5 
3.5 - 5.5 
.55-&.5 

iii) Soil Analytical Data 

Depth 
(cm) 

0-20 
.55-8.5 

Texture 
(lab) 

SL 
gr.SCL 

pH 
(1:5H20> 

4.80 
5.10 

- Jl -
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Field Description 
SL, reddish-brown, friable 
gr. SCL, 0-10% gravel 
gr. SCL, 10-30% gravel 
Very gr. SCL, 30-.50li gravel 

Organic C Extractable Nutrients Bray P 
(%) (mgilit) (ppm) 

K ~g Ca 
1 • .54 26 g 20 < 1 

10 <"3 18 <.l 

Crop Data The following table shows estimates of average height 
of palms and planting dates for the 3 plots at Teb: 
Plot Palm Ht CF eet) Planting Date 
Gbaama 
(floodplain) 13-16 1960 
Gbaama 
(interfluve) 2.5-30 1960 
Yeima 17-21 1963 

Conclusions The plantation has been poorly maintained for many 
years and the palms are stunted, especially in Yeima plot. 

Map 7 shows areas suitable for rehabilitation and abar.donment. 
Y eima plot is very gravelly with some cemented blocks of laterite 
in the top meter and is not suitable for further development. 
Gbaama plot, nearest the mill, !s a bette: area and soils have a 
thicker gravel free topsoil. The small minor floodplain area that is 
planted still floods in places and should be abandoned. · 

The! present planted area is too small to support the mill and 
would have to be replanted and extended if rehabilitat;'Jn went 
ahead. However, many landowners in the area grow oil . ;~:n and 
could supply FFB if the mill was worl<ing. 

Smallholder Oil Palm Plots 

Only one of the landowner's farms was inspected. Area of oil 
palm was about 30 acres, of which 20 acres were 20-23 years and 
10 acres 2-3 years old. The older palms had not been brushed for 
2 years, though the palms were harvested for pit processing. The 
younger area had been interplanted with rice, cassava and ochra. 
The oil palm seedlings were cbtained from the Bo-Pujehuri Rural 
Development Project. No fertilizer had been applied to any of the 
plots for 3 years but before this some fertilizer had been used. 
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from disi:ussions with other landowners, the above plot is 
larger than most but state of tile palms and history is similar. It is 
diificult to predict yield from these plots but potential yield wou!d 
probably be less than the estate (run properly) because of lower 
int>Ut levels, and intercr opping practices in early years. However~ 
landowners' plots are still relatively young and have been maintained 
and harvested fairly regularly compared to the estate. Given 
adequate help with inputs such as tools, fertilizer and transport and 
the correct incentives, they have potential to be the main source of 
f FB for the mill. 

A.1.2.8. 'flanjei 

Location Located around ~anjiela village, longitude 11 22' west 
and latitude 7 46' north, 10 miles south on the road from Blama 
Junction. 

Generai Description The plantation is in 2 plots north and south of 
the Oil Mill 5ite at \ianjiela. Total leased acreage is about .500 
acres but the plantation has been abandoned over most of its 
history and much of the area has either &eturned to bush or been 
reclaimed by landowners and cut down for shifting cultivation. 
About 100 acres of palms planted on suitable soils 1.5 miles south 
east of the mill remains intact. 

Hydrologv Tile southern plot is !lat but still well drained by 
tribu:aries of the ~aanje. The northern plot is considerably ;nore 
hilly and dissected and drams south, also int<;· the ~ aanje. 

Topograohv The ~anjei River occupies a low, relatively flat upland 
basin area with the i<ambui Hill complex to the east and a more 
dissected hilly area to the west. At least half the original 
plantation was in a flat area which is much less gravelly though 
more sandy, than the hillier areas around. Part of the planting is 
on an isolated hill in the basin. 

Vegetation and Land Use Similar to Baoma - most of the original 
ncLtural forest has been cut down except on the very steep Kambui 
Hills areas leaving secondary bush, patches of upland cultivation, 
and paddy rice. 

Soils Classified Slama LS. Three landforms were identified: 
0- Relatively flat ancient river terrace, well drained. 
2) Old river terrace, more dissected and poorly drained and, 
3) Isolated hill areap well drained but considerably more gravelly. 

Pit 1 
'"lfGener al 
Locauon: 

Land Form: 

Position: 
Max. slope: 
Parent Material: 

Drainage: 
Vegetation: 
Root Layer: 

1 mile south, south west of mill 
11/ 10/86 
dissected terr ace; elevation 300 
feet 
crest 
1~ 
gravel free colluvium over gravelly 
colluvium 
well drained 
oil palm with .5 years undergrowth 
!st and 2nd horizons, mamly fine 
and medium 



ii) Soil Profile Description 
Depth \c:n) 
0 - 10 
10 - 30 
30 - 70 
70 - 85 
&5 - 100 

iii) Soil Analytical Data 
Depth Texture pH 
(on) (iab) ( 1:5H

2
0> 

0-10 
70-&.5 

Pit 2 
1l'General 
Location: 

SL/LS 
t.T.SCL 

Land Form: 
Position: 
Max. slope: 
Parent Material: 
Drainage: 
Vegetation: 
Root Layer: 

4.90 
4.70 

ii) Soil Profile Description 
Depth (on) 

0 - 15 
15 - 30 
30 - 75 
75 - 90 

Pit 3 
i) General 
Location: 

Land Form: 
Position: 
Max. slope: 
Parent Material: 
Drainage: 
Vegetation: 
Root Layer: 
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Field Description 
SL 
SCL 
gr. SCL, lOti gravel 
gr. SCL, 20~ gravel· 
very gr. SCL ) 40~ gravel, 
weakly cemented 

Organic C Extractable ~utrients 
(ti) (mg/lit) 

Bray P 
(ppm) 

K Mg 
2.9 l& 16 

7 <3 
Ca 
l&l 

.(IO 

1 mile south mill, west of road 
11/ 10/&6 
terrace 
foot slope 
3~ 
colluvium over alluvium 
imperfectly drained 
oil palm with 7 years undergrowth 
1 and 2 horizon fine, medium and 
coarse. Some fine roots in 3 and 4. 

Field Description 
SCL 
SCL 
gr. SCL, 0-10% gravel 
gr. SCL/CL, 10-30~ gravel 

&00 meter north of mill off road 
ll/ 10/86 
isolated, dissected hill 
crest 
1% 
gravelly colluvium 
well to moderately drained 
oil palm with 10 years undergrowth 
roots abundant in 1 and 2 horizons 

l 
<l 
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ii) Soil Profile Description 
Depth (cm) 
0 - 3 
3 - 10 
10 - 30 
30 - 70 

Char act er is tics 
SL 

ANNEX l 

gr. SL/SCL, 0-10% medium gravel 
gr. SCL, 30-50~ very coarse gravel, 
some boulders (cemented laterite) 

Crop Data The following table compares palm height with planting 
date for -~anjei plantation 

Plot 
Pit 1 
Pit 2 
Pit 3 

Palm Ht.(Feet) 
21-24 
15-2!> 
10-15 

Planting Date 
1961 
1961 
1961 

Conclusions The plantation was not maintained for many years until 
around 1980 when Eastern Clinic leased the mill and plantation from 
SLPMB and the landowners. It was operated for 2-3 years but 
abandoned again because a loss was being .nade due largely to the 
small acreage and low yields being obtained. No new planting was 
?OSSible at that time. 

Map 8 shows the areas suitable for rehabilitation and 
abandor.ment. '.'Jluch oi the abandoned area has already been 
transferred to food crops. The area remaining is too small to 
support the mill if rehabilitated. 

A.1.3. Conclusions to fieldwork 
A..1.3.1. Soils Analysis 

a) .2!! is fairly uniform around 4.8. Optimum pH range is 5 - 6 for 
oil palm but at pH 4.! oil palm growth is not greatiy affected. 
It is expensive to effect a change in S\>il pti in relation to the 
benefits gained, so none is recommended. However, the 
fertiliser recommended, a 12 12 17 2 (N P i< ~1g) compound, 
contains calcium and magnesium and would help to maintain a 
nutrient balance. 

b) Carbon ~ Organic matter (OM) is 58% C. The figures for C 
shc.w that all the topsoils tested have a low to medium OM 
content. Organic matter helps to improve Cation Exchange 
Capacity wnich is shown by the figures: a higher O~ tending 
to coincide with higher Ca, Mg, and K levels. 

c) Texture All soils tested were sandy throughout their profile 
and the majority contained gravel Clateritic concreticns) at 
various percentages and levels. The amount of gravel tends to 
deoend on where the soil is in the toposequence. Most of the 
flanened hill crest areas had developed gravel free soils of 
about 2.5-75cm; the '-""vex slopes down to the lower areas 
usually had gravel at or very close to the surface; the lower 
concave slopes have the deepest gravel free soils. These lower 
areas seem to produce the largest palms but this may be due 
more to the fact that they do not dry out so quickly in the 
dry season, rather than to better soils. 
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Sahn and Kasse soils have deeper gravel free surface horizons 

than Baomily Telu and Wanjei and on av~age have less gravel in the 
top l meter of soil. 

Mange and Masanki have the lowest gravel contents (not 
including the abandoned area at Mange which has a very high 
gravel content). 

d) Phosphorus (P). Unif ormally very low levels of P were 
detected in all soils tested. The relationsh;i> between level of 
soil P, yield and fertilizer rat~ is difficult to assess by 
comparison with other soils but from the results of the 
analysis, all plantations would benefit from phosphate 
applications. 

e) Cation Exchange Capacity (CEC) as exhibited by the bases 
Potassium (K), Magnesium (Mg) and Calcium (Ca). All the soils 
tested have extremely low nutrient status and even the higher 
values at Sahn and Kasse apilear low compared to many soils 
growing oil palm in West Afric3. The chem!cal analyses use-:1 
on the soils shows extractable nutrients rather than 
exchangeable nutrients and should give a better idea of the 
total reserves of K, Mg and Ca in the soil. That is, not only 
ions immediately available to roots on the exchange surfaces 
but also some of the ions unavailable immediately but !hat 
come on to the exchange surfaces slowly by being 'dissolved' 
from the soil particles. These ions act as a buff er so, as 
roots remove ions from solution, some of the unavailable ions 
take their place. 

From the results some tentative conclusions can be made: 

i) All the soils are almost completely depleted of the nutrients 
tested, with very little buffering capacity available. A fairly 
large response to fertiliser would be e~pected but nutrients 
added in this way may be easily leached out and lost in the 
heavy rainfall. 

ii) On average, Sahn and Kasse soils have a higher extractable 
nutrient level than Baoma, Telu and Wanjei soils. The 
following table compares the sum of extractable nutrients: 

Plantation Extractable Nutrients 
Name (mg/I) 

K Mg Ca 
i<asse 11 7 43 
Sahn 12 10 77 
Average 11.5 8.5 60 
flanjei 9 7 60 
Telu 1.5 4 1.5 
Baoma 10 5 17 
Average 11.3 5.3 31 
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Based on the number of samples, this is only a tentative 
conclusion but may illustrate the greater variability oi soils formed 
from the basement complex rocks (Blama LS) compared to the more 
uniform tertiary sediments (Newton LS). However, it is expected 
that mere fertiliser would be needed for palms on Blama compared 
to Newton Land Systems. 

iii) A response to jus<: applying potassium would be expected but 
owing to the strong potassium/magnesium antagonism 
widespread in Africa, Mg deficiency may be exhibited. 

f) Slooes. Most are within 7° ( 10%) but some steeper at S-9° 
( 15-16%). Sahn has the largest areas of the steeper land b~t 
most of the steep areas are recommended for abandoning. 

g) Crop Data. The following table compares growth rates of palms 
in relation to their age. This assumes that upkeep~ 
management and planting material are similar for all 
plantations. Given that all were o·,.,ned by SLP~B, this 
assumption has some validity. 

Plantation Age of Estimatedi Aver age Growth 
Name Palms (yrs) Height Cit) Rate (feet/yr) 

Baorna 20-21 11-22 0.8 
Kasse 20-23 25-32 1.27 
Mange 19-24 20-22 0.98 
Masanki 26-31 25-3.5 1.05 
Sann 23-26 22-3.5 l.16 
Telu 23-26 19-30 1.00 
Wanjei 24-26 18-24 0.85 

Note (i) estimates do not include abandoned areas. 

From this table it is apparent that Sahn and i<asse palms have 
grown better on average than the others. This only confirms the 
conclusions from comparisons made visually. 

A.1.3.2. FFB Yie!d Potential for New Planting 

The following table summarises the results of soil and climatic 
data collected for each location. Drainage, slope, pH and P are not 
included as they are fairly uniform for all the areas. The results 
are used to estimate a class for each soil area and with the water 
deficit figures, to estimate FFB yields for each. 
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Location Texture Est. of l O.M. Soil 2 
Water 3 Yield Est. area 

gravel Class Defic!t Est. covered 
% % (mm) Ct/acre) (acres) 

i<angha 
Pl SL-SCL 20 4 Ill 300 3.8 550 
P2 SL 2 3 Ilb 300 4.5 275 
P3 5L-SCL 30 4 Ill-IV 300 3.2 130 
P4 SL-SCL 10 3 lll-llb 300 4.7 145 

Average 4.0 
Sahn 
Pl SCL 10 6 lib-Ila 300 4.7 300 
P2 SL-SCL 30 3 III-IV 300 2.9 200 
P3 SL 20 3 III 300 3.9 500 
P5 SL-SCL 10 4 Ill-lib 300 4.3 200 

Average 4.0 
Ba om a 

SCL 25 5 111-IV 285 3.6 500 
Telu SL-SCL 30 3 III-IV 300 3.5 110 
Wanjei SL-SCL 20 2.5 Ill-IV 285 3.7 100 
Masanki/Waterloo 

SL 
Mange Buren 

15 III-Ilb 350 3 • .5 600 

SL-SCL 15 lib 420 3.1 700 

Notes: I/estimates % oi gravel in the top 1 meter of soil 
2/soil classes l, Ila, llb, Ill, IV based on a method developed by 
Olvin, 1968 to make an agronomic classification of soils. Classes are 
used as in Hartley, 1979 together with water deficit figures to 
estimate FFB yield tonnes per acre (7th col.). 

3/water deficits do not take into account stored soil moisture, i.e. 
total moisture held between field capacity and permanent wilting 
point available to oil palm roots. it is difficult to estimate water 
holding capacity and it varies between different soils but lOOmm in 
the top 1-1.2 meters can be assumed, based on exp~rience of 'II est 
.4.frican soils planted to oi'. palm. If an allowance is made for 
stored soil moisture then the theoretical maximum yields could be 
some 2.5% higher (yield estimates assume other inputs are optimum 
and good management). Expected yields may vary because of the 
tendency for water deficits in the short term to vary widely from 
the long term mean. 

A.1.3.3. Summary of Conclusions for each Plantation 

1) Mange The soils over part of the plantation may ameliorate 
the high water de!icit experienced but even so yields are low • 
. '\!though oil palm grows in the Mange area it is rather close 
to the savanna region and generally unsuitable for commercial_ 
plantation development compared with the south east of the 
country. 
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2) '.\ltasanki Also experiences a high water deficit affectin~ yields. 
Soils tend to be sandy and dry out quickly especially on higher 
ground. Again, oil palm will grow in the area but yield 
potential is lower than in the south east. On the plus side 
some of the low lying, moister areas may still be productive 
and soils are relatively gravel free and are some compensation 
for the high water deficit. Masanki is marginal for furtt.er 
development and in view of the ownership, some replanting 
may be recommended. 

3) Baoma, 'fl an jei and T elu have the lowest water deficits but 
soils tend !o be gravelly and nutrient status is lower compared 
to Sahn and Kasse soils. These plantations will need more 
fertiliser to maintain FFB yields. At Baoma 500 acres is 
suitable for rehabilitation and further replanting but expansion 
potential is limited. Telu and Wanjei plantations are too small 
to rehabilitate. At ~anjei only about 300 acres of the 
original estate is suitable for replanting, jlt T elu 200. 

4} Sahn and Kanga have potentially the better soils while still 
being iar enough ilato the south east to be within the f AO 
300 day growing limit for oil palm development. Water deficit 
is still fairly high and is reflectE'd in the potential yields that 
can be obtained but rehabilitation potential is good based on 
age of palms, their growth so far, the area available and soils. 
large areas of the origir.al plantations can be replanted and 
there is some potential in the area for expansion. 

A.1.4. Potential for Rehabilitation, Replanting and Expansion 

In the main body of the report the team's recommendations for 
development activities are given. These are focussed up..,n a main 
project in the Kasse/Sahn Malen area, plus rehabilitation at Baoma 
and, perhaps, Telu. 

In the remaining sections of Annex 1 the agricultural 
background to these proposals is elaborated. Attention is 
concentrated on the three locations named above, but basic 
information is also provided on all seven sites. These sections of 
Annex 1 also contain the agricultural assum?tions for the financial 
and economic analyses. 

In formulating a development plan the general approach has 
been to use low cost options ~or both renabilitation and new 
planting. Wherever possible, capital items are s•Jbstituted by labour. 
This minimises any foreign exchange element, but options are not 
taken that may affect potential oil production. However, this 
assumes that sufficient manpower will be available at the right 
times. 
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A. l.4.1. Rehabilitation and Reolanting Potential 

The following table summarises estimated acreages on eac:-t 
estate that are suitable for: 
a) Rehabilitation 
b) Replanting after rehabilitation 
c} Immediate replanting, and 
d) Area unsuitable for further developments 

Area Summarv of Pioneer Mill Plantations 
(acres) 
Plantation Present Age of Rehab Replant Abancon 
Name total palms 

(years) 
Baoma 800 20-21 500 650 150 
Kasse 1100 20-23 1100 1000 100 
.Mange 3167 19-24 895 700 2467 
Masanki 1750 26-31 600 1000 750 
i'aterloo 1000 25-31 1000 1000 
Sahn 1850 23-26 1200 1000 850 
Telu 242 23-26 110 200 42 
Outgrow er 1000 3-26 1000 1000 
"anjei 500 24-26 100 300 200 

The locations are indicated on the plantation maps. 

A.1.4.2. Expansion Potential 

During the limited time available for fieldwork only an 
overview of expansion potential was possible. The following notes 
outline some of the advantages or disadvantages for expansion 
around the most suitable plantations for rehabilitation. 

a) Sahn/Kasse Project Area 

This area is likely to be the best for oil palm expansion. After 
eliminating land which is unsuitable because of bad topography or 
hydromorphism (poorly drained) the flat topped interfluves tend to 
be wide and uniform enough to make rational plantation layout 
possible. However, there is still considerable variability in the 
nature of the soils, with some areas being more dissected and 
gravelly than others. 

Both plantations are located near the contact zone between 
the tertiary sedimentary sands and the basement complex rocks 
which rise just to the north and east. The best areas are like!y to 
be located between and to the south west of a line drawn between 
Sahn and Kasse to keep within the tertiary sedimentary belt. Other 
areas may be suitable but tend to be small and dissected. Most of 
the obvious areas are not ideally placed in relation to the possible 
new mill site on the River Malen. Some distances estimates from 
maps are: 
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Distance (miles) 
8 

Sahn mill to extension area near Sahn .Malen 
Kangha mill to new mill 

2 
2.7 
3.5 
6.8 
11.0 

i<angha mill to northern tip Kasse estate 
New mill to furthest expansion near Kasse 
New mill to furthest expansion near Sahn 

These distances are based on using existing roads as far as 
possible with a minimum of new road between the new mill site and 
a motorable track towards Sahn {see map). Distances may be reduced 
by building more roads but these travelling distances are still within 
accepted limits for tractor /trailer fFB haulage in West Africa. 
Communication~ between Sahn and Kasse plantations are poor with 
no continuous motorable roads available. Th~ track between i<angha 
and the new mill is moto:-able. The River Malen is a formidable 
barrier but a new bridge is in the processs of construction near the 
site of the proposed mill. 

b} Baoma 

Baoma plantation is located in a •oJley with the Kambui Hills 
on the e~stern border and the Riv~ Sewa iorming a barrier on the 
western side. Expansion is only possible nooh and south. To the 
north the valley narrows before widening 6 miles on. To the south 
the val!ey broadens considerably with a large pocket of land to ttte 
east, th1Jugh sti!l surrounded l:>y the Kambui :iills. From the 
topography tt:e northern valley imerfluves are narrow, 500-700 
meters wide, compared to the south were some interfluves are over 
lOOil meters, making more rational layout of oil palm blocks 
possible. The area marked as expansion on map 2 is the nearest 
most oovious large interfluve area, 2 or 3 other aceas exist to the 
east within 7 miles of the mill but these are more dissected and 
swampy. 

In general the area is more dissected than Sahn/!<asse and 
suitable land with good gravel free soils is likely to be of smaller 
extent, making plantatior,s more cut up. 

Commt•nications are relatively good with the north/south public 
road par:allel to the Sewa with motorable tracks leading off. 

c) Telu 

T elu plantation is located on the same land system as Baoma 
but the valley around T elu is much broad~ than at Baoma so 
offering more land. However, the variability of soils, especiaily 
their ~ravel content, is similar making large areas of good land 
unlikely. 

There are many smallholders in the area growing oil palm 
whose small plots may cope more easily with the soils but no survey 
has been conducted to enable us to comment further. 
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A.1.5. Requirements for Rehabilitation 

The standard agricultural requzements for undertaking 
rehabilitation at each location are ~escribed in th!.s sec~ion, 
together with man-day estimates. Broadly, the plan is based on the 
supply of needed inputs and the implementation of upkee? and 
harvesting operations on a regular basis. Improvements to 
management, including the keeping of accurate records for labour 
employed, inputs used and yields obtained, are essential for success. 
Specific operations for each plantation are not described in detail. 

A.1.5.1. Field Operations (Rehabili":ation) 

a) Underbrushing - clearing undergrowth under the palms by hand 
using machettes and slashers. Most of the plantations have 
areas of fairly dense regrowth with many woody perennials, 
making the first brushing very labour intensive. It is assumed 
that cutting is the only operation. Virtually no leguminous 
cover crcp is left but the flora is sufficiently varied to 
provide adequate protection from raindrop erosion. However, 
there is minimum recycling of nutrients useful to the palms. 
Some plantations have specific problems, for example, ~ange is 
infested with elephant grass, which should be chemically 
controlled, followed by the planting of a suitable cover crop. 

b) Pruning - will also be very labour intensive in the first year. 

As with harvesting, pruning is done by climbing the palms and 
cutting the fronds with a machette or axe. Fronds are heaped 
in the interlines. 

c) Ring weeding and toiletting - slashing circles around each palm 
and removing epiphytes and loose frond butts from palm trunks. 

d) Plantation roads - need an initial high labour input to repair 
adequately. Drains on either side of the road are dug out and 
the spoil piled to make the road so that flooding cannot occur. 
Some laterite gravel may need to be transported from adjacent 
areas to gravel free areas but distances are not great. 

e) Bridges and culverts - most of the plantations will not need 
any major bridge building but suitable land is usually 
dissected by swamps and to minimise transport di~tances a 
bridge or causeway may be necessary. Only one instance of 
this was recorded during the fieldwork. At Sahn, Fonikaw plot 
is within a mile of the mi!l but is cut off by a stream and 
swamp. The alternative is a 6 mile round trip. 

f) Harvesting - the traditionaJ method of climbing the palms to 
collect FfB are still used on the Pioneer mil! estates. Tools 
used are machette, narrow headed axe, head baskets, climbers 
(large and small, made of 'local' rope) and chis~ls (i . .5 ins. 
wide). A team consists of the climber and head carrier and 
sometimes a loose fruit pic1<er. Harvestin& {and pruning) is a 
skilled job and a higher wage is paid. Harvesting is relatively 
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inefficient in terms of men - estimated at 9 man days to 
collect 1 tonne of FFB. Climbing can be conti!lued during 
rehabilitation as conversion to sickle techniques may prove 
difficult with the height of palms. Sickles, curved knives on 
the end of long poles, can be used on palms up to l 0-12 
meters and some saving in labour is achieved. Convening to 
sickles may be pursued when rehabilitation is underway but 
knives may have to be imported. If an example is available 
local blacksmiths can make these as well as other tools. 
Suitable steel will have to be imported as local supplies of 
truck springs are limited. 

g) Disease and Pes7.. - no problems were encountered on any of 
the plantations that could be distinguished easily from 
symptoms of nutrient deficiency and past poor management. No 
major disease or pest problems have been reported on the 
plantations. 

A..1.5.2. Eauioment and Inputs (Rehabilitation) 

a) Machinery - a new tractor and trailer is required on each 
plantation, plus spares and maintenance backup. For cost 
purposes, new imported MF l35s and 5 tonne trailers iasting the 
whole rehabilitation period are assumed as adequate in view of 
the small yields obtainable. Spares and repairs are estimated 
en the oasis of 20·~ of the cost of tr ac _ >r and trailer per 
year. Lubricant is 10% of the fuel costs which are estimated 
on the basis of 6 litres diesel per hour of operation. ln 
a':idition, a small motorcycle is assumed for the supervisor. 

b) Agricultural tools - for u;:>keep and harvesting are costed on 
the basis of 50~ supplied locally and 50% imported, these 
include machettes, axes, spades, pickaxes, wheelbarrows, 
slashers. No knapsack sprayers ere included as chemical 
weeding is not used. 

c) Fertiliser - as mentioned earlier, soils are depleted in all the 
main nutrients. Response of rehabilitated palms -:o fertiliser 
was discussed in the Commonwealth Secretariat report ( !986) 
and yield is expected to double as a result of rehabilitation. 
In most cases FFB production is estimated at less than 2 
tonn~/acre based on the state of the palms and ecological 
constraints, so that no more than 50 kg. per acre per year cf 
a balanced compound fertiliser N P K ~g (i 2 12 17 2) is 
recommended. 

A.1 • .5.3. FFB Yield Projections (Rehabilitate,, Areas) 

No yield data was available from the estates. Yields for 
rehabilitated areas are based on the following assumptions apphed to 
the yields estimated !or new plantings. 
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a) Basis for calcu!ation is to take a quarter of the e!.timated new 
planting yield (ref er to A.1.3.2.) 
b) On imp!ementation of rehabilitation plans, yield increase x 2 
by the 2nd year for palms < 25 years old and x 1.5 for palms > 2.5 
years old. 
c} When palms are 25 years old, yields start to decline by 
10'1,/year. 

Given these assumptions, the following table shows crop yield 
projections for each rehabilitated Pioneer mill plantation. 

Plantation YEARS (tonnes/~ear) 
(area in acres) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Saoma (500) 450 650 875 875 87.5 750 650 ;50 
Kasse (1100) 1100 1540 2090 2090 2090 1870 16.50 1540 
Mange (895) 525 770 10.50 980 840 770 630 .560 
.Masanki (600) 522 600 600 540 480 480 420 360 
Sahn (1200) 1200 1680 2280 2040 1800 1680 1560 1320 
Telu (110) 97 154 210 188 16.5 150 132 121 
Outg's (1000) 1000 1200 1500 1500 1.500 1.500 1.500 1500 
anjei (100) 90 140 1.50 120 100 90 90 80 

A.1 • .5.4. ,v\anagement (:tehabilitated Areas) 

A minim:.im of one supervisor with experience in oil palm and a 
background in agriculture is needed. With minimum transport of a 
motorcycle, he could manage up to 1400 acres. Ideally, he should 
be provided with an assistant. Headmen are employed at 1/20 
labourers. 

Ad ~uate farm guards are important for pe\trolling the 
plantati1:1n against thieves 24 hours a day, estimated at 2/200 acres. 

A.1.5.5. T elu Smallholders 

Management at Telu would need to be increased to cope with 
the many dispersed plots. At least 1 supervisor and 2 assistants 
wit._ minimum transport of motorcycles would be needed plus 2 
MF 13.5 tractors and trailers for collecting FFB. Also an allowar.ce 
for transporting and storing inputs. Farmers would be expected to 
buy inputs at prevailing prices. 

A.1.5.6 • .Man-day Estimates for Field Operations (Rehabilltatil)n) 
(man-days per acre) 

Operation 

Brushing 
Pruning 
Heaping 
Ring weeding 
Toiletting 
Roads 
Bridges 
Fertilising 

Years 
1 
.5 
6 
3 
4 
1 
l;. 

l 
1 

2.5 

2 
2 
3 
1 
2 
0 • .5 
0 • .5 
0 • .5 
0 • .5 

10 

3 - _, 
2 
3 
1 
2 
0 • .5 
0 • .5 
0 • .5 
0 • .5 

10 - -> 
Notes: -7 = ~an dafs constant for following years, though in 
practice some decrease would be expected. 

9 10 
500 450 

1320 1100 
560 400 
300 300 

1200 1000 
99 88 

1500 1500 
80 70 
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~\ange 
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Sahn 
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:\.1.5.7. Emolovee Numbers (Rehabilitation) 

Numbers of employees needed for each month for the first 2 
years of rehabilitation are estimated as follows:-

J f ~\ :\ \-\ J J -~ 5 0 
1 80 &O 90 90 91) 80 &O 80 80 :S5 
2 40 40 55 55 55 40 Ci(} 4-0 40 ~4 

1 176 176 190 190 190 176 176 176 176 187 
2 88 88 121 121 121 88 &8 88 88 97 
1 143 143 160 160 160 143 143 143 143 152 
2 71 71 98 98 98 71 71 71 71 7& 
1 90 90 108 108 108 90 90 91) 90 102 
2 48 48 66 66 66 !;.8 4.8 48 lf,8 52 
l 192 192 216 216 216 192 192 192 192 204 
2 96 96 132 132 i.32 96 96 96 96 105 
1 18 18 20 20 20 18 13 18 .1.8 19 
2 9 9 12 12 12 9 9 9 9 10 
l 16 16 18 18 u 16 16 16 16 17 
2 8 8 11 ll 11 8 8 8 8 9 

Sotes: 
a) After the 2nd year employee numbers are assumed to be 
constant. 

b) Peak ff B product1on occurs in March, April, May and a 
mini-peak occurs in October and ~ovember. Under present 
circumstances, harvesting is concentrated around these peaks and 
upkeep is timed to prepare the palms just before harvesting bec;ms. 
With rehabilitation it is assumed that upkeep and harvesting would 
be carried out more regularly through the year. 

The number of harvesting employees is calculated on the basis 
of 40% of total FFB in ~\arch, April and ~\ay, 25% in O:t-:>ber, 
~ovember, December and 35% the rest of the year. Employees .:>n 
upkeep are maintained at a constant numbe! dunng the year. 

A.1.6. Requirements for Replanting and Exoansion 

Again, a standard plan was applied for consideration of the 
feasibility of new plantings on each plantation. Differences in the 
cost between replanting and expansion are accounted for as far as 
possible. 

A.1.6.l. Field Operations (Replanting and E.xoans1on) 

The first important consideration is method of clearing; the 
choice is between hand or mechanical methods. The traditional 
method used in Sierra Leone is clearing by hand using machettes 
and axes following the practice in shifting cultivauon. \\ost of the 
land to be cleared 1s, at most, light forest tsecondary bush) and 

s D 
35 :S5 
~4 ~4 

187 187 
97 97 

152 152 
78 78 

102 102 
52 52 

204 204 
105 105 

19 19 
10 10 
17 17 
9 9 
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pr~~ents no real physical problems for hand clearing. A!~o. the cost 
of clearing by hand is low compared to mechank:al methods. 
~eighed against this is the increased managerial problems of 
co-ordinating large numbers .:>f labourers, and their availability 
during the year which may delay the timing of critical operat!ons. 
Many operations coincide with the peak labour use in other farming 
activities e.g. clearing land in tne dry season and planting at the 
beginning of the wet season coincides with the same operations in 
upland rice cultivation. Availability of labour may limit the possible 
acreage planted in any one year but the larger the area which can 
be brought into bearing early tends to improve profitability. 
Mechanical clearing is much easier to manage but the cost of 
importing a tracked vehicle makes replanting or expansion expensive. 

Calculations of man-days are made on the basis of 250 working 
days per year. Days are lost through public holidays, weekdays, 
raindays and leave. No allowance is made for sick leave or 
absenteeism. Saturdays are taken as half days. Total man day 
requirements are included with the description of e:ach operation. 

The Bar Chart of Operations details the sequence of main 
field operations at Sahn and Kasse for the proposed development 
plan. 

A. l.6.2. F ie!d Diseases and Pests 

Certain disease9 and pests must be considered as they have a 
relatively large effect on the costs of development. 

a) Vascular ..Vilt Disease (well known in 'Rest Africa). The causal 
agent is a fungus, fusarium oxysporum which lives in the soil. The 
disease can be transferred on seed and is associated with light 
sandy soils and magnesium deficiency; both conditions exist on the 
Pioneer mill plantations. There is no known cure and although 
there are no officially recorded instances of the disease, any new 
planting should use wilt-resistant seed as an insurance. However, 
the seed is 50% more expensive than the standard. 

b) Cane Rats (Thvronomus swinderianus) and related species like 
the porcupine have been recorded as attacking young palms in the 
field by gnawing at the apical bud tiss\Je and thus destroying the 
palm. The most effective control is wire collars placed round the 
base of the palms. The operation, including the wire, is expensive 
and so should only be perforr.1ed if rat attacks actually start to 
occur. 

A.1.6.3. Seed Supplies and ~urseries 

At Sahn and i<asse, one centralised nursery is proposed to run 
for 6 years producing seedlings for replant or new planting of LOOO 
acres per year. 
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The numbe! of seed ordered is on :he basis of a ;>laming 
density of 58 per ~ere. Given strict culling of poor performers! and 
allowing for losses at germination, m the nursery and in :he field. 
100 seeds per acre has ~een estimated as necessary. In the large 
expansion envisaged at Sahn/Kasse, a prenursery stage has been 
costed for the first year but with experience.1 a single stage nursery 
can be used in the following years! so reducing costs. ?olybags used 
are imported and for the main nursery 40 by 40 en !ayflat. Local 
polybags are available but are of low quality and strength. 
Stringent precautions are necessary in the nursery against certain 
diseases and pests. Blast diseases and Cerco:>pora leai spot disease 
a&e particularly important and provision is made in the costs for 
chemical control. 

Adequate fertiliser is essential for growing seedlings and the 
amount should be increased progressively. Actual amount will depend 
on the situation but as a guide, 290 grams per seedling of a N P K 
Mg (12 12 17 2) compound fertiliser has been costed. 

Watering is also essential during any period where rainfall is 
inadequate. The system costed in the analysis includes a diesel 
pump, water bowser, hoses and watering cans. This is a very labour 
intensive technique out is justified given the cost of importing 
irrigation equipment ir. relation to the size of enterprise. Some 
costs are aUocated for agricultural tools used in tl'le nursery. 

Scaled down versions of the irrigation system are costed for 
possible nurseries at Saoma and Telu. 

Man-dav Requirements for Pre-nursery ( 1000 acres field planting). 
Operations include site preparation, shade and bed construction, soil 
collection, loading and transport, filling bags, planting, sorting and 
culling, pricking out, spraying and application of chemicals, upkeep, 
watering, weeding and mulching. Total man-days 2195 

Man-days - '.'v\ain Nursery ( 1000 acres planting). Ope-ations include 
site preparation, soil transport (trailer and spades). filling and 
placing bags, transplanting or planting if single stage nursery, 
irrigation, chemical spraying, culling, pest control and muiching. 

Total man-days 24,000 

A. l.6.4. Land Preparation 

Clearing bush by hand includes the operations of underbrushing, 
burning, felling, stumping and heaping where necessary to form 
planting rows. ln replanting it is assumed that palms are felled 
directionally with axes to torm the planting lines. 
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Construction of plantation roads can also be done ~Y hand. 
Soils are mostly well drained and grave! is always available in !:he 
'licinity to improve road surfaces. Road networks m the Pion~ 
mill plantations a:-e basically adequate. Carry distances vary but thls 
is sometimes necessary as roads must be acapted to the relief. 
water courses and swamps. Similar problems will uccur in new 
planting but cost estimates are based on a road network constructed 
so that the maximt:m carry distance of cut bunches by harvesters is 
125 meters. This makes for about 25 meters of road per acre 
including boundary roads. 

It is assumed that no other land pre;>aration is necessary 
except for the planting of a cover crop. .A. seed l:>eci may i:>e 
prepared by hoeing m selected areas where the cover seed is 
planted. The legume Pueraria phasiolides is costed here at a rate 
of 6lbs per acre. Establishing the cover crop is difficult in the dry 
season and planting should be timed to coincide with the beginning 
of the rains if possible. Importing Pueraria is expensive and the 
alternative of obtaining local seed should be considered. Much of 
the legume was planted around the country in the 1950s and seed 
has been collected from these sources in the past. For cost 
purposes, however, imported seed is assumed. 

Man-days Recuirements for Land Preparation ( 1000 acres) 
Secondarv Bush - operations include cle_M'ing,. culvert and road 
construction and planting of cover crop 

Total man-days 41,000 

Replanting - operations include felling palms, some destumping, 
heaping, some road repairs and cover crop. Considerable man-days 
are saved in replanting. Total man-days 27 ,000 

A. l.6.5. Field Lavout and Planting (1000 acres) 

Operations include lining, stacking, holing lJy hand, cutting 
harvesting paths, transporting seedlings and loading, carrying ~nd 

plantii1g, cutting and placing wire collars 

For replanting, orientation of palm 
layout and new palms would be planted 
contact with po»ible sources of disease 
boles. Some reduction in labour may be 
harvesting paths. 

Total man-days 10,000 

lines would follow the old 
in the interlines to avoid 
from the old stands root 
made in lining and cutting 
T lltal man-days ':1,000 

~o major problem with replanting in the interlines is envisaged. 
The Pioneer mill plantations are planted diagonally with palms 29 
feet apart, giving a density per acre of about 60. lt is sometimes 
recommended that a higher density of palms be use<:. This tends 
to have the effect of increasing yields in the early years but 
reducing them later on. ~o experimental results llf changing the 
planting density are l<nown and for these estimates the normal 
?lanting distance of 9m x 9m is used for both replanting and 
expansion areas. 
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A. l.6.6. Agronomic :\ssumotions {Reolanting and Exoans!or.) 

a) ~o chemicals are coste.-J for use in the field and it is assumed 
that all operations use labour only 

b) Ablation, or removal of the male and female infloresc~ces on 
very young palms to promote root and foliage development. 
This operation ceases 9 months before harvesting is planned to 
begin. 

c) Fertiliser requirements should be based on leai analysis carr~ed 
out regularly once the palms reach 3 years. Assuming l palm 
per 10 acres is sampled, an indicative cost for the analysis 
alone is USS 2000 per 1000 acres. Based on the soil data 
collected and as ·Mould be expected, soils are impoverished on 
all the plantations. Although on newly cleared busttland 
fertility may be higher, for our cost projections replanting and 
extension have been taken as a whole and a compound N P :< 
'.\tg (12 12 17 2) fertiliser is recommended at the following 
rates: 

Year 
~g/acre 

l 
I .5 

2 
30 

3 
60 

4 
90 

.5 6 
120 !20 

7 s 9 
I20 120 I.50 

IO 
I.50 

11 
I50 

I2 
I50 

N.-3. Fertiliser estimates are based on maximum iJOSSible yields 
obtainable under ideal conditions in Siera Leone. In practice the 
economic levels may be lower and will vary between areas. 

A.l.6.7. Upkeep (Reolanting and Expansion) 

a) Immature upkeep - operations ~nclude circle and interrow 
weeding, path upkeep, pest inspection and control, infilling, 
fertiliser applications, leaf analysis and ablation. 

Total man-days P!anting year l 
2 
3 
4 

6,500 
12,000 
10,000 
!0,000 

b) ~ature upkeep - operations include weeding circles, slashing 
interrows, path, road and bridge maintenance, pruning, 
toiletting, fertiliser application and loading, leaf analysis, pest 
inspection/ control. 

Total man-days Year .5 9,000 Year 9 7,000 
6 9,000 lG 7,000 
7 7,000 11 6,000 
s 7,000 12 6,000 

A.1.6.S. Yield Projections (Reolanting and Expansion) 

Potential yields (tonnes of FFB per acre) have been estimated 
in A. l.3.2. Each area has been rated depending on the climate. 
mainly annual water deficit expected, and the results of analysing 
the soils in the areas already planted to oil palm. Projections of the 
ouild-up of yields per acre are given below. 

13 
ISO 

1,. 
ISO 
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Estate Yields (t ffB/acre) 
Year 

5 6 7 s 9 
Baoma a.s 2 2.!J 3.1 3.6 
Kosse Kangha 1.2 2.Cf. 2.S J.3 4-.0 
:Mange Bureh 0.5 1.5 l. 9 2.4 J. l 
:Masanki 0.7 l.9 2.3 2.9 3.5 
Sahn :Malen l.2 2.4 2.8 3.3 4,.0 
felu l 2.2 2.6 3.2 3.5 
.Vanjei 1.1 2.3 2.7 J.3 3.7 

The above yield figures are those thought at!ainable taking 
into account local conditions. The theoretical maxima with optimum 
inputs could be some 20-25~ higher. 

A.1.6.9. Harvesting, Collection and Transport of FFB 

For new plantings, chisel followed by sickle harvesting 
techniques are assumed. Chisels on the end of poles are used until 
the palms become too tall. Harvesting is carried out all the year 
round; ripeness ·criterion is 10 loose fruits for J-.5 kg and 20 for 
6-1.5 kg bunches; making harvesting rounds about 10-12 days but this 
will depend on the season. For harvesting new plantings, 6 man 
days per tonne FFB have been allowed, including head carriers. As 
the plartation comes to maturity, harvesting efficiency should 
improve. 

It is assumed that FFB continues to be transported in baskets 
made locally and that tractors and trailers transport from field to 
mill. A: Sahn and Kasse,, where a proposed new mill will be shared 
by both plantations, traveiling distances are assumed to be within 
tractor capability. The furthest area is the expansion area at Sahn 
which is 1 G-11 miles away. i<asse replanting and expansion areas 
are within 6 miles and Sahn itself is 8 miles from the new mill site. 
These distances are estimated using existing roads as far as possible 
with about 4 • .5 miles of new road built on the Sahn side of the mill. 
OiHances could be reduced if more new roads were built. 

For the lc.rger new piantations at Sahn and Kasse, .\\F290's plus 
7 tonne trailers have been used in cost estimates. ..V ith 3000 acres 
at Sahn, 5 tractors will eventually be required by the year 2001 to 
cover the peak season yield =nonths of :March, April and May. Only 
J tractors are needed for i<asse's 3000 acres by 1997 because 
distances are less. Including breakdowns, a mininum of 9 tr actors 
and 8 trailers are required by 2001. (If yield was unformaUy spread 
over the year, only about 6 ~actors would De necessary). 

For smaller 11ew !)lantings at Baoma and Telu. MF lJS's or 
equiva!ent, plus 5 tonne trailer are assumed as adequate. 
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A. l.6.10. Estimated R~uirements 
Kasse/Sahn ~alen) 

for P!anta!ion Emolovees Cat 

The following table estimates the number of ~ployees needed 
each month for carrying out the work on the l<asse/Sahn ~\al en 
?roject. 

Yrs J F M -~ ~ J J A s 0 :"4 0 
l 35 35 35 87 &7 87 87 87 273 273 273 2i3 
2 273 273 273 229 229 229 139 139 419 419 lf.19 419 
3 415 4llf. 415 277 277 277 187 lf.67 4-67 467 467 467 
4 lf.55 lf.55 lf.55 317 317 317 227 227 507 507 507 507 
5 495 4'35 495 357 357 357 267 267 547 547 547 5if.7 
6 531 531 491 430 430 430 341 321 527 527 527 527 
7 473 473 473 466 466 466 376 376 376 376 376 376 
8 467 467 467 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 
9 550 550 550 550 570 570 570 570 57!> 570 570 570 
10 540 540 540 540 51f.O 51f.O 51f,0 51f,0 540 540 540 540 
11 500 .500 500 .500 500 500 500 500 500 .500 500 500 
12 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 

~otes: No allowance has been made for sickness and absenteeism, so 
in practice some 20-30-:t. more people would be employed than above. 

The view expressed by chiefs and local people was that 
sufficient iabour in the appropriate months would be available for 
any pMject suggested but some further investigations are required. 

A.1.7. Suggested further \York for Project lmolementation 

The following notes outline further work needed before project 
implementation. 

A.1.7.1. Kasse/Sahn \\alen 

i) Identification of the most suitai>le land available for expansion 
within the catcnment area of the new mill location. 

Bearing in mind the great expense in detailed soil surveys of 
large areas of land and the amount of worl< already done on the 
tertiary sands (on which Sahn and Kasse are located), in other 'Nest 
A!rican countries, actual soil analysis can be kept to a minimum. 
Broadly unsuitable areas can be eliminated because of hydromorphism 
(water logging) and bad topography. The rest of the land suitability 
survey would concentrate on mapping relatively flat areas in the 
chosen locations, combined with auger sampling to check gr av el 
contents are within limits in the top meter of soil and soMe soil 
pits for collection of relevant soil samples. 
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ii) Exact availability of labour fer each :nonth of the year and 
identification of expected bottlenecKs m supply. Important 
because ot the heavy reliance placed on manpower to carry 
out the project. Survey would include the tdentification of 
suitable men for the supervisory posts. 

iii) Assuming a new mill is constructed, a survey of building new 
roads would be needed. The survey would include an 
assessment of the condition of all roads that would be used 
and repairs required. 

iv) Detailed development plan including proposed plantation layout, 
timing of all operations (for example seed must be ordered at 
least 6 months before it is neede<i), description of necessary 
agricultural inputs and machinery to be used and training 
program for local managers. 

A.l.7.2. Baoma 

i) Expansion areas need to be identified and mapped. Soils 
derived from the basement complex rocks, on which oaoma is 
located, can oe more complex and variable so greater care in 
mapping them is required. However, areas can be eliminated 
due to hydromorphism or bad topography. Areas with a high 
percentage of gravel ;n the top meter of soil should be 
avoided as ;nuch as possible. Rational layout of an ex;>ansion 
area may be difficul! with several long narrow blocks planted 
to obtain the required acreage. 

ii) :\s above, labour availability in the area needs to be assessed. 

iii) A detailed development plan, with the expansion layout, timing 
of operations, inputs, etc. 

A.L.7.3. Telu 

i) Detailed survey of smallholder plots in the catchment area oi 
the mill. The survey wouid include the agricultural condition 
of the plots, past maintenance history, labour availability 
thorugh tne yeM, possible expansion potential, communications 
between miH and plots, and identification of the specific needs 
of the farmer for agricultura1 inputs. 

ii) The type oi land suitability described above would be used to 
classify smallholders' plots planted to oil palm and make a 
be!ter assessment of the yield potential. 
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ANNEX 2 DET:\ILED :~CC0UNT Of THE ?lO~EER \\l._ , 

A.2.1. The Condition of the Pioneer \\ills 

Each of the seven Pioneer mills under revue were visited 

during the period 1st -:o 10th October 1986. Observations were 

concentrated on the following factors. 

l. The mechanical faults, spare parts shortages and 

maintenance shortcomings oi the mill machinery and 

equipment already highlighted in the report for UNIDO by 

:Messrs. Cole and Jalloh. 

2. The need for building repairs to the mill structure and 

ancillary buildings, e.g. office, supervisors house, etc. 

3. The need to safeguard the water supply to the mills, an 

essential ingredient of the mill operation and process. 

4. The need to improve the se~urity fencing around the mill 

compounds to deter the theft of FFB and palm oil 

products • 

.5. The need to improve the training and management support 

for successful and sustained mill operation over the next 

10 years or longer. 

A.2. l. l. Baoma 

The 8aoma mill building has a number of damaged steel 

columns and badly corroded galvanised steel roofing sheets which 

need to be replaced or repaired. The river water supply pump 

requires an overhaul whilst the old pump house has broken 

foundations and walls and a leaking roof and needs to be renewed. 
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The mill machinery and equipment appear clean and relatively 

well maintained under difficult circumstances. The boiler and steam 

engine are both reasonably sound although some bearing wear is 

evident. The process plant requires attention in a number of places 

such as new fruit elevator buckets and digester blades whilst new 

drive belts and fasteners are needed for many of the countershafts. 

:\.2.1.2. Kasse t<angha 

The Kangha mill building has a badly corrcded roof which 

needs to be replaced. The well and river water supp./ pump 

requires overhaul and some sections of 3" water pipe have to be 

replaced. During the dry season the river dries up and only the 

well water, of questionable quality, is available for use. A new 

water supply will need tlJ be found if full rehabilitation of the mill 

is required. This is likely to be very costly no ma!ter whether the 

nearest sizeable r.iver water source (some 3 miles away) or deep 

water boreholes next to the mill are used. 

The mill machinery and equipmen! appear reasonably sound 

although several items require urgent attention, e.g. the boiler shell 

where corrosion holes in some rivets have appeared and where the 

factory inspector will need to test and clear for operation after 

welding repairs have been effected. New dri·1e belts and fasteners 

are required as well as lubricating oils. 

A.2.1.3. Mange Bureh 

The Mange Bureh mill building is reasonably sound although 

some roof sheets need replacement. The river water supply pump 

works reasonably well although river silt makes it necessary to 

clean out the water Ste.rage tanks at least weekly. 
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The mill machinery anci eGuipmem includes a second-nand 

boiler recently transferred frcm the dereiict Pioneer mill at Gambia 

which still requires :o be tested and cleared for operation by the 

factory ins?ector. The steam engine is reasonably sound. New belts 

and fasteners are required and the building nee1s a general clean. 

A.2.1.4-. "'asanki 

The ~\asanki mill building has a number of damaged anti 

corroded steel columns and A frames and a badly corroded roof, all 

of which need repair or replacement. The well water supply has 

not worked for 10 years and the diesel pump will require a 

complete overhaul whilst a housing over the well water supply needs 

to be erected for security purposes. 

The mill machinec·y and equipment at 'Aasanki need ccnsider able 

overhaul. The boiler Ere grate, water feed pumps, si~ht glass 

fittings, etc. all need renewal or ovethaui whilst the steam engine 

bearings are all worn. The process plant also needs repair, e.g. 

steam coils for oil settling tanks, crowr. wheel and pinion for the 

fruit digester, etc. whilst new belts and fasteners are rP.quired as 

well as lubricaring oils. 

A.2.1.5. Sahn "'alen 

The Sahn Malen mill building roof is badly cor:-oded and ne-eds 

to be r.?placed. The present water supply from a deep pond is not 

satisfactory and occasionally dries up •• ~part from reconditioning the 

water supply pump, the supply can only be improved by running a 

new 3" pipeline all the way to the nearest sizeable river, some 1500 

feet away or by sinkmg new deep water boreholes next to the mill. 

Either merhod will prove expensive. 
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The mill machinery and equipment at Sahn ~alen require 

considerable attention. Whilst the boiler appears reasonab!y sound 

:t has not been checked by the factory inspector for 5 years and 

the steam engine bearings and some countershaft bearings are worn. 

The process plant needs attention, particularly the steam heating 

coils in the oil settling tanks and the drive gears to the fruit 

digester. As before, new belts and fasteners are required as well 

as lubricating oils. 

A. 2.1.6. T elu 

The mill building at Telu is in reasonably sound condition. The 

river water supply pump is a l !" steam operated reciprocating pump 

which could usefully be standardised to a 3" Lister twin cylinder 

diesel pump as used in the other Pioneer mills. 

The mill machinery and equipment requires some attention 

although the boiler and steam engine appear reasonably sound. The 

process plant is mostly in reasonable condition although some new 

belts and fasteners are required as well as lubricating oils. The clay 

bath is being wrongly used to wash FFB before processing and 

should be used to separate cracked shells from palm kernels • 

A.2.1.7. ..Vanjei 

The mill building at W anjei is in reasonably good condition and 

is the only Pioneer mill which includes a building extension housing 

a vertical FFB steriliser vessel plus the esher and screw conveyor for 

transferring fruit to the fruit elevator hopper. 

The water supply is obtained from the nearby river via a 

reciprocating steam pump and there is a district water pumping 

station nearby equipped with diesel pumps and generators. 
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The mill machinery and equipment has not been used for a 

number of years and some essential items. e.g. fire oars for the 

boiler, shaft and gears for the fruit digester, nut cracker parts and 

most drive belts are missing. It will be necessary to strip most of 

the process plant, pumps and drives, including the steam engine, to 

check on conditions and lubricnion before the mill can operate 

successfuil y. 

At prese~t the mill at Wanjei is deserted. 

A.2.2. The Rehabilitation of the Pioneer ~ills 

In this section the costs of rehabilitating the mills are 

described beginning with a detailed account of the mill machinery 

and equipment costs, followed by a summary table, a list of U.i<. 

suppliers, certain other costs and then, in A.2.2.5., tables for each 

mill giving details of estimated total rehabilitation costs, including 

fencing and other non-machinery items. Operating costs are also 

given. 

A.2.2. l. M ii! .:Via.chinery and Equioment Cost Estimates 

The cost estimates presented for each mill are based on the 

figures in the Cole and Jalloh report which have been checked, 

amended and supplemented by the team. In particular, the team's 

engineer has checked the estimates with the National Workshop in 

Freetown and with the relevant U.K. su9pliers. 
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Baoma - Mill Machinerv and Equioment Cost Estimates 

1. Spare parts manufactured locally 

24 elevator buckets 
l boiler chimney and damper 
2 donkey feed pump valves 
2 engine bearing bushes 
l engine gudgeon pin 
l layshaft 
l mainshaft 
l digester pinion 
l digester crown wheel 
6 digester blades 
l centrifuge coupling 
l yoke 
l centrifuge main bearing 
32 separator beaters 
6 separator knives 
18 separator blades 
l separator end cover 
2 autoclave top covers 
8 nutcracker liners 
Repairs to oil separator tanks 
~ clay bath tank 
Lubricants 

Spares Contingency 

2. Spare parts imported 

3 autoclave top joints 
) autoclave bottom joints 
3 steam pressure relief valves 
3 steam pressure gauges 
l oil pump shaft packing 
5 Spirax No. 14 valves 
380 ft. Ballata belting - average 
width 
100 ft. steam pipe lagging 
3" x lt"d 
Electric wiring and light 
fittings 

S.,>ares contingency 

t;nit Cost 

12!> 
21,000 

1,800 
4,000 
1,800 
2,500 
7,500 
2,400 

10,000 
600 

2,000 
750 

4,000 
300 
700 
600 

2,500 
2,000 

300 
2,500 

15,000 
3,000 

Unit cost 

15 
10 
70 
30 
10 
25 

4 

10 

1,000 

Total 

Le Total Cost (ex 
Le 
-2,880 

21,000 
3,600 
8,000 
1,800 
2,500 
7,500 
2,400 

10,000 
3,600 
2,000 

750 
4,000 
9,600 
4,200 

10,800 
2,500 
4,000 
2,400 
2,500 

15,000 
3,000 

124,030 

12,970 

Le 137,000 

s Total costs (ex 
~ 

45 
30 

210 
90 
10 

125 

1,520 

1,000 

l ,0030 
• 0 
470 

S4,500 

·.works) 

works) 
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Kasse Kangha - \\ill \\achinery and Equicment Cost Estimates 

1. Soare oarts manufactured locally 

24 elevator buckets 
l steam injector 
l boiler chimney and damper 
1 check valve 
1 engine governor drive shaft 
1 engine governor drive bush 
1 steam valve l" d 
1 layshaft 
1 mainshaft 
1 digester pinion 
1 digester crown wheel 
6 digester blades 
1 digester main shaft bush 
l yoke 
1 centrifuge mainbearing 
32 separator beaters 
6 separator knives 
18 separator blades 
8 nutcracker liners 
1 nutcracker pulley bush 
1 oil separator tank cone 
1 clay bath perforated container 
Lubricants 

Spares contingency 

2. Spare parts imported 
2 dnnkey feed pump packing 
1 slide valve pac1<mg 
l connectmg rod pac1<ing 
2 autoclave top joints 
3 autoclave bottom 1omts 
2 steam pressure relief valves 
2 steam pressure guages 
l oil pump shaft packing 
5 Spirax ~o. 14 valves 
380 ft. Ballata belting -
average width 
100 ft. steam pipe lagging 3" x 
l t"d 
SO ft. steel wire rope t"d 
100 ft. galvanised pipe 3" d 
Dynamo test and new wiring 

Spares contingency 

Unit Cost Le Total Cost (ex wcrks) Le 

120 
5~GOO 

21,000 
4,500 
3,750 
1,000 
1,500 
2,500 
7,500 
2,400 

10,000 
600 
750 
750 

4,000 
300 
700 
600 
300 
&00 

4,000 
9,000 
3.000 

Unit Cost S 
10 
10 
15 
15 
10 
70 
30 
10 
25 

4 

10 
10 
5 

1,000 

Total 

2,880 
5,000 

21,000 
4,500 
3,750 
1,000 
1,500 
2,500 
7,500 
2,400 

10,000 
3,600 

750 
i50 

4,000 
9,600 
4,200 

10,800 
2,400 

800 
4,000 
9,000 
3,000 

114,930 
12,070 

Lel27,000 

Total cost (ex works)S 
20 
LO 
15 
30 
30 
140 
60 
10 

125 

1,520 

1,000 
&00 
500 

1,000 

;,260 
540 

S5,SOO 
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~ange Bureh - \till ~achinerv 3nd E~uipment Cost Estimates 

l. Se!;!:e 2arts manufactured locallv . 
Unit Cost Le Total Cost (ex works)Le 

30 elevator buckets 120 3,600 
1 engine gudgeon pin 1~800 1,800 
1 digester pinion 2,400 2,400 
1 digester crown wheel 10,000 10,000 
1 digester main shaft bush 4.50 450 
6 digester blades 600 3,600 
1 yoke 7.50 750 
32 separator beaters 300 9,600 
6 separator knives 700 4,200 
18 separator blades 600 10,800 
8 nutcracker liners 300 2,400 
l nutcracker pulley bush 800 800 
1 clay bath tank 1.5,000 15,000 
l clay bath perforated container 12,000 12,000 
Lubricants 3,000 3,000 

80.400 
Spare contingency 8.600 

Le 89,000 

2. Se!re earts imoorted 
Unit Cost s Total cost- (ex works) 

21 boiler mudhole joints 5 10.5 
2 donkey feed pump packing 10 20 
l boiler gauge glass 5 .5 
1 boiler gauge glass protector 2.5 2.5 
1 engine slide valve packing 10 10 
1 connecting rod packing 1.5 1.5 
2 autoclave top cover joints L.5 30 
2 autoclave bottom cover joints 10 20 
2 steam pressure relief valves 70 140 
2 steam pressure guages 30 60 
2 Layshaft bearings 40 80 
1 oil pump shaft pac~ing LO 10 
.5 Spirax No. 14 valves 2.5 12.5 
380 ft. Ballata belting in average 
width 4 1,520 
100 ft. steam pipe lagging 3" x 
lt"d LO 1,000 
80 ft. steel wire rope j"d LO 800 
Repairs to dynamo, electric controls 
and light fittings 2.000 2,000 

5,96.5 
Spares contingency 635 

Total 6,600 
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Masanki - Mill \\achinerv and Eauipment C.:>st Estimates 

1. Spare parts manufactured locallv 

24 elevator buckets 
l boiler chimney and damper 
1 set boiler firebars 
1 check valve 
6 galvanised "T" joints 
1 layshaft 
1 digester pm1on 
1 digester crown wneel 
l digester mainshaft bush 
l yoke 
1 centrifuge main bearing 
2 centrifuge drive busnes 
32 separator beaters 
6 separator knives 
LS separator blades 
1 Se?arator top cover 
2 autoclave top covers 
2 nut er acker pulley bushes 
1 clay bath perforated container 
1 oil pump pulley bush 
l oil pump shaft housing 
2 engine bearing bushes 
Oil settling tank coil repairs 
Lubricants 

Spares contingency 

2. Spare parts imported 
21 boiler mudhole joints 
2 donkey feed pump packing 
2 gauge glasses 
2 gauge glass protectors 
2 thermometers 
1 manhole door joint 
l engine slide valve packing 
3 autoclave top cover joints 
3 autoclave bottom cover joints 
3 steam pressure relief valves 
2 steam pressure gauges 
l oil pump shaft packing 
5 Spirax ~o. 14 valves 
l digester main shaft bearing 
380 ft. Ballata belting in average 
width 
100 ft. steam pipe lagging 3" x 
lt"d 
80 ft. !iteel wire rope i"d 
Dynamo test and new wiring 

Spares contingency 

Unit Cost Le 
120 

21,000 
22,000 
4,500 

150 
2,500 
2,400 

10,000 
450 
750 

3,000 
l,500 

300 
700 
600 
900 

2,000 
800 

9,000 
1,500 
1,500 
4,000 
5,000 
3,000 

Unit cost S 
5 
10 
5 

25 
8 
10 
10 
15 
10 
70 
30 
10 
25 
60 

4 

10 
10 

1,000 

Total 

Total Cost {ex works) Le 
2.sso 

21,000 
22,000 
4,500 

900 
2,500 
2,400 
L0,000 

450 
750 

3,000 
l,000 
9,600 
4,200 
10,800 

900 
4,000 
1,600 
9,000 
1,500 
1,500 
8,000 
5,000 
3,000 

132,~SO 
13 • .520 

Le 146,000 

Total Cost (ex works)S 
105 

20 
llJ 
50 
16 
10 
10 
45 
30 

210 
60 
10 

125 
60 

1,520 

1,000 
800 

1,000 
5,081 

599 
S5,6&0 
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Sahn .Malen - ~ill ~achinerv and Eauioment Cos: Esti:nat~ 

1. Spare parts manufactured locally 

16 elevator buckets 
l wate:- filter U"d 
l layshaft 
l digester pinion 
l digester crown wheel 
6 digester blades 
l digester mainshaft bush 
1$ centrifuge inspection dear oelts 
l centriiuge main bearing 
6 separator knives 
1.5 separator blades 
1 separator top cover 
1 separator side cover 
8 nutcracker liners 
l nutcracker pulley bush 
l oil separator tank cone 
5 oil separator tank steam coils 
2 engine bearing bushes 
Steam pipe repairs 
Recondition dynamo 
Lubricants 

Spares contingency 

2. Spare parts imported 

ltem 
l engine slide valve packing 
l connecting rod packing 
3 autoclave top join ts 
3 autoclave bottom joints 
3 steam pressure relief valves 
l oil pump shaft packing 
5 Spirax No. 14 valves 
380 ft. Ballata belting - average 
width 
100 ft. steam pipe lagging 3" x 
lt"d 
Electric control panel, wiring 
and light fittings 

Spar !5 contingency 

Cnit Cost Le 

120 
1,200 
2,500 
2,400 

10,000 
300 
450 

50 
3,000 

700 
600 
900 

1,400 
JOO 
800 

4,000 
2,400 
lf.,000 
2,000 
6,000 
3,000 

Unit Cost S 
10 
15 
15 
10 
70 
10 
25 

4 

10 

2,000 

Total 

Total Cost (ex worl<S) Le 

1,920 
1,200 
2,500 
2,400 
10,000 
1,800 

(f.50 
900 

3,000 
lf.,200 
9,000 

900 
1,400 
2,'JOO 

800 
4,000 
12,000 
8,000 
2,000 
6,000 

~,~~o 
7 ' 

8,130 
Le 86,000 

Total Cost (ex works>S 
10 
15 
45 
30 

210 
10 

12:5 

1,520 

1,000 

2,0030 
ff,, 

535 
S.5,.500 
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T elu - Mill Machinerv and Eauioment Cost Estimates 

1. Se!!:e parts manufactured locally 
Lnit Cost Le Total cost (ex works)Le 

20 elevator buckets l20 2,400 
1 steam injector 5,000 5,000 
1 boiler chimney and damper 21,000 21,000 
2 donkey feed pump valves 1,800 3,600 
1 layshaft 2,500 2,500 
1 mainshaft 7,500 7,500 
1 digester pinion 2,400 2,400 
1 digester ~:>wn wheel 1~.000 10,aoo 
6 digester blades 600 600 
1 centrifuge coupling 2,000 2,000 
1 centrifuge main bearing 4,000 4,000 
l yoke 750 750 
32 separator beaters 300 9,600 
6 separator knives 700 4,200 
18 separator blades 600 10,SOO 
1 separator end cover 2,500 2,500 
2 autoclave top covers 2,000 4,000 
S nutcracker liners 300 2,400 
Lubricants 3,000 3.000 

98,2.50 
Spares contingency 10.750 

Le 109,000 

2. Spare parts imported 

Unit Cost s Total Cost (ex works)S 

21 boiler mudhole joints 5 10.5 
2 donkey feed pump packing 10 2Q 
1 slide vahe packing 10 LO 
1 connecting rod packing 1.5 l5 
3 autoclave top cover joints l .5 45 
3 autoclave bottom cover 1oints 10 30 
l Spirax 9-200 valve 35 35 
3 steam pressure relief valves 70 210 
3 steam pressure gauges 30 90 
.5 Spirax No. 14 valves 25 125 
380 ft. Ballata belting - average 
width 4 1,520 
100 ft. steam pipe/lagging 10 l,000 
SO ft. steel ·..vire rope t"d 10 800 
l Dynamo and repairs to electric 
controls, wiring and light fittings 3,000 3.000 

7,00'.5 
Spares contingency 795 

Total S7 ,soo 
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Wanjei - ~ill ~achinery and Equipment Cost Estimates 

1. Soare parts manufactured locaUv 

l1nit Cost Le Total Cost (ex works) Le 

24 elevator buckets 120 2,880 
2 donkey feed pump valves l,SOO 3,600 
1 set boiler fire bars 22,000 22!000 
1 digester layshaft 2,500 2,500 
1 digester pinion 2,400 2,400 
l digester crown wheel 10,000 10,000 
6 digester blades 600 3,600 
1 yoke 750 750 
6 separator knives 700 4,200 
IS separator blades 600 10,SOO 
8 nutcracker iiners 300 2,4GO 
1 nutcracker input channel 1,500 1,500 
Lubricants 3,000 3.000 

69,630 
Spares contingency 7,370 

Le 77,000 

2. Spare parts imported 

Unit cost s Total cost {ex works)S 

21 boiler mudhole joints 5 lD5 
2 donkey feed pump packing 10 20 
i <:!lermometer 8 8 
1 engine slide valve packing 10 10 
1 connec:ing rod packing 15 15 
2 autoclave bottom cover joints 10 20 
3 steam pressure relief valves 70 210 
3 steam pressure gauges 30 90 
l oil pump shaft packing 10 10 
5 Spirax ~o. 14 valves 25 125 
380 ft. Ballata belting - average 
width 4 l,.520 
100 ft. steam pipe logging 3" x H"d 10 1,000 
l Oynamo and repairs to electrics 3,000 3.000 

6, 133 
Spares contingency 667 

Total Sc>,soo 
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A.2.2.2. Summary of Mill Machinery and Equipment ,Costs 

Leones Leones s s $ Leones Leones Leones Lt"ones 
Mill Local Transport lmpor ted Transport Total rransport Install total Total 

spares cost to spares costs to import costs to atlon local equivalent 
(e>< works) mill (ex works) Freetown COSl!t mill ol costs costs costs °' 20% imports O'I 

6aocna l Jl,000 10,000 4,500 900 5,400 l0,000 12,000 169,000 326,000 

Kasse 
Kangha 127,000 10,000 5,800 l,200 7,000 10,000 I 3,000 160,000 163,000 

Mange Bureh 89,000 ~o.ooo 6,600 l ,400 8,000 10,000 13,000 122,000 3~4,000 

Masanki 146,000 l0,000 5,700 l,200 6,900 10,000 14,000 180,000 380,000 

Salm Malen 86,000 l0,000 5,500 1, 100 6,f>OO 10,000 12,000 118,000 30'>,000 

Telu l OIJ,000 l0,000 7,800 1,600 9,400 10,000 14,000 143,000 416,000 

Wanjei 77,000 10,000 6,800 1,400 8,200 I0,000 l 3,000 110,000 31•8,000 
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A.2.2.3. U.K. Suppliers of ~ill ~achinery and Eauioment Soares 

Although some of the original U.K. suppliers of Pioneer mill 

equipment no longer exist, e.g. Cradley Boilers Ltd., this does not 

mean that essent~al spare parts cannot be obtained. ~any of the 

required boiler spares such as joints and packings, valves and 

fittings, may be obtained from alternative suppliers once detailed 

and accurate specifications and drawings (already provided in the 

Cole/Jalloh report) have been tx'Ovided from careful measurements of 

the existing worn parts. The following names and addresses are 

examples oi U.K. companies which may be contacted for the sup;>ly 

of various mill equipment spares. 

1. Joints and packings 

James Walker Co. Ltd. 
P.O. Box 1, 
Lion Works, 
Woking, Surrey, England 

2. Pipework, valves, fittings and insulation:- · 

B.T .U. (Supplies) Ltd. 
38, W eyside Road, 
(Off Stoughtoh Road) 
Guildford, 
Surrey, England 

3. Lister diesel generators and pumps:-

Arise Power Plant, 
Estuary ~orks, 
Walt?n Avenue, 
Felixstowe, 
Suffolk, England 

4. Ballata belting for machinery drives:-

Bearing Service Ltd. 
Unit 5, 
'11 estham lndustrial Estate, 
Grafton Way, 
Basingstoke, 
Hants. England 

5. Boiler fittings for Cradley boiler:-

Senior Green (Economisers) Ltd. 
'N akefield, Yorkshire, England. 
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A.2.2.4. Outline Soecifications for Pioneer \\ill ~ orkshoo T '10is 

and Laboratory Eauioment (Required for Full Cost 

Rehabilitation) 

1. 'fl orkshoo Tools 

i" pillar drill, electric motor 

and drive 

Electric hand drill 

Electric hand grinder 

Oxy-acetylene pressure regulators 

and torch (coupled with the use 

of oxy-acetylene bottles) 

Slacksmith equipmel'lt 

P ipefitting tools 

Fitters tools and bench vice 

Electricians too!s and soldering 

equipment 

Bench 

Spare drills, grinding wheels,e<:c. 

Estimated Costs 

Leones 

3,000 

Le 3,000 

s 

1,500 

100 

100 

300 

500 

200 

400 

100 

200 

53,500 

2. Laboratorv eau1c nent and consumables 

Tes ting equipmPnt and consumables for testing ffa, mois•ure 

and dirt contents in palm oil and m,.1sture and dirt and snell 

contents in kernels, should include the following items. 
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( 1) Electric oven with thermostat to operate at lG5°C 

(2) Self-indicating balance scale weighing up to 1 kilogram in 

steps of l gm. 

(3) Titration equipment 

(4) Glass ware in the form of beakers, flasks, measuring 

cylinders, funnels, burettes, test tubes, thermometers co0 

to 120°C> etc. 

(5) Butane bunsen burners and tripods with asbestos plates 

(6) ~oisture tester and probe for measuring kernels in bags 

(7) Consumables such as potassium hydroxide, phenolphithalein, 

trichlorethylene, etc. 

A.2.2.5. 7 otal Rehabilitation Cost Estimates for Each \till 

The requirements for rehabilitating the mill buildings, the mill 

machinery and equipment and for safeguarding the water supply, as 

well as erecting a security fence around the mill compound, are 

specified and costed separately for each mill. 

The rehabilitation costs have been presented in two ways. 

First, as a full cost incorporating not only essential repairs but also 

desirable additions to mill operations in the form of (a) a simple 

process control laboratory to allow daily production records on oil 

and kernel qualities to be:. kept e.g. oil ffa and water contents, (b) 

a small diesel generator power supply for the operation of workshop 

tools and for the provision of lighting within the laboratory and 

supervisor's hous~, (c) :naintenance workshop tools, (d) additional oil 

storage drums and in some cases, (e) an :mproved water supply 

necessitated by increased mill operation and throughput. 

Secondly, a minimum cost option is given which would be 

sufficient for getting the m1il into working order but omits some of 

the non-essential items described in (a) to (e) above. ln both cases 

a 10% contingency allowance is added. 
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Baoma - Total Rehabilitation Cost Estimates for '.'v\ ill 

Suilding 
Repairs to bent steel columns 
near FFB reception area. 
Wire brush and repaint 
steelwork 

10% new roofing sheets 
26 swg galvanised: roof area 
90 ft. x 60 it. approx. 

Minor repairs to mill floor. 
kernel drier floor and to end 
concrete column and to boiler 
foundation 
Painting building walls 

'11 ater Supply 

Overhaul of Lister twin 
cylinder 3" aiesel pump. 
~ ew pump house 

\\'ire brush and repaint 
water storage tank and 
supporting steelwork 

Security fence 

New galvanised steel wire 
security fence (8 ft. x 300 
ft. x 300 ft.) and concrete 
posts, complete with 
entrance gates and small 
gatehouse 

Kernel Store 

Minor repairs and repaint 

'\\'or ks hop and Store 

-"' inor repairs and repamt 

Office 

~inor repairs and repamt 

Supervisor's House 
Minor repairs and re~·aint 

Full Cost 
Le ~ S 

!i,000 

2,000 

18,000 

6,000 
1,000 

2,000 
12,0CO 

1,000 

16,000 

1,000 

l,000 

J,000 

4,000 

500 

15,000 

ANNEX 2 

'.'v\inimum Cost 
Le S 

4,000 

2,000 

18,000 

6,000 
1,000 

2,000 
12,000 

1,000 

16,000 

1,000 

l,OCO 

3,000 

4,000 

500 

15,000 



.\\ill ~achinery & Equipment 

Add: 
Laboratory for proces3 
control 

3 kw diesel generator for 
workshop/ off ice/ 
laboratory/house power 
supply plus generator hut 
and diesel storage tank 

Workshop tools 

Oil storage drums - 45 x 90 

- il -

full Cost 
Le + S 

167,000 5,400 

54,000 2,000 

25,000 4,000 

3,000 3,500 

galls. 8,000 

Totals 

10% contingencies 

GRAND TOTALS 
T otaJ equivalent Leones 

328,000 

33,000 

361,000 
1,332,000 

30,400 

3,100 

33,.500 

ANNEX 2 

.\tinimum Cost 
Le S 

167,000 5,4-00 

238,000 20,900 

24,000 2, 100 

262,000 23,000 
929,000 
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Kasse Kangha - Total Rehabilitation Cost Estimates for Mill 

Building 
Wire brush and repaint 
steelwork 

100% new roofing sheets 
26 swg galvanised: roof area 
90 ft x 60 ft approx. 

~\ inor repairs to mill floor 
and kernel drier floor 

Painting of building walls 

Water Supply 

Repairs to 3" water supply 
line and reconditioning of 
Lister twin cylinder diesel 
pump 

Minor repairs to pumphouse 

Security fence 

New galvanised steel wire 
security fence (Sft ic uOO ft 
x 300 ft) and concrete posts 
complete with entrance gates 
and small gatehouse 

Kernel Store 

Minor repairs and repaint 

Workshop and Store 

Minor repairs and repaint 

Office 

5% new roofing sheets 26 swg 
galvanised 

Minor repairs to doors and 
windows 

'II ire brush and repaint building 

Full Cost \.\inimum Cost 
Le + S Le :) 

2,000 

150,0GO 

2,000 

1,000 

6,000 1,000 

1,000 

17,000 16,000 

1,000 

1,000 

5,000 



Suoervisor's House 

M inr r repairs to building 
~tructure and windows 

fl ire brush and repaint 

Mill ~achinery and Equipment 

Totals 

10$ contingencies 

- /j -

Full Cost 
Le + S 

ANNEX 2 

.\\inimum Cost 
Le S 

4,000 

160,000 7,000 

350,000 24,000 

3.5,000 2,400 

GRAND TOTALS 38.5,000 26,400 
Total equivalent Leones 1,150,000 
Note: Because a 11fu1i cost'' rehabilitation of the Kangha mill depends 
on the provision of an expensive new water supply no "full cost'' estimate 
has been given. 
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Mange Bureh - Total Rehabiutation Cost Estimates for \\Hi 

Building 

Wire brush and repaint 
steelwork 

10% new roofing sheets 
26 swg galvanised: root 
area 90 ft x 60 ft approx. 

Minor repairs to mill floor 
and kernel drier floor 

Painting of building walls 

fl ater Suoply 

Minor repairs to pump house 

'fl ire brush and repaint water 
storage tank and supporting 
steelwork 

Securitv Fence 

Sew galvanised steel wire 
security fence (8 ft x 300 ft 
x 300 ft) and concrete posts 
complete with entrance gates 
and small gatehouse 

Kernel Store 

Minor repairs and repaint 

·'fl orkshop/S tore 

Minor repairs and repaint 

FFB Store 

Minor repairs ro wooden 
framework 

Office 

Repairs to windows: wire 
brush and repaint building 
including roof 

full Cost Minimum Cost 
Le S Le :) 

2,000 2,000 

18~000 18,000 

1,000 1,000 

1,000 L,000 

l,000 L,000 

l,000 1,000 

16,000 15,000 16.000 15,000 

1,000 1,000 

1,000 1,000 

1,000 1,000 

4,000 4,000 
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Full Cost ~linimum Cost 
Le s Le .. ) 

Suoervisor's House 

~inor repairs: wire brush 
and repaint 4,000 4,000 

Rest House 

Refurbishment and repaint 10,000 10,000 

~ill ~achinerv and EguiE!ment 
i20,000 8,000 12!>,000 8,000 

Add: 

Laboratory for process 
control 54,000 2,000 

3 kw diesel generator for 
workshop/office/laboratory/ 
house power supply plus 
generator hut and diesel 
storage tank 25,000 4,oqo 

• 
'JI orkshop tools 3,000 3,500 

Oil storag~ drums - 45 g 
and 90 g 8,000 

Totals 271,000 32,500 181,000 23,000 

10% contingencies 27,000 3,300 18,000 2,300 

GRAND TOTALS 298,000 35,800 199,000 25,300 
Total equivalent Leones 1,336,000 933,000 
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~asanki - Total Rehabiiitation C.;Jst Estimates for \\ill 

Buildings 

Repairs to 2 steel columns 
and A fr am es holding main 
countershaf t 
>Mire brush and repaint 
steelwork 

lOOCft new roofing sheets 
26 swg galvanised: roof 
area CJO it x 60 ft approx. 

~inor repairs to mill floor 
and kernel drier floor 

Repairs to walls of fFB 
storehouse 50 ft x 2.5 ft. 

Painting building walls 

Water Supply 

Overhaul of 3" Lister twin 
cyli."lder diesel pump 

Repairs to ~umphouse 

Housing for well water 
supply 

Securitv Fence 

New galvanised steel wire 
security fence (8 ft x 400 
ft x 300 ft) and concrete 
posts complete with 
entrance gates and small 
gatehouse 

Kernel Store 

~inor repairs and repaint 

full Cost 
Le S 

4,000 

2.000 

1.50,000 

2,UOO 

2,000 

1,000 

2,000 500 

2,000 

3,000 

li,000 16,000 

1,000 

~\inimum Cost 
Le S 

4,000 

2,000 

150,000 

2,000 

2,000 

1,000 

2,000 

2,000 

3,000 

17,000 

1,000 

500 

16,000 



Office 

Minor repairs and repaint 

Supervisor's House 

Minor repairs and repaint 

Mill Machinery and Equioment 

Add: 

Laboratory for process 
control 

3 kw diesel generator for 
workshop/ office/laboratory I 
house power supply plus 
generator hut and diesel 
storage tank 
Workshop/store building 
'11 orkshop tools 

Oil storage drums - 4.5 g 

- i I -

Full Cost 
Le S 

2,000 

4,000 

180,000 

54,000 

2.5,000 
.50,000 
3,000 

6,900 

2,000 

4,000 

3,.500 

and 90 g 8,000 

Totals .512,000 32,900 

10'{, contingencies .5 l,000 3,300 

GRAND TOTALS .563,000 36,200 
Total equivalent Leon~ 1,613,000 

ANNEX 2 

~t inimum Cost 
Le .. ::> 

4-,000 

180,000 6,9CO 

372,000 23,400 

37,000 2,400 

409,000 2.5,SOO 
!,1.57,000 
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Sahn .Malen - Total Rehabilitation Cost Estimates for ~\ii! 

Full Cost .Minimum Cost 
Le .,. s Le ) 

Building 
\Vire orush and re;>aint 
steelwork 2,000 2,JOO 

100'-'t new roofing sheets 
26 swg galvanised: roof 
area 90 ft by 60 ft. approx. 150,000 150,000 

.Minor repairs to mill floor 
and kernel drier floor 1,000 l,GOO 

Painting of building walls 1,000 l,000 

Water Supolv 

New water supply line from 
river source 1500 ft. away 
aprox. including new Jiesel 
pump and pumphouse 20,000 35,000 

Repairs to existing 3" water 
line including reconditioning 
of Lister twin cylinder diesel 
purrap and pumphouse S,000 1,000 

Wire brush and repaint water 
storage tank and supporting 
steelwork 1,000 1,000 

Securitv Fence 

New galvanised steel wire 
security fence (3 ft x 'POO 
ft x C.00 ft) and concrete 
posts complete with 
entrance gates and small 
gatehouse 18,000 16,000 U,000 16.GOO 

Kernel Store 

Repairs to door and windows 

-Nire brush and repaint 
building l,000 1,000 



W orkshooiS tore 

ioo-~ new roofing sheets 
26 swg galvanised 

\Vire brush and repai.'lt 
building 

Office 

lOOil new roofing sheets, 
26 swg galvanised 

Repairs to windows 

Wire brush and repaint 

Supervisor's House 

Repairs to windows and 
rehabilitation of toilet 
and Kitchen 

\Vire brush and repaint 

Mill Macninery and Eauioment 

Add: 

Laboratory for process 
control 

3 kw diesel generator for 
workshop/office/laboratory/ 
house power supply plus 
generator hut and diesel 
storage tank 

\V orkshop tools 

Oil storage drums - 4.5 g 

- i9 -

Full Cast 
Le • 

.5,000 

20,000 

9,000 

118,000 

54,000 

2.5,000 

3,000 

and 90 g S,000 

Totals 

10% contingencies 

GRAND TOTALS 

Total equivalent Leones 

436,000 

44,000 

480,000 

2,620,000 

6,600 

2,000 

~.ooo 

3,500 

67,100 

6,700 

73,800 

ANNEX 2 
Min!mum Cost 
Le :) 

.5,!>00 

20,000 

9,000 

118,000 6,600 

334,000 23,600 

33,000 2,400 

367,000 26,000 

1,121,000 
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Telu - Total Rehabilitation Cost Estimates for \till 

full C.Jst 
Le S 

Building 

'II ire brush and repaint 
steelwork 

10~ new roofing sheets 
Zb swg galvanised: r.:iof area 
90 ft x 60 ft approx. 

~ inor re;>airs to mill floor 
and kernel drier floor 

Painting of building walls 

\Yater Supoly 

~ew 3" water supply Line 
from river source some 150 ft. 
away approx. iilcluding new 
Lister twin cylinder diesel 

2,000 

18,000 

l,000 

1,000 

pump lO,!lOO 

Repairs to existing pumphouse 
including new door 1,000 

'II ire brush and repaint water 
storage tank and supporting 
steelwork 1.000 

Securitv fence 

~ew galvanised steel wire 
security fence (8 ft x 400 
ft ~ 300 ft) and concrete 
posts, complete with 
entrance gates and small 
gatehouse 

i<ernel Store 

Repairs to door and windows 

'N ire brush and repaint 
building 

Workshop and Store 

Repairs to door 

Wire brush and repaint 
building 

l i ,000 

1,000 

l,000 

7,000 

16,000 

ANNEX 2 

\\inimum Cost 
Le ~ 5 

2,000 

13,000 

l,000 

1,000 

l,000 

1,000 

17,000 16,GOO 

1.000 

1,000 
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Full Cost ~inimum Cost 
Le s Le - s 

vffice 

5-K, new rooflng sheets 
26 swg galvanised 

Repairs to door and windows 

Wire brush and repaint 
building 5,000 5,000 

Suoervisor's House 

Repairs to windows and minor 
building repairs 

\Vire brush and repaint 6,000 6,000 

.Mill .Machinerl and EguiEment 
143,000 9,400 143,000 9,400 

.'\dd: 

Laboratory for process 
control 54,000 2,000 

3 i<w diesel generator for 
workshop/office/laboratory/ 
house power supply plus 
generator hut and diesel 
storage tank 25,000 4,000 

\V orkshop tools 3,000 3,500 

Oil storage drums - 45 g and 
90 g 8,000 

Totals 297,000 41,900 197,000 25,400 

10':\ contingencies 30,000 4,200 20,000 2,600 

GRAND TOTALS 327,000 46, 100 217,000 28,0uO 
Total equival~r.t Leones 1,664,000 1,029,000 
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Wanjei - Total Rehai>ilitation Cost Estimates for ~ill 
full Cost 

Building 

Wire brush and repaint 
steelwork 

5% new roofing sheets 
26 swg galvanised: roof 
area 90 ft x oO ft approx. 

Minor repairs to mill floor 
and kernel drier floor 

Painting building walls 

\Vater Suooly 

~ew Lister twin cylinder 
diesel pump and repairs to 
pump house 

Overhaul of existing donkey 
!:team pump and repairs to 
pumphouse 

\Vire brush and repaint 
water storage tank and 
supporting steeiwork 

Securitv fence 

New galvanised steel wire 
security fence (S !t x 250 
ft x 2;0 ft) and concrete 
posts complete with ~tranc;e 

Le + S 

2,000 

12,000 

1,000 

1,000 

1,000 6,000 

1,000 

gates and small gatehouse 15,000 14,000 

Kernel Store 

Minor repairs and repaint 1,000 

Workshop/Store 

Minor repairs and repaint 1,000 

Office 

~\mor repairs and repaint 3,0CO 

:\N~EX 2 

\\in1mum Cost 
Le ~ 

2,000 

12,000 

1,000 

1,000 

2,000 

1,000 

15,000 

1,000 

1,000 

3,000 

14,000 
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Full Cost ~\ inimum Cost 
Le S Le S 

Suoervisor's House 

Minor repairs and repaint 

Mill Machinery and Equipment 

Add: 

Laboratory for process 
control 

3 kw diesel generator for 
workshop/office/laboratory/ 
house power supply plus 
generator house and diesel 
storage tank 

Workshop tools 

Oil storage drums - 45 g and 

5,000 

110,000 

54,000 

25,000 

3,000 

90 g 8,0CO 

Totals 

10% .:ontinge •• cies 

GRAND TOTALS 
Total equivalent Leones 

243,000 

24,000 

267,000 
1,470,000 

5,000 

s,zao 11c,ooo 8,200 

2,000 

4,000 

3,.500 

·37,700 154,000 22,200 

3,800 1.5,000 2,300 

41,500 169,000 24,500 
879,000 
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A.2.2.6. Rehabilitated Pioneer \\ill Ooerating Costs (\\inimum Cost B.:isis) 

Operating costs may be expected to vary according to the :nonthly 
tonnage of FFo to be proces~ed and hence the number of •working hours 
neces5ary per month. The costs below are based on a maximum 24 working 
days per month. 

Labour Costs Single Shift 

Unit Cost 
Le/month 

Labour l Super·1isor 
l Clerk 
l ~echanic 

l Sailer /Engine 
man 

12 Process 
workers 

3 Watchmdl 

Material C0sts 
To include the following: 
Lubricating oil for main engine 
and all other moving parts 
Ballata belting a.'ld clips 
Replacement bear mgs and bushes 
Replacement gear wheels and 
pinions 
Replacement joints 

Occasional welding repairs, etc. 
Replacement boiler fire 
grates and chimney 
Replacement digester /blades 
and separator beaters and knives 
Replacement tools, welding rods, 
etc. 

750/month 
450/month 
450/month 

400/month 

10/day 
10/day 

TOTAL OPERATING COST SINGLE 
SHIFT 

For 2 shift working assume 

~onthlv Total 

750 
450 
450 

400 

2,880 
720 

5,650 

Allow Le2,350/month 
(50';\', local 
(50';\', foreign) 

Le 8!000/\\onth 
Le 12,000/month 

Note: For a full cost basis the above operating costs should be increased to 
Le 12,000/month for single shift and Lel8,000 for 2 shift working: this 
allows for tne additional cost of a laboratory technician {Le450/month) and 
of diesel fuel for the diesel power gen er a tor. 
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A.2.2.7. Operation of the Rehabilitated Pioneer \tills 

l. If the plantations were rehabi!itated the maximum FFB crop 

projections and yields of palm oil and kernels for each Pioneer 

mill plantation would be approximately as follows:-

Mill Maximum 2roduction (t.p.a.) 

f FB Palm Oil i<ernels 

Baoma 875 153 70 

Kasse Kangha 1,900 :- .2 152 

Mange Bureh 1,050 184 84 

Masanki 600 105 48 

Sahn Malen 2,340 409 187 
Telu 1,900 332 152 

Wanjei 150 26 12 

In each case the maximum crop is expect.; -4 to occur during 

Project Year 3 yields of oil and kernels are based on 

17.5% and 8% respectively. 

2. Since the processing capacity of each Pioneer m:U after full 

rehabilitation is expeci:ed to be 11 t.p.h. or 2,500 t.p.a. (see 

Section 4.3) no problems should arise in processing any of the 

above FFB annual production tonnages into palm oil and 

kernels. On the basis of 24 working days or 336 hours per 

peak month, assumec to be 20% of annual production, the 

maximum number of hours to be worked each day equates to 

14 or two 7 hour shifts. Only in the case of Sahn Malen 

where FFB produc~ion is expected to be around 2,340 t.p.a. is 

such two shift working likt>ly to be necessary - in all other 

cases one long shift shol.ild prove sufficient throughout the 

year. 
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3. The estimated rehabilitation costs for each mill are given m 

Section 4.3. Operating costs are expected to vary according to 

the anticipated FFB throughputs (see above) as follows: 

"Minimum cost'' basis 
Mill Working Hr. 012erating 

~ecessarv Costs Le oer Year 
in Peai< Months 

Ba om a 117 12 x 6,000 72,000 
:.<asse Kangha 255 12 x 8,000 96,000 
Mange Bureh 141 12 x 6,000 72,000 
Masanki 80 12 x 4,000 48,000 
Sahn Malen 315 3 x 12,000 

plus 
9 x 3,000 108,000 

Telu 255 12 x 8,000 96,000 
flanjei 20 12 x 4,000 48,000 

4. The factory manning for each Pioneer mill will normally be 20 

on 3ingle shifts including the factory supervisor, mechanic, clerk and 

laboratory technician. 

The training of the factory supervisor, mechanic and clerk will 

all need to be improved so that a proper understanding of their 

duties and how best to perform them may readily be understood. It 

is suggested that this can best be done by "on the job" training 

with the assistance of palm oil factory consultants over an initial 

period of say 2 months followed by yearly monitoring of progress 

and factory performance: the new laboratory technicia:i should also 

be trained in this way. 
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5. The palm oil produced at each Pioneer mill will need to be 

packaged and stored before being collected by buyers or transported 

by lorry to the main market centres such as Bo and Freetown. 

Initially when oil production is still very modest, standard i,.; gallon 

and 90 gallon drums may continue to be used as at present. Later, 

say after 2 years from starting the rehabilitation of the plantations 

when FFB and oil production may have doubled, it may become 

necessary to install a storage tank at certain mills capable of 

holding about 2 weeks average oil production. Sahn .Malen, for 

instance, would require a 2\l ton storage tani<. In each case the 

tank would need to be equipped with a steam heated coil to prevent 

the oil from solidifying: the oil is subsequently delivered by gravity 

into drums as before and collected by lorry for market. 

Kernels can continue to be bagged but care should be taken to 

ensure that the bags are stored in dry conditions to help maintain 

tne low moisture content and keeping qualities of the product. 

6. There are two very desirable requirements for improving t:he 

efficient operation of each Pioneer mill. 

(i) The provision of a number of wori<shop tools at each mill 

for ~sential daily maintenance purposes so that mill processing 

facilities are always available. 

(ii) The provision of a small laboratory room equipped with 

water and work bench where the free fa'tty acid (!fa) 

content of the oil produced in the mill and the moisture 

and dirt contents of the oil and kernels mat be tested 

daily. This will help to ensure that the oil and kernels 

sold to -:he markets will be of consi5tent and desirable 

qualities. ln this respect tfa content would be expected 

to be be:ween 3% and 5%, water in oil under 0.2% and 

dirt in oil under 0.0 l % whilst kernel moisture content 

should be under 8% with dirt and shell content under 6%. 
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OutlinP. si)ecifications oi the workshop :ools and laboratory 

equipment were given in :\.2.2.Cf.. 

7. In implementing the rehabilitation oi each ?ioneer mill two 

essential matters will have to be attended to. 

(i) All the pressure vessels, and the boiler in particular. 

must be fully inspected and tested by the Chief Factories 

Officer in orcer to conform to the factories .-\ct and the 

necessary test certificates issued betore the factory 

machinery and equipment can be considered safe to 

operate. 

(ii) All the Pioneer mill spares at present held in the central 

stores of SLP~B at Bo, of which an up-to-date inventory 

dated April l 986 exists, must be thoroughly checked and 

made use of wherever possible before ordering new spares 

from abroad or from sources within Sierra Leone such as 

the National \Vorkshop. From the evidence of the latest 

inventory it would appear that considera'.Jle savings may 

be effected in the cost of spares required for each mill 

if full account and use of existing stock is properly 

taken into account. 
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A.2.3.Costs of New Palm Oil Mills 

1. The main palm oil mill suppliers are to be found m 

Luxembourg (Usine-de-Wecker), Holland {Stork), France 

{Speichim) and in Malaysia {Kampulan-Emas, Hip Hing, etc.). In 

general the most competitive prices are likely to come from 

.Malaysia. However, the quality of some of the equipment 

will not always be as good as that from N estern Europe 

and this could affect long-term operating costs as items 

wear out more quickly. The estimated costs (including 10% 

contingency) of the palm oil mills listed below are based on 

Malaysian 

Mill Ca2acitx; 

2 t/'r.r FFB 

3 t/hr f'FB 

5 t/hr FFB 

10 t/hr FFB 

turnkey prices. 

Item 

Equipment 
Services 
Civils & 
Sldgs 

Equipment 
Services 
Civils & 
Bldgs 

Equipment 
Services 
Civils & 
Bldgs 

Equipment 
Services 
Civils Jc 
Bldgs 

F.X. 

Costs 

s 
400,000 

35,000 

660,000 
40,000 

980,000 
60,000 

l,740,000 
100,000 

Local 

Costs Total Costs 

Leones 

5,400,000 

6,700,000 

10,900,000 

Eguivalent 

11,600,000 
1,000,000 

5z400.000 
18,000,000 

19, 100,0CO 
1,200,000 

6z700z000 
27z000z000 

28,400,000 
1,700,000 

l0z9001000 
41.500.000 

50,500,000 
2,900,000 

18,600,000 18.600 100~ 
72.000.000 

Leones 
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2. In the case of palm oil mills installed in l. stages or housing l 

process lines, which are sometimes necessary in order to 

accommodate a slow phased build-up in rFB producti~n, costs 

are estimated as follows: 

F.X. Local 

Mill Caoacit:t Item Costs Costs Total Costs 

1 Leones Eauivalent 

3 t/hr.+ 5 t/hr Equipment 1,400,000 4.0,600,000 

f FB Services S0,000 2,300,000 

Civils de 

Bldgs. 14., 100,000 14..100.000 

.57 2000z000 

Of the Le 57m total it may be assumed that Le 33m would be 

required for the initial 3 t/hr. stage and Le 24111 for the second 5 

t/hr stage. 

f.X. Local 

Leones 

Mill Ca~acity Item Costs Costs Total Costs 

i Leones Eguivalent 

.5 t/hr .+ 10 t/hr Equipment 2, 180,000 63,200,000 

FFB Services 130,000 3,800,000 

Civils & 

Bldgs 23,000,000 23,0002000 

90:000.000 

Of the Le 90m total it may be assumed that Le 50m would be 

required for the initial 5 t/hr stage and Le 40m for the second lG 

t/hr stage. Further 1etails of the cost estimates for the 15 t/hr. 

FFB capacity mill, which is the preferred option for the proposed 

project at Kasse/Sahn :v\alen, are giver. in the table below. 

Leones 
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Cost Estimates for 15 t/hr. Caoacitv Pa.Im Oil f actorv 

Item Installed Casts T atal Eguivalent 

~ Leer.es Leones 

Mill machinery and equipment: 

FFB reception station 200,000 

Sterilisation station 90,0GO 

Threshing and pressing station 350,000 

Clarification station 310,000 

Kernel recovery station 175,000 

Steam and power plant 1,000,000 

Services including pipework 

and electrics 185.000 

2,310,000 67,000,000 

Civil works and foundations 12,000,000 

Building structures 10,000,000 

Effluent treatment ponds 1.000.000 

23 2000z000 23.000zOOO 

90.000.000 
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3. Estimated operating cvsts for the new mills are as follows. 

~ill Caoacit:t Ooeratins Costs. Leones/\\onth 

Labour \\aterials T \ltal 
2 t/hr rFo 432 man-days 

at Le 15/day 
average 
= 6,480 7,000 13,480 

3 " 4&0 :nan-days 
at Le 15iday 
average 
= 7,200 10,000 17,200 

5 " 576 man-days 
at Le 1.5/day 
average 
= 8,640 15:000 23,640 

10 " 672 man-days 
at Le 15/day 
average 

= 10,0&0 25,000 35,080 

3 t + 5 t/hr 
f FB 1,056 man-days 

at Le 15/day 
average 

= 15,840 20,000 35,840 

5 t + 10 tihr 
FFB 1,248 man-days 

at Le 15/cay 
average 
= 18,720 30,000 48,720 

1 single day shift, nominally of 8 hrs. but -.,arying between 6 and 10 

hrs. according to need, has been assumed 24 days a month for 9 

months a year. The remaining 3 peak months will mostly require 2 

shift working when total costs may be assumed to be increased by a 

factor of 1.5. e.g. Le73,000/month for the 5t • lOt/hr. mill. 

The build-up of opera ting co~ts for such a mill, which is the 

preferred option for the proposed pro1ect at i<asse/Sahn \ialen, are 

given in the table overleaf. 
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Build-uo in Operating Costs for 1.5 T iHr FFB Caoacity \\ill 

Assuming the first stage of factory capacity is commissioned 

during year 7 and the second stage during year 9, OJl!'ating costs 

are expected to approximate to those listed below, based on an 

average pay rate of Lel.5/day per man and 24 working days per 

month. 

.Manning 
Year 7 

.Ma.1/days 
pe· month 

Labour 
cost/ rnon th 

~taintenance Total Costs 
materials per month 
cost/month Le 

Year S 

Year 9 

Year 10 
at seq. 

Note: 90% 
exchange. 

40 on single 
shift for 
12 months 

40 0.1 single 
shift for 
12 months 

40 on ~ingle 
shift for 9 
months 
60 on two 
shifts for 
3 months 

52 on single 
shift for 
9 months 
78 on two 
shifts for 
3 months 

960 

960 

960 

1,440 

1,248 

1,872 

of the main tenanc.e 

14,400 10,000 24,fJOO 

14,400 20,000 34,400 

14,400 20,000 34,400 
for 9 
months 

21,600 30,000 .51,600 
for 3 
monthS 

18,720 30,000 4.8,720 
for 9 
months 

28,080 45,000 73,080 
for J 
months 

materials costs will be incurred as foreign 
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A.2.4-. factory Requirements for the Kasse/Sahn ~alen 

Develooment Plan 

1. On the basis of the FFB projections the following yields of 

palm oil and kernels may oe expected. 

'.\l\axim~m Pr.Jduc~ion toa 

Year f FB Palm vil i<ernels 

6 500 110 20 

7 2,400 528 % 

8 4,800 1,056 192 

9 8,000 1,760 320 

10 12,000 2,640 480 

11 16,000 3,520 640 

12 19,200 4,224 768 

13 21,600 4,752 864 

14 23,200 5,104 928 

15 24,000 et seq. 5,280 960 

It has been assumed that with the use of improved palm tree 

stock and oil extraction efficiency expected from the usie of modern 

commercial palm oil factories, that yields of palm oil and kernels 

should reach a maximum of 22% and 4% respectiveiy. 

2. Assuming, as before, a maximum monthly peak production 

figure of 20% of annual, the final factory capacity has to be 

capable of processing 4,800 tons of FFB per month. On the basis of 

24 working da"S and 14 press hours per day (two 8 hr shifts) the 

required capacity needs to be around 15 tons/hr. 

Since the build-up of f FB extends over a long period of some 

9 years, it is advisable to consider installing new factory capacity 

in two stages. fhe first stage could take up to, say, 5 tons/hr. 

equivalent to 8,500 t.p.a. (project year 9) and the second stage of 
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10 tons/hr equivalent to l7,00C t.p.a. would take the combined 

factory capacity to 25,500 t.p.a. This would leave a small margin 

in capacity should fFB additional to the projected 24,GOO t.p.a. 

prove possible either from smallholders or increased yields. 

An alternative would be to install the factory capacity m two 

7t t/hr stages. 

3. The estimated total capital costs of the 15 t/hr palm oil 

factory is expected to amount to S2,3l0,000 plus Leones 23 million 

which is equal to a total cost of Leones 90 million. 

5. fact\lry manning can normally be expected to total 52 on 

single sh if ts, made up of the factory manager, factory engineer and 

50 supporting staff. During the short 3 month peak season two 

shift working may prove to be necessary as an alternative to long 

single shifts and factory manning could rise to 7S. Both the 

factory manager and engineer would need to be experienced in the 

operation of modern palm oil mills and assistance and advice on 

factory performance from an outside palm oil factory consultant for, 

say, 2 weeks every year would prove beneficial. 

6. fhe palm oil and kernels produced within the new factory will 

have to be stored at the mill until road transport to the markets 

can be arranged. 
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Bull< storage tani<s, fitted with steam heated coils, will be 

re<;uired for the oil with a ~:orage capacity oi at least 4 weeKs 

average oil prnduct ion. Thus ultimate oil storage capacity will 

probably be around 500 tons. Road tankers, ho laing 7 tons of oil, 

will be r~uired to transport the oil to the :Tiarkets. 

The kernels, after bagging anc storage at the mill, wtil be 

transported in covered tarries to rree!own. The i<erneis have to be 

stored under dry conditions to maintain their low motsture content 

and quality. 

7. An important aspect of the factory Clesign will be the 

measures taken to treat and dispose of the factory effluent which is 

an essential part of the factory process. For the proposed factory 

development a system of effluent treatment ponds is proposed with 

-:he final discharge of the effluent liquids into the river itself. This 

commercially acceptaole form of treatment should ensure that no 

ecological damage to tne river environments will occur. 

8. The s~ting of the new mill remains to be finalised at appraisal 

stage but an apparently suitable site, next to a sizeable river and 

about 3 miles from Kangha Pioneer mill, was shown to the team's 

engineer. 
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A.3.1. !er:s of reference 

!or 

The ~rer•:•tion of the docu:ientation for the rehc~!litation cf seven 
palm oil {?icneer) mills in Sierra Leone 

l. ~scri;tion of the zroject 

rhe rnited Nations Industrial Developl:lent Orgajization is to 
carry out a techno-economic assessment and evaluation of the public 
sec:ot pal: oil {pioneer) :ills predoain,ntly operating in rural areas. 
!he eval~•:icn is to result either in the definit:cn of econc~ically 
justified technical and =anagerial i~?rovet!lent actio~ or in the speci
fication of the ~st suitable palm oil f actor)l(ies) to be established 
fer t~e prccuction of•pal~ oil for do:::estic markets in re?lace:ent of 
:~e existir.s ?ioneer mills. 

2. 3ac~&r~~=d inforcation 

Sier:a Le~ne is a traditional palmoil produci~g count~ a~d palg 
oil is en essential food ite= for the local population. ~e total ccn
s~:~ticn cf ?21~ oil is esti::ated at 55.000 tens ~~r year. !he accessible 
~ild ralz ::ees are estil:2ted to cove= an area cf 60.000 acres. In addi
tion there are =ore than 40.00~ ~cres of cultivated oil ~al= ?lar.tations 
producin& ;:zl:::i fruits for __ l;ncustrial exploitation. 

In the 'ublic pal~ oil production sec:or ten oil mills exist Yit~ a 
capacity of 20.000 tons of rP.d (cr~de) palm oil and 3.Soo-to~s of-?al~ 
kerr.el per •:-:nu~. In the traditional household production sector additicnal 
18.000 to~s of crude red ?al:n oil are annually prccuced and rhe rest in 
the private industries sector. 

uespi:e this large palm oil pote~tial, the co~~tr; has been faci=g 
a crisis in its pall:l oil production sector, ?:o:lely ,foe to the fact t:~•t 

the existi::g ~al~ oil oills only operate at fracticns of their instailed 
capacity. A ~~IDO ex?crt esti::ated the ca~aci:y ~:ilization at 25 ?er 
ce~t cnly. ::~e situation ~esclted in the need for ral:::i oil i:;orts of 
2000 tc~s rtr inn~= to fill at least ?~rt cf :~e s~ortfa!l i~ t~e 
co:es:i: r=~~~ctio~ i~volving Le 10 cillion of fcreign exc~a~ge. 

r:-:e ::..1!.:: reascn fer t:ie '-"er: le\.' capaci:y ~::..!~zation a~;:ear to ':e 
i:-:e!fic!.~:: ::.a::age~ent, unsotis!actory plant ::.ai~:~~4~ce, hiih ~rocuc:io~ 
lcs ses, a:=::-:ically C":Jt-da ad ei:;ip::ie!it and ot::e:rs. In c=der :o i:?rc-.·e 
this si;'l;atic;., a l~100 u:;:ert (SI/Slt/82/801) ha: recc::::a;·,C:ed the ur:ti::z 
up cf a Cc==j~ racilit; Cer.tre for the Pal~oil !::~~s:ry to act as a cc
crci~otcr i~~ to ??OV!.Ce t~e individual oil :~l!s ~ith ~~;e ~ecessar: 
as ~all is :~chnical £~d fina~cial a~sistance. :~: rec~:.::c~d•~ic~ ~as 

!a·:o•J:a::y acr:ived ~1 the ai.1thorities but t.,.r:-.ed Cc'-~ later t>ri:: . .ni!y 
because c!. :!".e: policy decision taken by :he Gcvc~::.:n: to ·. r!.vatize tl".e 
tntire ;~:~:c ~al~ oil pro~uction sector. 
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In the =eanti=e the ?rivatization process has s:arted. ~~t~ rega~d 

to the privatization of :•o larger scale oil =ills ~egotiatic~s have 
al=eady reac~ed the final stage. Ho•ever, :he re~aini~g seven si:aller 
scale palm oil mills ... -nich are 30 to 50 years old a~d ~ot any ~re tec~
nically up to date have not s~ far attracted the interest of private 
investors. T?iese seven oills cay still reach a higher level of produc
tivity if suitably repaired and aodernized and if a?propriate ::.anage:ent 
aethods be a~plied co::::,ined with structural changes. 

!n case the rehabilitation of these seven pal~ oil :ills could ne
cessarily be carried out, their total prodcction could ~e increased froo 
the present l,bOO tons of ?al~ oil ?er ar.r.~~ to 6,300 tons •hich is eq~al 
to thei: pre~io~sly installed pro~uction capacity. Such an increase in 
the production of the seven factories would nearly cover the pro~ucticn 
shortfall and pal~ oil•i!:?orts could be reduced. 

Tne Gcver::oen~ of Sie:::ra Leone, therefore, "Wishes to ~.eke use of 
u~~!DO assisr.ance to result in a complete and detailed assess:ent of the 
situation along ... 'i.th S?eci::ic recot::lendatio'!"!s for rehabilitation action 
based on relevant econo~c and financial calculatiuns. 

3. ~es~onsibilities and duties of the contractor 

a) .!.:i assess:e!':t is to ~e- ::ade of the (natural) pal:::i .frJit p:ocuction sec.: tor 
resulting in recO::..endations for the i:prove~ent of yielcs, harvesting 
~ethcds, ::A quality controls, trans;iort to the factories, :ia:12!,Et:ient 
controls and other relevant r~quire'l:lents. 

b) ;_, assess~~~t !s to :e made of t~e seven pioneer :ills ;re!ently i~ 
O?eration follc~ed by an evaluation of the technclogy a;~::ed, the 
equip:er.t used, re~air and :naintcnance ser-1ices, quali~; cc~t=ols, 
::anage:ent structure, qualification of labour and staff, ~roduct 
?ackagi!':g and ::.arketing and other relevant issues. 

c) Sased en the results obtained from the assess:ent :entio~e~ u~der 
5 b) abc~e, ccnclusions have to be dra~-n ~ith :egard to t~e ~ost 
a~?r~pri~te action to be taken for t~e re~abilitation of !even 
?icneer :ills - or their ~est suitable re?lace:e~t in l!~c ~it~ :~e 
~alm oil rtquir~~e~ts of the dc:uestic c.arket. 

d) r:,,e reha:iilitatic:-:/rcplace:c:-:t acticn has to ~e s;=eci!iec :.:: its CHails 
!er eit~cr the re~a~ilitac:.:~ of each ?io~eer :i:l c: :~e !E:?lace:e~: 
c! all :: ta=: cf c~e: as i~Civid~al fac:~r!es er c:::i~cc ?~ccessi~; 

E:) ;... C:etai!c~ ccst esc::.::.ate ~as r.o !:e :re:a:eci di·;iced i!':<:o !:c:s :o :.e 
!::;:c::cc a7.d iu:.s ~o 'e local l • ~a::u!'ac:\;a:. 

f) .~ ·.·or~ rro;:a:.::e •~d ti~e scheci~ 1as :o :e ela'.:::.;ac :.iscd en 
~ricricy action i:e:izi~g che ~orK to be carried out cc:~!~ed ~i:h 
ccst str~c:~r~s in loc~l curre~cy a~d 'crei&n ~xc~a~ge. 
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g) The re.abilitation/re?lace:ent act!on as outli~ed ur.der 5 d, e 
and f above has to be ecc~o:ically justified frc: the factcr~es' 
production eff~ciency vie~ ?Oint ani fro~ the country's national 
ecooo:y vieY point. 

h) A cocprehensive rehabilitation dccucent has to be ?re?ared for 
f i:iancing purposes and for::ing the basis for practical rehabili
tation/:.:place?:.ent action to folloY. The docu:ent in princi_ple 
is to contain the follo~ing: 

equipment specification 
technology revisions (flc~ diagra::s) 
repair and caintenance facilities and srare ~arts 

- quality control arr•ngewcnts 
- :21anase~ent structure 
- labour and sta!f require::!ents and training 
- product packcgi~g and 12rketing 
- raY :ia.terial controls anc s~pplies 
- detailed cost cal~ulatior.s 
- econoc1c evaluation. 

!!llportant 
a) The co=?~~ents oz t'!":e assus::ent a:id evaluat.i~n ,.orit as listed abc·:e 
are net necessarily exha~sti.veof :hcse re~uired !or their appropriate_ . 
execution. r .. e contractor is, therefore, re~uired to collect, evaluate 
and present any additional infor:ation and carry out any aC.ditional ,..orit 
~-:tich he considers essential for the ?re~aration of the rehabilitatio~ 
cocul!!ent 

b) ~e rehab!litatio~ docu~e~: shall ccntai~ all data and sources of 
~~f or:atic~ ~~ich have been used as the basis !er the conclusio~s arri~ed 
at. 

4. Language q~alifi~ation: E~glis~ 

S. Ge~eral prosra:::=e schecu:e 

a) !he cc:-,tractor's tea.::l lea:ar is required to visit C·'!JO ~eac!~uar~ .s 
for c!etaihd briefi;:g ci.SC";.;SSic;:s \.•it:-i r~:::JC' S s-;.:cs:a':'!tive suf: ·.~chi:i 

. . . 
~=-.. e cate o: 

':l) ::-.~ cc:-.t:-acccr ·.:ill su::i: co ;..~!JO :!-.ree co;:ies c: :::.s field s:i.:::.· 
re?ort ~;:on cc~~:etic:i of t~e field stuc!y ~er~ ;u: not later :~a~ 
t•o ~c~t~s f:o: t~e Ca:e c! si;~:~6 :~e cc::rcc:. 

c) ~-:e r.cnt:rcctor ·.:ill s-..i':::i: t:o '..~:r::o ::-,ree cc?iCS o! his !inal era:: 
of c~e :eha~ilitatic~/:e;:ace:e~c c:!cc~=e~t la:est ~ithin !i!cee~ 
~eeks frc: :~e ca:e of si~~i~3 t~e cc~trac:. 

d) l:;\lDO ·.:ill ;>ra;;are '!.ts cc=.:;::s c~ c':'.e fi:-.ol dra!c c! the reha"i~::a:ic~ · 
re~lace:e;:t doc~=~~t ~i:~!~ te~ ~a;s cf rece~;c. 

I 
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e) ~r.e contractor ~-ill take i~to co~s:eeration the co::::ents ::.ace 
:: u"XIDO in preparing the f i~al reha~i:itatio~/re?lace~ent coc~
=ent, five ccpies of ~~ich are to be sub~itted to ~"XIDO ~ithi~ 
t•o •eeks after receipt of ~~IDO cc::e~ts. 

f) 7he contractor's personnel shall :e a~ai!able at ~"?\!DO Headquarters 
for detailed evaluation/debriefing discus·sions vith l~IDO' s sub
stantive staff according to the re~uire=ents at a date to :e cutually 
agreed upon. 
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ANNEX 4 

ANNEX 4 BACKGROUND TO THE FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC 
ANALYSES 

A.4.1. Introduction 

The notes in this annex give further information to that 
already supplied in the main text and m Annexes l and 2 on the 
financial and economic models! and on the assumptions made within 
each. 

Copies of the relevant computer tables (Annex 5) are available 
in a separate volume (limited distribution only). 

A.4.2. The Rehabilitation .Model 

As described in Section 5 of the main text a standard set of 
rehabilitation assumptions were applied to the seven sites with minor 
modifications for particular estates. 

The assumptions for the rehabilitation model, based on constant 
prices, are set out in the table. 

Rehabilitation Assumptions 

Palm oil price (Le/drum) 1300 f.xchange rate (Le/$) 
(Le/ton) 7280 

Palm keriiel price (cents/lb) 60 Fertilizer price CUSS/ton) 
(Le/ton) 1344 

f ertilis~r application 

Diesel fuel price (Le/gal) 30 rate (kg/acre) 

Land Lease (Le/acre) 50 

29 

200 

50 

Salaries (Le/month) 
.Manager 1500 

Extraction rate( l) oil 0.175 Supervisor 1000 
kernels 0.08 Asst. Supervisor 600 

(small) Tractor I Wage/skilled (Le/day) 12 
trailer CUSS> 1500 Wage/unskilled (Le/day) 9 

Note ( 1) The proportion of oil and kernel!> ex tr acted fr om ff B 
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A.4.3. Kasse-Sahn ~\alen Financial \\odel 

Revenues and costs deriving from three separate plantation 
areas and two mills were accounted over a thirty year period to 
provide net present value (NPV) and internal rate of return (IRR) 
figures for the project as a whole. The three plamation are-'is are 
the existing plantations at Kasse and Sahn ~alen and a proposed 
<?xpansion area which could be at either loc:ition (or more likel~· 
divided between them). For convenience the expansion area is 
accounted as part of the Kasse (sub) model, but this should not be 
taken to imply that the expansion would take place entirely at 
Kasse. Almost certainly expansion would take place in both 
chiefdoms. The precise geographical location does not affect the 
accounting procedure. 

The base values,based on constant prices, used in the analysis 
are given below. 

Financial Analvsis 
Kasse and Sahn ~alen - Base Values 

Expansion ar '?a (acres) 
Number of ex-patriates 
Kasse existing area (ac) 

Sahn existing area (ac) 

Expansion areas 1 •• 4 
Nursery to supply (pa) 
Replanting unit 
Palm oil price (Le/t) 
Palm oil price (Le/drum) 
Seed price (SUS each) 
Palm kernel price (Le/t) 
Extraction rate l 
Extraction rate 2 
Extraction rate 3 
Kernels (old) 
Kernels (new) 
Kernels (old/new) 
Lease (per acre) 
Exchange rate SI = 
Yield factor (new) 
Yield factor (rehab) 
Oil price factor 
Cost factor 
Fertiliser app. factor 
(not rehab) 

lRR (%) 10.0 
NPV (MLe) -33.0 
4000 Discowu rate (%) 

l Fuel price (Le/gal) 
1100 Thousand poiybags 

1150 

1000 
1000 
1000 
7280 
1300 
0 • .57 
1344 
0.175 
0.195 
0.22 
0.08 
0.04 
0.1 
50 
29 
l.00 
1.00 
1.30 
1.0 
1 

(small) S 
Thousand polybags 
(large) S 
Fertiliser CS/ t)compound 
f ert. app. (kg/ acre) 
(rehab. only) 

Salaries (Le/month) 
~anager 
Sup~visory 
Assistants 

Wages (Le/day) 
l.abour 
Labour 2 

Tractors 
Small tr actor I tr aHer( S) 
Large tractor /trailert.S} 

15 
30 

28.46 

12.5. 2C. 
200 
50 

1500 
1000 
600 

12 
9 

15000 
20800 
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The price level for palm oil was set at L,300 Le/drum on the 
basis that the current equivalent price at Daru is 1,400 Le/drum. 
This ailowed for the more difficult transportation problems from 
l.(asse and the possibility of a slight price reduction as supply 
increases. The palm kernel price ( 1,344 Le/t) is equivalent to the 
current level of 60 cents/lb paid by SLP~B. Prices given in USS 
reflect estimates of current international FOB prices to which 15 
per cent is added in the cost calculations to cover the cost of 
delivery to Sierra Leone. The three extraction rates for palm oil 
from fFB correspond to use of a Pioneer mill on fruit from a 
rehabilitated plantation, a new mill on a rehabilitated plantation and 
a new mill on a replanted or expansion area, respectively. 
Similarly, the percentage of fFB available as kernels is assumed to 
be eight for the original mill and four for the 11ew mill An old 
mill processing fruit from replanted or new trees might yieid as 
much as ten per cent kernels but this situation does not arise. 

The various 'factors' are set at unity with the exception of 
!he oil p~ice, set at 21.35 (this corre-i;ponds to 1,300 Le/drum). 
These factors facilitate sensitivity analysis by permitting yields, 
ier-:ilis~ application rates and !he palm oil price to be varied by a 
fixed proportion. For example, entering a yield factor of 1.1 
;:>ermits the calculation of the '.'IPV and IRR which would result from 
a (general) ten per cent increase in yields. Wage levels, set at 12 
Le/day for semi-skilled and '1 Le/day for unskilled workers 
approximate to levels repcrted from several different locations 
during th~ team's visit. 

The final proposed \ ~sion of the project envisages immediate 
replanting of the existing Kasse plantatior., rehabilitation of the 
Sann ~\alen plantation with the associated Pioneer mill, 4,000 acres 
of expansion and eventual replanting of Sahn ~alen in year seven. 
The new mill at Kasse is installed in year 6 and expanded in year 
10. Fer convenience the model includes rows for rehabilitation, 
replanting and expansiein (revenues and costs) for both plantations, 
but thesi: are accounted as zero values where appropriate. For 
example, altho;,igh th~re are figures for the rehat>ilitation of the 
Kasse plantation, the totals br both revenue and costs are !.et at 
zero. This construction facilitated the eYploration of a range of 
alternative ptoject proposals which resulted in that now put 
forward. 

The central managtment costs are assumed to be common to 
the two plantations. One expatriate is assumed to cost SUS 70,000 
per year which is accounted as 2.0 million Leones at the assumed 
exchange rate of 29 Le=SUS 1. A breakdown of the Sierra Leonean 
staff and vehicle costs (excluding tractors) is provided. 
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Kasse-Sahn 'Aalen: Vehicle Costs (Excluding Tractors) 

Manager's car S l2,000 
Pick-ups (2 @ 512.000) 
Lorries (2 (a $25,000) 

Vehicte maintenance J 5f, pa. 
fuel {per year): 
Lorries 2 x 1,000 gal.@ 
Le 30/gal 
Other vehicles (3) 20,000 
gals. 

348,000 
696,000 

l.450.000 
2,!.!.9li,000 

374,000 

60,000 

60.000 
120,000 

Note: All vehides are assumed to i>e replaced every seven years. 

Kasse-Sahn Malen: 
c.xpatr iates) 

Manager 
Mill Manager/Engineer 
Accountant 
Wages 0fficer 
Secretary 
Storeman 
Assistant 
Drivers 3 @ 6,000 
Sc!Curity 4 @ 3,500 
Total 

Central Management 5-:.aff Costs (Excluding 

35,000 
20,000 
20,00C 
10,000 
12,000 
10,000 
6,000 

18,000 
14,000 

145.000 

The office equ:pment cost was estimated at 520,000 initially 
with maii1tenance set at ten per cent per year a.,d replacement in 
year 15. The construction of new buildings envisaged an off ice 
building of l,80C sq. ft. costing Le585,000, a store of 326 sq. tt. 
costing Le653,000, three houses for the manager ($20,000) and two 
others ($15,000 ea.:h). l:l addition a work:;hop was included at an 
estimared cost of $20,000 including equipment. ~\aintenance and 
repair costs were estimated at ten per cent (per year) of the total 
construction cost. Compensation to SLP'.'v\B br the take-over of 
existing buildings was set at one million i...eones as was compensation 
to landholders for the destruction of existing stands of perennial 
crops. Both these figures were n~cessarily somewhat arbitrary since 
the form~r ·vould depend on negotiatiiJns with SLP'.'v\B and the latter 
on the locations cr.osen for expansicn. 

The prinrout for the financial model includes all the identified 
costs and revent.ies for the different aspects of the project for the 
thirty year period (in Leones or m.\llion Leones as appropriate). :\ 
summary of the basic costs, revenues and the net cash flow is 
presented overleaf. 
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A.4.4. Kasse-Sahn \\alen Economic \\odel 

The base values used in the economic analysis are given below. 

Economic Analvsis 
Kasse and Sahn Malen - Base Values 

Expansion area (acres) 
Number of ex-patriates 
Sahn Malen area 
Kasse area 
Expansion areas l •• (j. 
Nursery to supply (pa) 
Replanting unit 
Palm oil price (Le/t) 
Palm oil price (Le/drum) 
Seed price <SUS each) · 
Palm kernel price (Left) 
Extraction rate 
Extraction rate 2 
Extraction rate 3 
t<ernels (old) 
Kernels (new) 
Kernels {old/new) 
Lease (per acre) 
Exchange rate $1 = 
Yield factor (new) 
Yield factc:- (rehab) 
Oil price factor 
Cost inflater 
Fertiliser App. factor 
(not rehab) 

IRR {%) 8.7 
NPV {MLe)-5tj..5 

4(100 
1 
1150 
1100 
1000 
1000 
1000 
11200 
2000 
0.57 
1344 
0.175 
0.195 
0.22 
0.08 
0.04 
0.1 
0 
29 
1.00 
1.00 
2.00 
1.0 
l 

Shadow revenue (Le/acre) 
Shadow wage (family) 
SLPMB oil ?rice CLe/t) 
SLP~B oil price (Le/drum) 
Discount rate 
Fuel price (L•~/gal) 
Thousand polyba.gs (small) S 
Thousand pr,~ybags (large) S 
Fertiliser (5/ t) compound 
Fert. App. (kg/acre) 
(rehab. only) 

Salaries (Le/month) 
~anager 
Supervisory 
Assistants 

Wages (Le/day) 
Labour 1 
Labour 2 

Tractors 
Small tractor/trailer CS> 
Large tractor/trailer CS> 

In structure the economic model is very similar to the 
financial model. The essential differences relate to those transfers 
not appropriate in evaluating the economic worth of the project, 
namely the lease and the compensation payments to landholciers and 
compensation to SLP~B, the opportunity costs attributed to the land 
used for expansion and the value of existing prot1uction. 

For the purposes of economic analysis, the lease and 
compensation payments are set to zero. The calculation of 
opportunity costs for land involves assumptions regarding the shadow 
revenue ascribed to the land and the shadow wage rate for family 
labour. These are set at 1,800 Le/acre/year and 9 Le/day in the 
printed version of the model enclosed with this annex. This version 

1800 
9 
11200 
2000 
15 
30 
28.46 
125.24 
£(. 
50 

150\i 
't"IOO 

JO 

9 

15000 
20800 
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also assumes a palm oil price of 2,000 Le/drum U l,200 Le/tonne) 
for b..7th the oil currently produced by SLP~1B and that which would 
be produced by the project. The value of currer.t production for 
both palm 011 and kernels amounted to some 2.!f. million Leones 
based on a high estimate of annual pr~uction (200t oil .- kernels). 
The estimated profit, after allowance for operating costs of 1.7 
million and adminstration costs (at Bo) of 0.25 million, is 0.5 million 
i..eones. These figures and those summarising the expected benefits 
from the new project can be found in the model printout following 
the Kasse sub-model. 




